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Braun's Island residents will face 
hefty charges if .they ever want city 
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making the final round of national 
play\SPORTS B4 
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Top health care boss moves on 
AFTER 10 YEARS as the city's top health care adminis- 
Izator, Michael Leisiuger handed in his resignation Aug. 
30, leaving the f'mancially-troubled Terrace and Area 
Health Council in search of a second administrative posi- 
tion to fill. 
Juanita Barrett, director of clinical services at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, also resigned last month. 
Health council chair Larisa Tarwick said having two 
vacant administrative positions presents ome challenges, 
but Barrett will be flown up to Terrace from Vancouver 
two days a week until Christmas to complete paperwork. 
Leisinger leaves Sept. 24 to work on planning projects at 
the Northern Interior Regional Health Board in Prince 
George which looks after hospitals, treatment centres and 
public health, mental health and continuing care programs 
from Vanderhoof/Fort S . James to Valemount and from 
Mackenzie south to Hixon, between Prince George Ques- 
nel. The board has 2,000 employees and a $125 million 
budget. 
In the interim, Tom Novak, the consultant brought in by 
the health council this spring on the recommendation f 
the health ministry to solve the health council's budget 
problems, takes over as chief executive officer until a re- 
placement is found. 
Leisinger was hired Aug. 1, 1989 to oversee the newly- 
amalgamated Mills Memorial Hospital and Terraceview 
Lodge operations under the umbrella of the Terrace 
Regional Health Care Society. 
His job included bringing health care operations closer 
together and increasing efficiencies by putting as many 
dollars as possible into patient and resident care. 
Leisinger has been increasingly under fire the last several 
years from the public and from local doctors because of 
cost saving measures at the hospital. 
Mills Memorial began the 1990s with surpluses but those 
soon disappt:ared when health care budgets were effective- 
ly frozen, begi|ming a series of ever increasing annual 
deficits. 
Beds were closed and services curtailed in an effort to 
cope with those frozen budgets. 
Some years, Mills received either no or minimal budget 
increases from the provincial government. 
Deficits climbed to the point they threatened toplace the 
[] Local artisans on display 
THE REBIRTH of the Red Raven Gallery has given local is a high h'affic spot. Some of the artists who contribute work to 
artisans a place once again to collectively market their work, The the gallery also volunteer there. More than 80 people now have 
location, in the Skeena Mall, is particularly benefecial because it contributions on display. 
SCI's red ink is drying up 
Consistent profitability 
in sight, president says 
By JEFF NAGEL 
SKEENA CELLULOSE still lost 
money in the first six months of  this 
year despite individual months of  profit 
during that time, say officials of  the 
government-owned company. 
But since those results came amid bottom, 
ing pulp prices - -wh ich  have since 
rebounded - -  and production costs are 
being chopped further with modernization 
work this fall, the days of calling SCI a 
money-loser appear numbered, 
Operating losses from January to June were 
$8.2 million compared to $22 million in the 
same six months of 1998, company president 
Bill Steele told The Standard last Thursday. 
The first slx months of this year had seen pulp 
sag to around $475 a tomle ~ well down from 
the $500 to $550 the previous two years. Since 
thcu pulp has shot to $560 per tonne in Europe 
and Japan, and even higher In the U.S., with 
some analysts forecasting $600 by year's end. 
The company also released consolidated 
results for the 15 months ending Mar. 31 show, 
lng losses after all interest and depreciation of 
$57.9 million. That was down a loss In the 1997 
calendar year of $130,5 mllllou. 
In July the company recorded a $1.5 million 
profit after interest and depreclatlon, he said, 
adding a modest profit is also expected in Au- 
gust. 
While results are expected to sag in October 
because of a pulp mill shutdown while modern- 
ization proceeds, he said consistent profitability 
should be almost assured after that. 
"Once the capital work is complete I am com- 
pletely confident we 
can maintain a 
profitable operation as- 
suming reasonable 
pulp and lumber 
prices," he said last 
week. 
Steele has staked his 
reputation as a tough 
cost-cutter at West 
Fraser on achicving a 
dramatic turnaround at 
Skeena Cellulose. 
The promise of a 
Cinderella story has 
much appeal for am- Bill Steele 
ployees who want to see opponents of the 
government bailout eat heir words. 
Rather than tangle with SCI's critics verbally, 
Steele has repeatedly urged his workers to join 
with him to redouble fforts to cut costs and 
provide the ultimate answer on the bottom line. 
Impressive cost reductions have already been 
achieved, but much more should come with the 
modernization f the pulp mill this fall and the 
reopening ht November of Its second pulp line. 
The provincial government approved spend- 
htg $110 million on that work in the spring and 
upped SCI's line of credit o $200 million. 
Reopening the B line of the Prince Rupert 
pulp mill should boost daily pulp production to 
1,250 tonnes, Steclc said. lie said the operations 
should be profitable any time they can achieve 
production of at least 800 tonnes per day. 
Once all currently plaimed capital work is 
completed by next summer, the pulp production 
costs should be considerably lower. 
"Where we want to be is another $60 dollars 
per tounc below where we are now," he said. 
"Once the money is spent we should be in an 
area whereby we would be quite competitive." 
That would likely place the company in the 
top third of low cost producers inB.C. 
But, he said, the next goal will be becoming 
the lowest cost producer in B.C. 
That will mean more modernization work, he 
said, noting he carved $60 million out of the 
original capital expenditure plans. 
If that next leg of capital work can be financed 
out of future operating profits, he said, the com- 
pany could conceivably achieve the goal. 
"Once we have gone to that step I think we 
would be competitive with anybody in British 
Columbia," Steele said. 
The province owns 58.25 per cent of SCI 
up since miuorlty partner Toronto Dominion 
Bank agreed to hand hand over 5,75 per cent in 
July in recognition of the province investing the 
extra motley alone. Another 20 p~:r cent of the 
company is earned by pulp mill workers over 
time lit exchange for wage concessions, 
health care council in insolvency. 
The one piece of good news took place this year when 
the health council received a budget increase of $886,000. 
Leisinger was named chief executive officer of the Ter- 
race and Area Health Care Council when it took over from 
the health care society several years ago. 
Prior to working here, Leisinger had bccn an administra- 
tor at the Fort Nelson hospital for four years. 
Northern Interior Regional Health Board chief executive 
Dave Richardson says Leisinger's position is new and was 
created earlier this year. 
"Michael's an excellent candidate for this position. I was 
looking for somebody from the north and with his crcden- 
rials," said Richardson last week. 
*" ~k* 'k  * 
Novak's appoi,tment asacting chief executive officer of 
the health council effectively gives him control of two of 
the northwest's hospitals. 
He is also the acting chief executive officer of the hospi- 
tal in Kitimat, filling a vacancy when that facility's admin- 
istrator left on medical leave. Michael Leisinger 
Time to party 
going north 
FORGET ALL those horror stories about the dust, 
potholes and other obstacles tied to Hwy37 North leading 
to the Yukon border. 
It's in better shape than ever before, says one highways 
r/flhistry official, attd will be getting better. 
In  fact, adds Bill Maitlatid, stationed in Dense Lake, 
plans call for just 40km of the more than 700km between 
Kitwanga and the Yukon border to remain either unpaved 
or not have sesicoat by 2001. 
This year, more than 200km was covered with sealcoat 
an oil-based mixture m and the slxeets of Dease Lake 
were also scalcoated. 
Maitland and other highway officials were responding to 
• regional district director complaints that contractors simply 
i disapl)eared from Hwy37 North this summer. 
They Icfl, said Maitland and others, because their work 
was completed. 
Some of this year's work was a continuation of 1998 
projects halted when weather turned bad. 
"I 've been here since 1974 and back then it was a two- 
day trip from Hazelton to Dense Lake. Mow, I'd be dis- 
appoiuted if I couldn't make that trip in seven hours at any 
time," said Maitland. 
"There is no problem in going up and down the road." 
Maitland said most of the problem seems to be long- 
standing historical perceptions that the road is no good. 
"We hear tourists ay they were told in Prince George 
the road is bad," he said. 
Battling stories of bad roads has been a consistent prob- 
lem for residents of Hwy37 North, especially those con- 
nected to the tourist industry. 
Approximately $7 million was spent on Hwy37 North 
this year in either sealcoating or other construction to 
widen and place down a gravel base. 
Maitland did concede that sealcoat may not be perfect, 
_particularly if the gravel used is not of high quality. 
"The quality of the gravels available south of Dense 
Lake to Meziadin Junction isn't good, but yon work with 
what you got," he said. 
Dense Lake Chamber of Commerce president Bunty 
Althaus said the highway is "100 per cent better than it's 
ever been." 
"The only time it's bad is when it's raining, but that's 
the weather," she said last week. 
Althans said tourists who do return to the area tell her 
they're pleased with improvements being made to the road. 
"But they make up about 10 per cent of our tourists. 
Some of the other 90 per cent still complain," she said. 
Europeans seem satisfied with the road and most of the 
complaints come from Americans, Althaus added. 
Seal of a deal 
A $344,450 CONTRACT to sealcoat roads on the west 
side of Lakelse Lake will mean coutinued winter ac- 
cess for seven year-round homes in the area. 
The contract, awarded to O.K. Industries Limited, of 
Saanichton will see up to 16km of road near Beam Sta- 
lion Road seal coated by Sept. 15. 
The seaicoating allows better access to a popular 
recreation area on Mailbox Road, Beam Station Drive, 
Beam Station Road and CaR Road. 
Earlier this summer, highways managers had decided 
not to continue maintenance on 400 metres of CaR 
Road, a move that would have effectively cut off seven 
year-round homes during winter months. 
Since then, district manager Don Ramsey said addi- 
tional money from other areas of the project has been 
found. "We didn't have to do quite as much ditching in 
other ar~s as we thought," said Ramsay, 
The road, he said, needed work because it was un- 
stable with little or no support ditches for water un off 
and winter plowing - -  making the road relatively un- 
safe for plow operators. 
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New poll f irms up I  u-dy -Sewi = Cor=er ] 
treaty opposition I P I~kF I l~ach i .es  I 
l We also carry accessories and notions. /~i I 1]Jl!II~-~---~ 
/ Offering Beginner Sewing Lessons for (d:~ :W~ ,~ '~"_L~ 
' I A dults and Children 
university education or who ( uth°rized Pfaff Dealer) 
provincial legislature and by 
the Nisga'a last November, 
the treaty still has to be 
passed by federal legis- 
lators. 
Two per cent of those 
polled trust their MP to 
make the right decision, 12 
per cent are undecided, two 
per ce,t have never heard of 
the treaty and five per cent 
don't know what they want 
their MP to do. 
The poll was undertaken 
for an unidentified client by 
the MarkTrend Research 
have graduated from a uni- 
versity want their MP to 
vote in favour of the treaty 
than those who have high 
school or less or have gone 
to a vocational school or 
tech~dcal col lege. 
Copies circulated did not 
contain the poll's margin of 
error. 
Skeena Reform MP Mike 
Scott found the results fas- 
cinating, particularly the 
drop to 12 per cent of those 
who said they are un- 
decided. 
Drillers move in 
AN AlVIERICAN mining giant is interested in a clai,-n near 
here m so interested it's carrying out a drill program. 
Freeport-MeMoRan Copper and Gold has optioned a 
property in the vicinity of Mulwain Creek at the head- 
waters of the Copper (Zymoetz) River, due west of 
McDoxmell Lake behind Hudson Bay Mountain. 
The area has shown promising potential for copper, says 
Freeport public affairs spokesperson Bill Collier. 
"This is very preliminary," he said from the company's 
corporate headquarters in New Orleans. "Obviously, 
we're very interested to drill but we won't speculate 
beyond that. Based on what we find, we'll either be there 
longer or walk away." 
Collier said the property contains "a typical Canadian 
copper porphyry setting." 
One drilling rig, contracted from Major Drilling in 
Smithers, is expected to be in operation for three weeks to 
a month. 
The drill program was approved late last week and 
permits issued to drill four 300-metre holes. 
"We hope to complete the work and get oat before the 
snow starts," Collier said. 
Freeport's program apparently marks the first time the 
compauy has explored in B.C. or Canada. "A l l  of  our ac- 
tivity in the recent history of the company has been in In- 
donesia," Collier said. 
Freeport had an interest in some mines in western U.S. 
but sold those off years ago. "To my ,knowledge there 
wasn't anything in Canada." • 
Collier a~l~towledges metal prices are low today but Says 
the company takes the longer view. 
"It 's true that the price of copper is low now, but com- 
modity prices are cyclical and copper has gained some- 
what of late," he said. 
BC Business 
Summit 
Leadership far British Columbia 
Pacific Northwest Regional 
Business Summit 
Saturday, September 18, 1999 
The Pacific Northwest Regional 
Business Summit brings together 
large and small businesses from 
across the Pacific Northwest to 
work with regional districts and all 
levels of government to develop so- 
lutions to regional issues which will 
be used in goal setting and lobby- 
ing efforts. Business of all sizes is 
strongly encouraged to attend. 
For more information and to register, 
call Terrace and District Chamber at 
250-635-2063 
Terrace & District 
Chamber of 
Commerce 
Co-hosted by 
Houston Chamber 
Prince Rupert Chamber 
Smithers Chamber 
Terrace & District Chamber 
Kitimat Chamber 
Queen Charlote Chamber 
Sandspit/South Moresby Chamber 
Stewart-Hyder Chamber 
BC Chamber 
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.Golf grant 
draws heat 
from critics 
THE SKEENA VALLEY G-elf and Country Club has sur- 
faced on a list of Canadian golf courses that federal 
Reform party critics and others say improperly received 
federal job creation money. 
The golf club here got $456,854 over the last two years 
to expand the clubhouse and pay for part of the cost of ex- 
panding to 18 holes. 
The money came from the federal goverlnnent's Transi- 
tional Jobs Fund. 
Reformers and Canadian Taxpayers Federation officials 
said the total $3 million that went to several courses in- 
cluding this one is an example of the governing Liberals 
using taxpayers' money to subsidize a sport of the affluent. 
"The rich and powerful are benefitting from taxes that 
are paid by the lower and middle class," said Alberta 
Reform MP John WiUiams. " I  find it objectionable." 
But Skeeua Valley Golf and Country Club manager 
(Bruce Carruthers ays golf is not an elite activity - -  at 
: least not in Terrace. 
"They've got it pushed where golf is for the affluent," 
Carruthers aid last week. "That's just wrong. We're a 
blue collar town and 98 per cent of our members are blue 
collar members." 
He said the federal money is helping create three to four 
more outside jobs maintaining the course plus another six 
to eight inside the clubhouse. 
And he says the course expansion helps make Terrace a 
more liveable place overall. 
Skeena Reforra MP Mike Scott - -  who sometimes golfs 
at  the course here - -sa id  he supported the club's applica- 
tion, but added he always supports every grant application 
referred to him by constituents. 
He took that approach, he says, after trying but failing to 
get Parliament o end the practice of MPs giving their 
opinion of grant applications. He said there's too much 
chance for conflict of interest under the present system. 
" I  don't want to put myself in a position of determining 
who should get grants and who shouldn't get grants in this 
riding," Scott said. "As a result of that every application I 
haveever been asked to concur in I have." 
" I  don't have the time, expertise or the staff to review all 
these applications and determine whether they are 
worthwhile causes," he added. 
Scott says the job creation money is most often chan- 
nelled to Liberal ridings and amounts to "nothing more 
than federal pork barrell lug." 
Still, he says, he doesn't agree with making a specific is- 
sue of golf courses getting the money. 
"I don't think it's fair to single out golf courses and 
point the finger at them," Scott said. "What about ski 
hills7 And if you're going to do that what about other 
recreational facilities?" 
Carruthers says the golf course is on target to open with 
18 holes next sutmner. 
Work seeding fairways got delayed somewhat by bad LOCAL GOLFERS are fighting back against reports that a federal job grant used 
weather this summer, but t hey'rest.ill.on traol~, he said, ............ to expand the clubhouse and pay for part of the expansion to 18 holes is. an 
"We're targethig to'be open by' July lgt,~2000/"hcsaid. ...... abuse of tax money. Lbcal club managei" BrLtce Carruthers saycritlcsarewrOrtg 
"We will have our driving range completed by next year in calling golf an elite activity meant for those more affluent. The Skeena Valley 
as well." Golf and Country Club received $456,854. FILE PHOTO 
News In Brk:f 
Send them back- -MP 
SKEENA MP Mike Scott has a simple response to the 
recurring problem of ships full of Asians heading for 
the B.C. coast: send them boule. 
"All those refugees hould be given clean clothes, 
hot showers, a couple o f  hot meals and then they 
should be put on a plane and sent back to wherever 
they tame froln,,' Scott says. 
"We should pat the smugglers in jail and throw away 
the key," he added. "Aatd we should have the boats 
seized, impounded and sold for whatever they can get 
to pay for the plane tickets to send these people back/ '  
Scott said if Canada operated in a "resolute manner" 
the problem of these migrants eeking refugee status 
would never occurred in the first place. 
"What our government's immigration policy has 
done is reward bad behaviour," he said. "Aald when 
you do that you can ouly expect more of the same." 
Man gets jail 
A PRINCE RUPERT man was sentenced to four con- 
sccutive months in jail Aug. 24 on two theft charges. 
Jereray Corbiu Gunanool pleaded guilty to stcallng 
$35 from the purse of a Ba~lk of Montreal staff member 
in Prince Rupert July 7. He also pleaded guilty to steal- 
ing $153.69 from a waitress' cash caddy at Prince 
Rupert's Highliner Hotel lounge Aug. 3. 
Gunanoot's lawyer, Scott Mulder, said his client stole 
the money to pay for a six-year heroin addiction, which 
he will seek treatment for i~l prison. 
Gunanoot, who is on social assistance, is also re- 
quired to return the stolen cash to his victims. 
Air quality index 
BC ENVIRONMENT statisticians rated air quality 
here good for 83 per cent of July. 
The air quality, measured by the number of dust par- 
ticles in the air, was recorded fair for 13 per cent of the 
month and marginal for four per cent of the month. 
On July 9 Terrace's air quality jumped to 135 air par- 
ticles. That's 110 particles greater than Heath Canada's 
allowable level after which asthma ttacks, breathing- 
related hospital visits increase. 
Although Joseph said it's difficult to pin point why 
the air quality dips, some typical summer contributors 
include pollen, backyard burning, road dust, htcreased 
traffic and fuel exhaust. 
Union targets NDP 
THE LARGEST union in B.C. says it'll play a big role 
in the upcoming provincial NDP leadership race. 
Barry O'Neill, president of the Canadian Union of 
Public Employees in B.C., says it isn't happy with 
what's been going on lately. 
"We're hoping that the leadership rocess will re- 
energize the party, and that under new leadership this 
goverranent will be able to properly turn its attention to 
the needs and concerns of working British Colum- 
bi~ins,!~siidO,Ni/ili. ' ' : -  ,!':~ '~ '  ,i ,.- - . ....... ~ :-~' 
CUPE represents the majority of municipal and edu-  
cation employees in the province[ 
IT'S BACK 
TO COLLEGEi 
Welcome back 
college students. 
'anky's would like to 
ce/come you back to 
~own with a college 
student weekend. 
Friday,. September. lO Located in the Coast 
Inn of The West 
Fully Licensed Premises 
Dine in a relaxing atmosphere 
Greek & Italiaa Dishes, Steak  Seafood, 
Ribs&Pure 
For Pick Up Or Delivery Only 
2 For I Pizza & Pasta 
Any 2 small pizzas 
Any 2 medium pizzas 
Any 2 large pizzas 
2 baked lasagna or spaghetti 
...with meatballs 
$13 95 ~ (;ST 
SiPs  CST 
$249s ÷GST 
$139 ' ,CST 
$15" , csv  
Free Delivery With A/vIinimum Order 
In City Limits From 5.q~pm To Closing 
635-6767 
HOURS: 
4606 ~ e  Ave. Men-Sat 1 lam-l l lma 
Terrace B,C. Sun 41ma-10Ima 
llqil O 
All 99 Cars & Trucks 
Check out  the amax lng  prices clearly 
posted in the windows A A 
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More damage " 
IN THE armed forces they call it collateral 
damage - -  things that get blown apart in the at- 
tempt o get at the main target. 
Add Sleeping Beauty Lodge to the growing list' 
of collateral damage caused by the never ending 
war of attrition grinding down health care here. 
Opened five years ago, the former nurses' I 
residence on the grounds of Mills Memorial. 
Hospital was an innovative and welcome addi-' 
tion to northwest health care. 
Renovation money came from a provincial 
grant and the project was undertaken by the local 
Elks and Order of the Royal Purple. It stood out l 
as one of the best examples of how public money i 
should be used and of a service club success 
story here in the last decade. 
The lodge provided affordable hostel-like ac- 
commodation for out-of-town people who had 
family members as patients, for out-of-town 
pregnant women nearing term and for out-of- 
town people who needed hospital services but. 
who didn,t need to be admitted as patients. 
Prior to the lodge opening, these people would: 
either have to find their own accommodation, 
stay in hotels or motels or be admitted as 
patients. Indeed, one of the key aspects of the' 
lodge was to avoid having people be admitted as 
patients when it was not necessary, thus saving 
the health care system thousands of dollars. 
But what do we have now? With the hospital 
restricting admissions by shutting down beds be-  
cause there aren't enough nurses, there isn't, 
enough business to keep Sleeping Beauty Lodge i 
open so it's closing down. 
And that's the terrible irony. What was a way to 
save overall health care costs is going out of 
" '  . . . . . . . .  r . . . . .  h " . '  ~, . . . .  e business..It means that for gorne people, h, .alth .... 
care COSTS-will go up i f  they have to travel to 
other places for medical care. It's eerily similar 
to the persistent ongoing problem of having to 
fly people out of the north for treatment at an ex- 
horbitant cost because of the lack of adequate 
facilities here. 
All over the province, hostel-like facilities near 
hospitals have become a popular way of meeting~ 
'the needs of patients and their families. Except 
for here. It makes little sense. Then again, little 
with the way the health care system now works .' 
makes any sense. 
North rules! 
DON'T LOOK NOW, but the north has moved 
into Victoria big time. 
With Prince Rupert's Dan Miller the premier 
and Lois Boone from Prince George the deputy 
premier, the top two political positions in the 
government are now filled by northerners. 
As northerners we like to think we're straight 
shooters and want our politicians to be the same. 
Now that two of our own are down in the evil 
south, let's hope that will be the ease. Besides, 
it's nearly past the deck-building season anyway. 
'HROUGH BIFOCALE 
1998 WINNER 
CCNA BETTER 
NEWSPAPERS 
COMPETITION 
PUBLISHER/EDITOR: Rod Link 
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Special thanks to all our contributors and correspondents 
for their time and talents 
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Fads to prote,:'t en  'ironment 
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HUBERT BEYER 
Most animals this law is to pro- 
tect from extinction, have the 
habit of hanging around areas 
other than federal parks and 
Revenue Canada buildings. 
Anderson further proposes 
that violators be subject to 
heavy fines and even jail. That, 
senior executives viewed the 
world through bars for a few 
months, the Rhine and other 
rivers and streams began to 
recover. 
Today the Rhine, once again, 
teems with fish and you can 
safely swim in it, as I did when 
I was a kid. 
Tough medicine like that 
doesn't go down well with 
everyone. Jack Munro, the 
chairman of the Forest Alliance, 
called Anderson's proposed 
legislation a "sledge-hammer 
approach" and warned of dire 
economic and social conse- 
quences. 
Take the finger off the panic 
button, Jack. Anderson says the 
law would only be considered 
with economic and social con- 
VICTORIA - Protection of 
the environment has rarely been 
writ large in Ottawa, but that's 
apparently about to change. 
And the credit goes to David 
Anderson, Canada's new minis- 
ter for the environment. 
Anderson, the Liberal MP 
for Victoria, announced last 
week that he intends to put 
some teeth into the proposed 
endangered-species legislation. 
Until now, Ottawa has 
always taken the safe course of 
passing environmental legisla- 
tion that wouldn't offend too 
many people. None of Ander- 
son's predecessors have shown 
willingness to go head-to-head 
in cabinet for their portfolio. 
Bill Vander Zalm, a former 
premier of British Columbia, 
would probably have called sequences on individuals and 
them a gutless bunch, too, makes sense. As long as communities in mind. 
. ~ ..... " ,paying ::fines is':cheaper.than : ~. ~'~:, '" ". : .... .. Not. so Anderson,.In;.lts,pre~:.:~.~,~:.,~.: ,.~,., ~,,~,~,~,,,,.,~ ;~ z~,.~,~: ......... ,-Algokeep,m.mmd that most 
vious form, the pr0posed ~v(rk]ngwithinthe.rules, corn- species on the endangered list 
endangered-species l gislation panics will chose the fines. 
Tough environmental legis- 
lation is not a new idea. When 
Germany realized some 35 
years ago that their beautiful 
Rhine river was but a running 
sewer, all life destroyed, legis- 
lators finally took action and 
gave birth to the toughest envi- 
ronmental legislation at the 
time. 
After some companies paid 
fines in the millions, and a few 
are found not in forests but 
grasslands. So, let's not make 
noises about whole forest 
regions being shut down to pro- 
tect a couple of critters. 
Tough environmental laws 
are needed to discourage those 
who willfully and brazenly dis- 
regard any interests but their 
own and would rather pay rela- 
tively low fines than get with 
the program. 
would have applied to federal 
lands only, a pretty innocuous 
undertaking, considering that 
apart from the few federal 
parks, Ottawa doesn't exactly 
control large land holdings in 
this country. 
Under Anderson's plan, the 
law would also apply to provin- 
cial and privately-owned land, 
which makes eminent sense. 
Also, there are times when 
stringent environmental legisla- 
tion benefits business. A case in 
point is the sudden decrease in 
the number of sea others a few 
years back, unleashing a chain 
of events that eventually hurt 
the fishing industry. 
After the numbers of sea 
others went down drastically, 
the number of sea urchins, a 
favourite item on the otters' 
menu, increased sharply, 
destroying the kelp beds that 
served as breeding rounds for 
many fish species. 
Fish stocks dropped accord- 
ingly, which wouldn't have 
happened, had we looked after 
the otters in the first place. 
Anderson isn't a newcomer 
to environmental protection. I 
was around in early 70s, report- 
ing for the Daily Colonist in 
...... Mctoria,. (some mean people 
would say I was around when 
B.C. joined Confederation) 
when, as a young Liberal MP, 
he led a successful crusade 
against unsafe oil tanker traffic 
in the Strait of Juan de Fuca. 
Here's to hoping that he'll be 
similarly successful in his new 
endeavor. 
e-maih 
hubert@coolcom.com 
Tel: (250) 381-6900 
Web: www.hubertbeyer.com 
Face it, We're just 1,3o nice 
ATHIRD boatload of illegal 
migrants have foisted them- 
selves upon us. As before, we 
gather in these queue-jumpers 
• like long awaited honoured 
guests. So what if they shove 
aside foreigners who have 
applied through proper immi- 
gration channels. 
We serve these illegal 
migrants meals cooked by fine 
chefs, and provide them with 
clean, comfortable living quar- 
ters, After a grueling interview 
by immigration and RCMP, and 
a free medical, we coach them 
on how to sign up for welfare, 
hand each $500 in spending 
money, and invite them to keep 
in touch over the next two years 
while we inch through immi- 
gration hearings. 
"We can't turn them away," 
said Madame Robillard, immi- 
gration minister when the first 
boatload of 123 docked in Gold 
River, "because Canada signed 
an international treaty promis- 
' ,  P , 
. " ... 
• ~ :" . 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI 
ing to aid all refugees." 
The U.S. signed the same 
treaty. So did Australia. But 
they have no qualms about 
intercepting illegal migrants 
outside of territorial waters and 
shooing them back where they 
came from. 
Why is Canada so spineless? 
Because our politicians are too 
busy making like comedians in 
the legislature. And we worry 
too much about "what people 
will think." 
The world things Canada is 
a pushover. Our immigration 
laws have holes bigger than a 
sweater knitted by a beginner. 
And we don't have an MP in 
Ottawa with the sense to use a 
darning needle. 
If we do tighten our immi- 
gration laws, we lack personnel 
to enforce them. Cutbacks dec- 
imated our Coast Guard. We 
ran short of RCMP years ago. 
Terrace alone is short seven 
RCMP officers. The few ser- 
vice personnel we still have are 
sprinkled across every trouble 
spot in the world except our 
vulnerable shores. 
A hundred RCMP officers 
are involved screening the first 
two boatloads. Where will 
immigration skim the extra 
RCMP to process this latest 
load of almost 200 illegal 
migrants? Can we afford to 
ignore local crime to deal with 
Chin a's exports? 
The 40 juveniles from the 
second boatload cost us $8,200, 
each, per month, for foster care, 
interpreters, legal aid lawyers 
and RCMP to accompany them 
to court. 
At the same time, the federal 
agriculture minister says we 
can't subsidize our starving 
farmers $80 per acre to keep 
their falnilies alive until spring. 
Many farm families have 
existed all year on less than one 
juvenile is costing us for a 
month. 
I'm fed up with politicians 
unconcerned about government 
waste and lax immigration 
laws, not to mention a screen- 
ing process o slow it amounts 
to wholesale acceptance. 
By the time politicians dam 
the sluiceways in our immigra. 
tion process - if they ever do - 
we could be overrun - and 
bankrupted. 
, - 
I 
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CLASS AND POWER: Muscle a following, but the car culture in Mustang was up at the Terrace- ripped down the strip. 
cars of the 60's have always had Terrace is thriving, This 1966 Kitimat airport turning heads as it 
Classic cars thrive in Terrace 
Muscle cars still have the class and style to turn heads as they cruise the strip 
By MIKE COX 
LEATHER JACKETS,  
sl icked back hair, t ight blue 
jeans and o f  course,  muscle 
cars. 
Those may be some of  the 
images associated wi th  mus-  
cle cars in the past, but this 
a in ' t  the past any more. 
Fashion may change, but the 
love and appreciation for classic 
cars has never gone out of  style. 
" I t 's  class. You don' t  see cars 
like this any more,"  said car 
lover Brad Robinson. 
Robinson has a 1970 Challenger 
RT that just won the best car award 
in the Kitimat Car Show. 
He has had the car, off-and-ou, for 
the past 19 years. 
"The car has been bouneiug back 
and forth between me and a buddy," 
he said. 
The two have a deal, he said, 
where the only persml they can sell 
the car to is each other. 
Robinson said he is looking to re- 
build another classic br his wife to 
EYE CATCHER: Larry Munson's 1966 Camero 
convertable is bound to get a few envious looks 
on the highway. "The car represents one of the 
onginal muscle cars of the 60's and desperately 
needed repainting when Munson bought it in 
Kitimat a few years ago. 
" I t ' s  class'. You don't see 
cars like this arty more . "  
you've got an older car, Robinson "A lot of guys iu town will help 
start racing with. said, but it's also a learning experi- you out," he said. 
What about the challeuger7 ence. Robinson has come a long way 
,Robinson said his daughter, Toni, " I  can build and repair so much, from the first ear he owned, a Dab 
"may justgeta uice graduation pres- but then I'm lost,"hejokes, sun 1000, but said classic cars 
But getting mechauically lost iu shouldn't just sit in a garage and 
Terrace isn't a probhm when there look nice. 
is such a thriving car culture. "You've gotla drive theln. You 
eat - provided he hasn't sold it back 
to his friend. 
Being a mechanic is an asset when 
can't just let a car sit there." 
For Don Sharp, president of the 
Skeena Valley Car Club, the ouiy 
sitting his car does is at the start line 
of a drag strip. 
Sharp has a 1968 Acadian and a 
1979 Corvette, and has bee|| raciug 
cars siuce 1964. 
"Four hours after l got married I
was racing with my wife," he said. 
Sharp has done all the work with 
his crew on both his cars, but said 
drag racing is his passiou because 
the cars don't get smashed up very 
often. 
"I  lovc the speed and acceleration 
without "damaging the car." 
Sharp said drag racing is getting 
more popular because drivers sup- 
port each other and the emnpetition 
is friendly. 
"We have some grudge races, but 
it's mostly friendly." 
At the Kitimat Hill Climb another 
racer needed a fuel pump and Sharp 
happened to have one ~ back ill 
Terrace. 
Sharp got his son to drop off the 
fuel pump in Kitimat and, sure 
enough, the racer sporting the new 
fuel pump beat Sharp in the race. 
Is he bitter? Sharp said it was just 
hcll)ing another racer out. 
And helping other racers out is ex- 
emplified by Ken Brown's shop the 
night before a car show or race, 
Brown, owner of Greig St. 
Automotive, has a 1967 Camaro - -  
the predator - -  that he's been racing 
for 14 years. 
Being a mechanic saves on labour, 
he joked, but body work is definitely 
out of his field. 
But, he said, with drag racing 
there Isn't much body work to be 
done. 
"You never smash them up so you 
don't need body parts." 
Brown competes In all the races 
around the area and said his love of 
cars is teamed up with a love of 
speed. 
"I  love the speed and competi- 
liou." 
For Bob Tburow speed and com- 
petition come second to making a 
car look its best. 
He has a 1942 Willy's Coupe that 
he bought down in California, and 
"went through it from one end to 
the other" to restore it. 
The Willy was a great drag racing 
car, he said, but he has no iutention 
of taking it out on the strip. 
"Willy's are great for drag racing, 
hut I want a car to cruise around 
in," 
Arid when he does cruise around 
there are more then a few heads 
tumiug to get a second look. 
"Four  hours after I got  
married I was racing with tny 
wi fe .  ~ J
It s a looker because uot many 
people know this kind of car," he 
said. 
This is the third classic Thurow 
has, but he is sticking to the older 
classics. 
d,  , It s a hobby and a love of cars," 
he said. 
But classics aren't just cars. 
Roger Bal, owner of Kalum Kabs, 
has a 1981 Chevy drag truck, that 
just won third place in the Prince 
George drags. 
"I  have this love of speed," he 
said. 
Bai does a lot of the work on his 
truck himself, but said the friendly 
atmosphere between drivers in Ter- 
race is a huge help. 
It s truly friendly com-etition," P 
he said of Terrace dragsters. 
Bal's love of speed is also COUlfled 
with a love of design. 
His truck is a drag truck, but can 
also double as a show truck, 
"My track is pretty men|orable," 
he said. If you saw it on the street 
you would take anothcr look." 
The 
THE BATMOBILE: That's Don Sharpe in his 1979 high 
preformance Corvette. Kids on his street have nick named it the 
batmobile because the front end Is so long, 
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The Mail Bag 
Thank you, Terri 
Dear Sir:. 
One local woman deserves the heart-felt appreciation 
of a great numbcr of people who by circumstances out- 
side their control have become marginally dis- 
enfranchised from participation in community events 
which most take for granted ~ especially single 
parents and other families. 
While in her role as administrator, she reflected the 
side of human service works that was nmndated to 
relieve su ffcfing povery and neglect. 
Yes, Terri Tjemstrom, district supervisor of  the now 
ministry of social development and economic security, 
Icfl Terrace on Aug, 27 to join her husbatld and chil- 
• dren. 
A large number of people shall sorely miss her 
cohesive contributions to the health of the community. 
Gerry King, Terrace B.C. 
Which channel? 
Dear Sir:. 
I wish to make a point of clarification regarding your 
story, "Re-enactment may help solve murder" (Aug. 
18), which referred to Chalmei 7 as "the local com- 
munity channel". 
It's uuclear from the story whethcr the RCMP's 
video rc-cnaetmcnt will air on Cha|mel 7 or Channel 
10, conunoifly kamwn as "the community channel" by 
its many volunteers and viewers. 
While Channel 7 does offer local programming, such 
as First News aud Skecna Jourual, it is a commercial 
television station owned and operated, like Channel 10, 
by Okanagan Skeeua Group. 
Chum|el 10, on the other hand, airs only local pro- 
graumfing, including live coverage of community 
events - -  like city council n|ectings - -aud  ongoing 
shows made by, and for, members of the co|nmunity. 
It's advertising free and provides volunteers from all 
walks of life the oportunity to use "IV facilities and 
equipment supplied by Skeena Cablevision, a division 
of OKS. 
Hope that clears things up. Now, where and when 
will that re-enactment beaired? 
Jennifer Lung, Terrace B.C. 
Water talk all wet 
Dear Sir:. 
I have read numerous articles, advising us to drink at 
least tell cups of water every day N even in the winter 
([) Let me tell you about my expericl|ce about his hog 
wash. 
During my lnilitary service in the Czechoslovakian 
army we were required to march once a month 30 kilo- 
metres (19 miles) in less than three hours (not counting 
other shorter and longer marches, that were not timed.) 
Suuuners were just as warm as we experience in Can- 
ada (ifwe were lucky). 
We were always advised not to drink any water dur- 
big the march at all. 
Once, in July, one soldier, less experienced than the 
rest of us, took a ,few drinks at a village wdl, and a 
httle whde later he could hardly stand on hts feel 
Sinc~ we, the whole platoon, had to make it in under 
three hours, (or we would have to repeat this march 
several days later), we, 20 men, had to take turns, and 
carry that man on the stretcher - -  he could not even 
walk! And I know several similar stories, all witnessed 
O me.  
People that live in tropical countries, if they could be- 
lieve our scientists, would have to carry drums of water 
with them. 
As for me, I drink this half gallon of water probably 
during the whole year, mainly in the summer, and I am 
still alive, at 60. 
Yladlmir Cion, Terrace B.C. 
Essential services first 
Dear Sir:. 
In the f'mal paragraph of your Sept. I article, "Much 
work needed for a fall referendum," you reported that 
Terrace city councillor Linda Hawes said it appears 
that myself and Thornhill director Los Walmough are 
doing their best to quash the multiplex project. 
The truth of the matter is that this is a Terrace council 
project and I have no authority to either quash or even 
participate in the decision to proceed. 
My concern is that if this project does proceed, the 
added costs imposed on each household in Electoral 
Area C of the Kitimat-Stikine regional district, which I 
represent, would be on top of the heavy costs of essen- 
tial services which they must provide for themselves. 
The essential services in Electoral Area C and E are: 
1. Braun's Island. A domestic water system to re- 
place their preseut ground water wells which were pos- 
sibly contaminated by a leak ha the overflow pipe in the 
Terrace sewer system during the recent flood of the 
Skeena River. Estimated cost - -  $2,000 to $3,000 per 
household per annum. 
2. Churchill Drive. A new domestic water distribu- 
tion system to replace the old system, which was eon- 
detnned. Cost - -  $3,000 per household. 
3. East of Terrace, along Hwyl6. A new natural gas 
pipelhte - -  cost approximately $1,500 per household. 
These costs, together with iucreased taxes to pay for 
the proposed arena complex, may place a severe bur- 
den on some families and especially so when they 
notice that the proposed complex includes the second 
sheet of ice which was quashed by the voters of Ter- 
race i l l a recent referendum. 
These are the reasons why I informed Terrace city 
council that I seriously doubted that the residents of 
Area C of the regional district would support a 
referendum of the proposed arena complex. 
Gordon Robinson, 
Director, Electoral Area C, 
Kitimat-Stiidne Regional District 
About letters 
THE TERRACE Standard welcomes letters to the 
editor, Our deadline is noon Fridays; noon Thursdays 
on a long weekend. You can write us at 3210 Clinton 
St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. Our fax number is 250. 
638.8432 or you can email us at 
standard@kermode.net 
Letters must be signed and must have a phone num- 
ber. 
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x,,_~°l°~ "Don't label your kids 
PARENT clothing Or school bags So their 
names are visible. Kids may not be as 
cautious if a stranger calls them by their 
name." 
FOR MORE INFO CALL 638-8626 OR VISIT 
YOUR TD BANK. email: I.arclfibald@osg.net 
DRIVE @ SAFE 
635-2976 
YOUR DECOR 
"Store for your Floor,' 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy. 16W. 
TE R RAC E 
1-800-665' 1657 
CANADIAN 
TIRE 
5100 HWY. 16 WEST 
635-7178 
TOLL FREE 1-888-317-8473 
OR FAX US AT: 1 (250) 635-6964 
Ernaik canSre.terrace@osg.net 
TERRACE 
4912 Hwy 16 W, Terrace B.C. 
250-635-6558 
ww~.terraceautomall.com 
:: :: s~ .... .;..- .. '. 
,,,,,o-,x, 
TERRACE 
4916 H~. 16 West Terrace, B.C, 
250-635-7187 
www.terracealttomail.com 
D 
4456 Oreig Ave.' 
i i .  
Come in and try our Aqtm Flavours 
Sponsored by Human Resources Development Canada 
Career Assessments/Training Plans 
Follow.up Supportive Services 
Access to Job Search Seminars 
We're located at: 
201-4622 Greig Avenue 
638-8108 
638-0777 NORTHWEST TRAIN ING LTD,  
EM FORD 
463] Kelth Ave. Terrace 
Ph. 635-4984 
1"oll Free: 1-800-463-1128 
:mi  i A .A ' I~  
I I l - l l . ' ,  I ~  : 
~ I I ~ l , ' I ~  '¢ - I  I "  
i n  n ". " . ~  
 3 -6 00 
/[f/~"~'~'~l Fax 635-2877 
GENERAL l~lM'r 4610 LAZELLE AVE 
,,/,;,,,~, . ~,~ ,,,,~ TERRACE, B.C. 
SERVING THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST SINCE 1961 
[ u~{~: ~:  ~: .~ i ! : i~ i~ D~ ! ~i; !::' :,!:!i;::: : :::::::::::::::::: ;  :::::: .: : ::::::; !i:] 
Coast Mountains 
School District 82 
The Board of School Trustees 
321 1 KENNEY STREET, TERRACE, B.C. 
V8G 3E9 
PHONE (250) 635-4931 
4652 lazelle, Terrace 
o South st. 
(250) 635-9388 
ur Community 
Service Station" 
MOHAWK 47 0 ken,eAve. 
Mother Nature;s Gas Station Ph. 635-6935 
i n  tne  SZRe[ ,  W~IlK ab c l t~e IO  Igle CUi'O 
possible. 
. Bealed and avoid any signs of danger. 
. Obey traffic lights and signals. 
, When you at',: crossing the slreel, cross only at 
the comer and use crusswa]ks where possible. 
Lo~k both ways before crossing. 
~11~ you ~ l t  ~n Um No,.. 
, Dn'ss righl for the weather. 
"' Arrive at [he bus stop on time, 
' Stay away from the slmet while you are waiting 
for the bus. 
Bo~ntl~] ~ sthool N~.. .  
• Do nnl approach Ihe bus unlil it stops 
completely, 
. Drawstrings, ties, straps and backpacks can get 
caught in bus doors, railings or aisles, so be extra 
careful whrn getling nn nr nff the hus. 
• Enter the bus in single file. Do not push. : : 
• Take a seal qeicldy and sit facing to,yard. 
, Always obeyschool bus rules. 
• R~rnain seated thruughnut the ride. 
• Keep your arras, hands and head inside the bus. 
• Help keep the bus neat and clean. 
' Do not put belongings in the aisle. Keep them 
635-4997 
adults or a group nf fnends when heading 
to or from soh{xd or the school bus. But 
Ihars not always possible, so childwn need 
to take these precautions: 
0 Never talk Io strangers. 
• Never accept anything from a stranger. 
• Do not agree to anything suggesled by 
a stranger. 
• Walk away if a person makes you feel 
uncorufortable. 
, Do not accept a ride from or go with a 
stranger. : 
, Know you r teteph0n enumber and the 
number of a close friend or relative. 
• Avoid areas Where drags are sotd. 
• Do not touch or pick up drugs, alcohol or 
weapons for any mason. 
If 'toe ur~ apl~n~.~ml by a slinger or 
a dmng~r [ouches yea.•. 
Shout "NOI" and get away quickly. Find an 
adult you trust, such as your parent or a 
teacher. 
It's importanl thai you ~rueruber what Ihe 
person looks like, what he/she was wearing 
and what kind of ear he/she 
was driving, ffven if you am 
afraid about what happened, d 
it is not your fault, and it is 
very important that you tell 
your parent(s). 
Try to arrange to walk to ~; / '  .:i~,, 
and frum school or the 
bus witha friend or 
group of friends. 
Stay alerl to what's 
!~N going on and who 
away tmra eruergen~' exits. 
• Eating and drinking are not allowed oo the bus. 
• Be o.lurteous to Ihe driver and other riders, 
• Listen to any di recti,,rus the driver gives you, 
• Do not make noises or geslums to dislract he 
driver or annoy others, 
I ,~n9 lhe Iw~... 
. Do net stand up until the bus cnmes to a 
cnmplete stop. 
• Use the handrail when leaving the bus. 
• Never walk behind the school bus. 
• tf you cannot see the bus driver, the driver 
probably cannot see yon. Take five giant steps 
away from the bus, and you should be able to see 
the driver, and the driver shnuld be able t0 see 
you. : : • . : 
, Never crawl under a bus. DO nnt bend down 
near ; 
or under Ihe bus. 
• t[ you need In cmss the street, wait for the driver 
It) 
signal, then cross the slmet in front of the bus. 
• Lookboth ways before cr~sing the street. 
• Never mn back to the bus, even if you have 
forgotten something. 
Po ison  Cont ro l  Centre  
Ambulance  
Fire Depar tment  
Po l i ce  Depar tment  
s & Phone  Number  Below.  
1-800-567-8911 
638-1102 
Hosp i ta l  
Mum at Work  
Dad at  Work  
Fami ly  Member  
638-8121 
Other 
Many kids spend some time before or after school 
home alone. Whether it's just a few minutes or a 
few hours, there are things those kids should know. 
. Have set times to call your parent(s) to 
make sure everything is OK. 
. Organize at-home activities to keep from 
getting bored. 
. If someone calls, never tell them you are 
home alone, Take a number so your 
parent(s) can return the call 
• Never open the door to a stranger. If you 
are nervous about the stranger, call a 
neighbor or nearby adult. 
, Don't use appliances or sharp knives 
wilhout permission. 
• Do not enter the house if Ihe door is open 
or a window is broken. Go to a neighbor's 
house and call the police and your parent(s). 
. If there is a fire or you smell smoke, leave 
the house immediately. Go to a neighbor's 
house and call the fire department. 
Host iml~rt~ntly, t~lk to year p~r~ntls) gloat 
whet yo~ sh~ld do In certain situations. 
11~at way, if the power goes off or your pet gets 
hurt, you'll know what Io do. 
635-4911 
635-2211 
6 3 5 - 6 3 ~  
I 
FARMS LTD 
" . ' : . • . 
WEST POINT 
RENTALS LTD. 
2903 Kalum, Terrace, B.C. 
Ph. 635-3038 
! 
4744 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
635-1994 
!i::~.~: ~ :. z .~:~ ~ ; :.~: ! i:.!~. ':~ i:.i~: i'iT:!~~,~'~ i i!:~i~:~i~il: 
il 
ili!iiii!iiiii3!  i:,i  ;,i!;i ,!   i:iii',i!ill ili]i ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii! ii! 
4740 Lakelse Ave, Terrace, B.C.. 
. . . . . .  ; 638-8830 . . . .  
Coastal Bus Lines Ltd. 
From all your school 
bus drivers, 
4904 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace: 635-6617 Smithers: 847-9172 
Kitimat" 632-4444 Pr. Rupert: 624-6400 
@ 
 oeB ldm 
II111 ~ .  ~rrace.builders@osg.net 
1-800-470 DO IT TIMT~.~ "
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
Terrace & 
District 
we lonsto ou  Credit Union 
4650 Lazelh Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
I ~  All Regular Services: 
I - I "HT Lubricants/Motor Oil 
~.~11 ~r~ ,Bulk Fuel Delivery • Enviro Tanks 
P I I  "24  Hour Gas & Diesel Card Lock 
PETRO ~HAD~" s~,s,em 
~ommitted to Canadians 
Cardlocks Located In: 
KIIWANGA, TERRACE, SMITHERS, 
KWINITAL, HAZEffON, TATOGGA 
LAKE & NASS CAMP 
TYMOSCHUK AGENCIES LTD. 
5138 Keith Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1 K9 
Terrace Tel: {250)635-2066 
Terrace Fax: (250)635-3453 
Smilhers Tel: (250)847-2522 
Your Insurance Broker 
4617 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., 
V8G 1 N2 
Phone: (250)635-5232 
Fax: (250)635-3288 
1-800-335-8088 
• Homeowners  • Auto 
• Riverboats • Travel 
• Heavy  Equipment .Commerc ia l  
• Logging • Mar ine  
• Liability •And Much More 
3 /-. • 
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Locals like coho opening 
despite it being this late 
By CftRISTIANA WIENS 
TERRACE tackle shops and 
lodge owners say next 
week's rare echo opening is 
a good for the future of 
north coast fishing - -  even 
if the announcement wo, ' t  
lure costomcrs this season. 
"It's great, but it's already 
too late to bring anyone lse 
here," said Irene Volker at 
the Kennodei Bear fishiug 
lodgeon Hwy 16. 
The September 1 re- 
nouncement allows anglers 
to catch and keep oue coho 
per day below the Terrace 
railway bridge on the lower 
Skeena River and its 
tributaries as of September 
11. 
The move is file first shncc 
a complete shut down and 
gives tackle shop owners the 
chance to move lures and 
spinning globes to fly- 
fishers and anglers ht the 
area. 
"That's good news for 
recreational anglers in the 
area who want to go out aad 
catch a coho," said Noel 
Gyger owner of Northwest 
Fisbing Guides and chair of 
Payouts 
demanded 
NISGA'A elders want their 
treaty cash payouls now. 
They went so far as to 
force through a resolution at 
the Nisga'a Tribal Council 
convention in Terrace this 
spring demanding inunedi- 
ate release of promised pay- 
menm of $15,000 for each 
elder aged 60 or more. 
The vote in favour hap- 
pened over the objections of 
Nisga'a leaders who told 
delegates the several miili0n 
dollars needed to cover the 
payments doesn't exist yet. 
"We can't spend money 
we dou't have," tr ial  coun- 
cil president Joe Gosnell 
said, adding the resolution 
will be held in abeyance un- 
til it can be acted on. 
. "There is no money that 
~ill flow until the'treaty is
ratified by Canada and 
legislation has specifically 
been initiated by the senior 
government . "  
a local anglers association, meut on the Skeeua. 
"My phone won't start "Stocks arc not al a sur- 
ringing off the hook," said plus. But they are sig- 
Gyger who specializes in nificantly better than last 
catch and release and out- year." 
• of-country customers. "But In fact, the summer-ruu 
it mlgbt help." coho index taken Aug. 24 at 
Fisheries officials say the the Tyee test fishery al fl=e 
opening really shouldn't Skeena's mouth came in 
surprise anyone since upper higher than it has since 
Skeena eoho shnply aren't 1990. 
at risk in those areas after Jautz owes Ihat record Io 
September 11. 
available until the public un- 
til early next year. 
"It's really to early to 
say," he said. "I expect we 
will take a fairly conservati- 
ve approach." 
Alid, said Jantz, because 
upper Skeena coho return on 
a three aud four year cycle 
the effects of good e~seape- 
mcnt this year won't be felt 
until at least 2002. 
cooler ocean temperatures Next season's predictions 
Fisheries officials say the opening real- 
ly shouldn't surprise anyone since upper 
Skeena coho simply aren't at risk in 
some local areas after September 11. 
"It 's not a switch at all," and fewer predators or corn- 
said Lee Jautz the area's ac- merDial fishers targeting 
tiz~ chief of fisheries. "We northern stocks. 
saidin the pre-seasontbat in "Everything that came 
seasonal adjustments could back to Canada made it," 
come h=to effect once upper saidJantz. 
Skeena coho are through the Bat, he said, local anglers 
area." shouldn't expect to  catch 
Jantz said the decision was coho again next season be- 
also based on improving cause this year's numbers 
coho returns and escape- wou't be analyzed and 
will be based on low returns 
in 1996 and 1997 brood 
years. 
Jantz said the commercial 
shut down may also bc 
responsible for record chiu- 
nok returns at the Tyee test 
fishery and double the ex- 
pected pink runs at two mil- 
lion fish. 
"But pinks usually 
bounce arou0d all over file 
map," he said. 
Jantz said even the Skeeaa 
sockeye run, anticipated to 
return at extremely low 
levels, came in larger than 
expected. 
"We still didn't achieve 
the escapement goal," Jantz 
said. 
How to  slow clown traffic without 
actcting 5 eect burn,s. 
Unlike vinyl siding, Hardiplank ~siding looks 
and feels l ike real wood. Giving your home the 
warmth, beauty arid character that slows down 
cars. And turns heads. 
And because it's durable enough to carry a .fifty 
year limited warranty against rot, there's ome- 
thing else the neighbors will notice. You're never 
out worrying about your siding. 
~••• ........ ~#~:: ~:: ~i~, ....... ~ IRL~IRDIr ly Bi rd  
Bu i ld ing  Supp l ies  
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 638-8700 
Open 7 Days A Week 
"The Place To Stoo 
;, BefoFffYou Start';" " 
www.jamesbardie.com 
Terrace Little Theatre in conjunction with... 
ECC~f  / NWA . 
PRESENTS 
~ Ik.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA~AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA,~.f PLACE I 
Caledonia Sr. Seconday, 3605 Munroe Street, Terrace, B.C. l 
TlJv4E & DATE 
,(  > 
-, Saturday ,  September  18th ,  1999 at  8 :00  P .M.  
~'vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvYvvvv'~vvv~vvv~'vvv vvvvvvvvv~vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv  
! ~ 1 9~i ~ ~, ~ ~::4 ; ~ !~ ~ ~ ~:,~,. -~  ~'*ff ~:~¢k~L~::~i ~ ~ 
Also Appearimg 
FORMER WWF SUPERSTAR 
General Admission Advance Tickets: $12.00 
Tickets at the Door: $15.00 
I 
i~ NAME 
ADDRESS 
PHONE 
icket Outlet:  Un ig lobe  Cour tesy  Trave l ,  
4718A Lazelle Avenue Terrace, B.(,. 
Meet the Wrestlers - Autograph Sessum - 11:00 P.M. 
At Gators Pub & Nightclub - Best Western Terrace Inn 
3 PAIRS OF TIC-KETS-TO:~'~E G-~VEN'AV~¥ 
Entry forms to be handed in alThe Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton St, 
_ _ _ C._ontes_.t closes 5;00_prn S_,ept.lO~999. Winners will be notified. 
Dr. P. A. Okimi 
General Dentistry, Orthodontics, TMJ 
New patients walcome. Visa, Mastercard, Interne cards accepted. 
Office Hours 
Man - Wed 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
, Thur 12:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. [250) 635-7611 
200-4619 Park Ave 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 11/5 
103-4716 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: (250) 635.3362 Fax: (250) 365-6383 
E-maih merlin@kermode.net Web: www.pendragoncomputers.com 
& 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
Team up again to bring you great systems and loans at Prime Rate (oac). 
PLUS, buy a Computer through your Terrace & District Credit Union 
Account and receive up to 1500 Canadian Plus Points! 
Also you will be entered into a draw for 25~OOO Canadian Plus Points!!! 
PRIME IS BACKt f !  
Canadi)n Plus" 
I NC E N'I'IV FS 
Compaq Presar io 5304 
¢o mpa+q Specs: 
366MHz MMX Cyrix MII Processor 
64 MI3 SyncDRAM 
512KB Level2 Cache 
4.0 MB Video Memory 
4.3 GB Ultra DMA Hard Drive 
32X Max~ CD-Rorn Drive 
2X AGP 3D Graphics wdh Direct 3D 
561< V90 Modem = 
$ 1299.00  
450 MHz AMD K6-2 upgrade version 
$t437.00 
Compaq Presar io  5360 
~ o__mjp_a_q _~p_9 c~; 
450MHz AMD.K6-2 Processor 
with 3DNowl Technology 
64 MB SyncDRAM 
4,0 MB Video Memory 
10.0 GB' Ultra DMA Hard Drive 
32X Max ~ CD.Rom Drive 
2X AGP Grephics with Direct3D 
56K V.90 Modem = 
$ 1589.00  
Compaq Presar ie  5717 
Compaq Spe!s: 
450MI Iz Inlel Ill Pr0c~sol 
96 MU byncDRAM 
512KB Level 2 Cadle 
8.0 MB Video Memory 
19.0 GB ~ U Ira DMA Ilard Drive 
6X DVD-ROM Drive 
$3 Savage4 2X AGP 3D Graphics 
1,SMB DSU56K Modern 
IOOMB IomegaZip Ddve 
IO/IOOMB NIC 
$ 2669.00  
Compaq Presar io  5697 
~9_ntp_lCLSpeJ~ 
500MHz Intel III Processor 
128MB SyncDRAM 
512KB Level 2 Ca(he 
0,0 MB Video Memory 
19.0 GB t Ultra DMAHard Drive 
32X Max = CD-Rom Drive 
Diamond Sonic Impact $90 Audio 
IOOMB Iomega ZIp Drive 
6.0MB/56K Max Digital Modern 
lOMbps Ethernet Port 
$ 2789.00  
• .Mont~ *r~ S~ak~ r~ e=Kr~ *s s~ow~ 
All Systems include: 
Upgraded 17" Monitor with .27" dot pitch 
,~.~, and 20.0 Watt, Fu!I Range Response Speakers 
Ii icrosofl Windows 98 ic/osoft Intemet Explorer uic~en Basic 99 icrosoft Word 97" 
Bas le  So f tware  Pa©ka le :  
Micm~it Money 99 
McAfee Anlivirus 
Mictosolt Works 4.5 
Compaq Quickrestore 
LivePix Collection ° 
Mkxosofl Enoarta 99" 1 
f REGIOf iAL  D ISTRICT OF K IT IMAT-ST IK IME ~ 
1999 
GENERAL ELECTION 
Ii::.: '!I::::~:!!:L:;I:, : il;i~:::?~:):::~i:i:?!i;i::i;.!iiiii~~:i~;!)i:flOTICIE;O~NOM I NAl lON p E R lOB :ii~;:~i::i):ii,lii~: i{ ;::,::~:iii~i!:~!i{!;iiiii~i!;!i!~i;i~;i:; I 
Public Notice is given to the electors of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine that a 
general election will be held on Saturday, November 20, 1999 to elect 5 Electoral 
Area Directors for a 3-year term on the Regional Board. 
Nominations for qualified candidates will be received uring regular office hours at the 
office of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, #300 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., between the hours of 9:00am on Tuesday, October 5, 1999, and 4:00pro on 
Friday, October 15, 1999. Nomination documents are available only at the offices of 
the Regional District. 
NO NOMINATION WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER 4:0OPM FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 
1999. 
Aperson is qualified to be nominated, elected, and to hold office as a member of local 
government ifthey meet he following criteria: 
• Canadian citizen, 
• 18 years of age or older; 
• resident of British Columbia for at least 6 months immediately before the day 
nominations papers are filed; and; 
• not disqualified by the Municipal Act or any other enactment from voting in an 
election in British Columbia or from being nominated for, being elected to, or 
holding office. 
[:!::i~i:~i?:i!;:~i~:!::!::;!ii!uST~FREG~sTERED:(REs~DEN~r)ELECT~Rs~::~!~!i~!f~:!~!;J!~;!!~ii:!!i~!~i!i~;~!i~:!:l 
Beginning Tuesday, October 5, 1999, until close of general voting for the 
Election, a copy of the list of registered electors will, upon signature, be 
available for public inspection, at the offices of the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine during regular office hours, Monday to Friday, excluding 
statutory holidays, The list of registered electors has been produced on the 
basis of the Provincial List of Voters prepared under the Provincial Election 
Act. 
An objection to the registration of a person whose name appears on the list of 
registered electors may be made in accordance with the Municipal Act until 
4:00pro, Friday, October 15, 1999. 
An objection may only be made by a person entitled to be registered as an 
elector of the Regional District electoral area and can only be made on the 
basis that the person whose name appears has died or is not qualified to be 
registered as an elector of the Regional District electoral area, 
Further information on the foregoing may be obtained by contacting the 
Regional District Office at 250-6i5-6100 or the Chief Elections Officer at 250- 
635-2965. 
Elaine Johnson 
~_ Electlon Officer / 
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The M J[ CUSTOMER 
I/APPRECIATION DAY 
Here's why the Vatican  ISATURDAY' SEPTEMBER 11 
is an independent s ta te  I ~ ~ y e a r s  
sion. religion, Footlong Sub at Regulc 
They are my brothers and sisters in Christ. We have the 
same Christian commitment and the same moral values. 
That is why we work together and pray together. 
The Vatican is indeed an independent mini state, like 
Liechtenstein, Monaco and Andorra are for monetary tea- 
SOILS .  
Because of the (often misunderstood) rule of separation 
of church and state, the pope carmot, in Catholic opinion, 
be subject o worldly or secular power. That is their belief 
and we democrats must respect that. 
The Catholic Church is not a state church, like the 
Church of England is. That is precisely what the English 
settlers wanted to avoid when they made up their Declara- 
tion of Independence. 
All Christians hould be politically active like they were. 
The institutional church should not and will not rule the 
world (like Muslims intend to do), but will surely I~y to 
guide the world, proclaim the Gospel, and confront 
govenuments with the laws of God. 
The Supreme Court af Canada for instance should listen. 
This is the best way to protect society against moral decay. 
Through history the church has been persecuted for 
trying to influence the world. 
The "American Way" or "Canadian Way", as Svend 
Robinson sees it, spells discrimination and persecution. 
Christ points the way and the church will follow it in. He is 
our supreme ruler and Lord. 
Bill Homburg, Terrace, B.C. 
Shoot crows to feed bears 
Dear Sir:. 
Perhaps Bill Homburg, 
with his problems over 
crows, can get a hold of 
NAT, to use radioactive 
ballets on those birds he 
doesn't like. I know Bill has 
to sit under his cherry tree 
and act like a scarecrow to 
ward off their evil feedings. 
But radioactive bullets are 
no joke. Made from 
depleted uranium mined in 
Canada they are the latest in 
the CIA bag of bricks. 
After our uranium is 
mined it is sent to the States 
where they extract it down 
to waste - -  what they call 
depleted uranium. The left- 
overs are used instead of 
lead h: alnnaunition in 
places where NAT,  doesn't 
really care about the 
radioactive contamination 
that lasts a thousand years. 
These bullets are more ef- 
fective than lead since they 
bunl holes in~nks*"~and :*:~ "'~!:~. 
other military equip~efiI,'" 
not to lnention soldiers in 
the field. 
The shrapnel contaminates 
famdand in places like 
Kosovo/Y'ugoslavia and 
Other 
lives 
lost 
Dear Sir:. 
Surely the loss of the Ken- 
nedys of the USA hurt 
greatly to those closely in- 
volved. As the USA 
portrays unbridled ar- 
rogauce toward many uni- 
versally accepted laws, this 
tragic happenh:g should 
bring home the fact that 
such arrogance does not 
automatically guarantee in- 
vincibility. 
Many lives equally as pre- 
cious and perhaps more in- 
nocent are deliberately 
taken daily. This was pos- 
sibly an unpredictable acci- 
dent, whereas the deliberate 
killing of precious lives by 
Americaus and their "smart 
weapous" does not have 
many overwhehned with 
sympathy for the lives of 
three Americam. 
The blood saturated hands 
of the Central Intelligence 
Agencies has been operating 
for years around the world, 
either were condoned or ig- 
nored by the prominence of 
such families as the Ken- 
nedys. 
Doug Bulleid, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Switch 
around 
Dear Sir:. 
In your editorial of Sept. 
1, 1999 you ask "How is it 
that wells are allowed 
literally a couple of hundred 
feet downstream of a 
sewage treatment plant." 
Doti't you think it should 
read, "How is It that a 
selvage treatment plant is al- 
lowed literally a couple of 
hundred feet upstream of 
water wells?" 
Lynne Thomas, 
Terrace, ]B.C. 
radiation gets into the food mumble like there is a cover 
chain making for a hot zone up on this subject. 
of meals for all the nice Which brings me back to 
people trying to regroup the crows. These winged 
after the war. Most anti- banshees caw and croak ear- 
nukes consider them more ly in the roaming disturbing 
dangerous than land mines, my beauty sleep. If they 
Canada doesn't use aren't screeching like 
radioactive bullets itself but they're in heat they sit up 
we do supply the majority trees making croaking 
of uranium used in the sounds under their breath 
manufacture ofthe ammuni- like Mr. Homburg is np 
tion made from depleted there strangling them. This 
uranium so we are still eul- goes on at great length in 
pable. Politicians in Ottawa the wee hours ofthe a.m. 
But other than that I have 
no quarrel with the damn 
ravens. Of course I don't 
have a garden to protect ar 
else I might have something 
else to say about hem. 
I 'm not hung up like some 
about shooting crows. After 
all, we shoot bears who eat 
our garbage so why not 
crows? 
Shoot the crows and feed 
the beam,* 
Brian Greg~ 
Terrace B.C. 
Price, 
~ ~ d . . .  
.~:~.~. , ..,.~" • :.: 
GET ONE FREE 
of equal or lesser pri, 
l Terrace Subway 
4744 Lakelse Avenue 
Tel: 635-1994 • Fax: 635-1995 
GREAT 
SELECTION 
0 
GREAT 
LEASE RATES 
& PAYMENTS 
0 
WE'RE 
READY 
TO DEAL 
II I I I I 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
1999 Chevy Caval ier  Coupe 
1999 Chevrolet Nal lbu 
1999 Chevy Blazer 4 -Door  
~ : ~ % "  1999 Chevy Yenturo 
.,.::~,~i~: ~ !~ ~:~~,~'~!~i i i~~ ~: : ' : '  
1999 Oldsmobile In l r lgue "~C'J~'~C1FIYE STAR SAFETY I~TIHC; 
,,. Chevy Venture Is the first velllcle* ever to earn 
'!::!:" ~... 5 i tar i  (the top safety roUnD) for both driver 
and rear-ieat pasienger In elde-lml~lCt 
testing?* Slde-lmpa~t air bags are standard 
on Chew Venture. 
1999 Oldsmobile Alero 
,,.~ i i ! :~ i~ i~.  
. . . . . .  : . ,2. i  : :~  :i :'.:i:~:... " ...:..:......::::::.>":'..,:..:::.!.~::.:. 
• , . . . . .  ~'~ ~*i~'~, 
1999 Chevy $11yerado Regular Cab 
Motor  Tread Truck  of the Year  
ASK ABOUT FACTORY TO DEALER INCENTIVES 
AT YOUR BC CHEVROLET OLDSMOBILE DEALER. 
I ca~wo~ 
McEwan GM in Terrace 635-4941o.o  
We'd ~ you b know m~l: ~ v*h~c~l oel~i~ of th, bcal~ of Ihe neer,ll deget call I.~OO-C,M.ORIYE orv~l our w*b~tl It ~ R~c~g on sl~mvN ~ a*dll mty. Enmplo $10,G~O at i.r/,/Loft, h mec~ddy 
~p~enl IS 9216.52.~4] t~.  ~.  CaM Of I~t~..In 0 ~11392 48. T~al cb~a~ kl $10,392 48, Down I~ I~ l ,  ~ J ,  ~M Or ,e¢~ depogl may M fl~lc,d. M0n~[y PaD~nl I~  ~ el bofrowl~ wI  vl~ ¢Npl~lbg On imam( Ix~o~ld 
~'OL .~O me o~ee, w~m ~y r~ be eomb~ea wm o~ ~oq ~ }~¢ dcli~(s) ~c~d~ion~ a d mk ~ ce I~ ~ "T~g coadu~id by~O~ Xl~y IYa~nC ~mi~Is~tlon(NXTSA). 
~ o 
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Fresh 
Cantaloupe 
Product of U.S,A. 
INo. I Grade. 
SAVE at least $1,00 
LIMIT 4 per household 
wilh Safeway Club 
between 919 and 
9111199. It 
Chicken 
Legs 
Back Attached. Frozen. 
Sold in a 5 kg. box only. 
SAVE at least $6,601case 
LIMIT 2 per household 
-with-Safeway Club 
belween 919 and 
9111199. 
II /] 
~I~'~ l 'h,~r . ...... . - .~ .~, .~.~~ 
0"" ' "  ~-- -~:  Safeway 
~. ,~,.,,,.,,.,,~.,,, . ,  u'.~  ^~..:"'""",,,:, '~"' All Purpose 
~:~'~*~'~-~ " ""'"~'"'"' F lour  
~v:i~d~,;-~ :~ ,~ e 'v  "'~""~ ~~ 10kg. 
~.~ c ~ ,~: '~ . ,~  FIRST ONE. ,,,,,,,I . - ; ; : I , .  "". ~ . , J  ~ ,~ '~ '~ . . . .  • . ~ ~,~... '~:~.:~ 
...... ~ ...... ~ .,- . . . . . . . .  SAVEat least $1,90 
.= ~. ~ ..... • . . . .  ~ LIMIT I per household 
..... ~ .~". ") .,,,,II ~ . .~L  ~ ......... 
~' - ~ .~"':'i~.~ "~.=~"~""  ...... 9/11199 
: _ L,~..~:.~. ~ ~ ". 
• :_~ ~: .~ '~.~ 
pAiPePle 
8 Inch. 
FIRST TWO, 
SAVE at least $1,99 
LIMIT 2 per household A 
wilh Safeway Club II belween 919 and 
9111199. 
I ' Tripte reward mil~sdoes not apply to bonus reward mile'ilems or olher @'~Jih,~_. %~ i 
I Bonus items. This offer applies to base AIR MILES: offer only! ' , '~~]  I 
I Valid at the Canada Safeway stores only. Limil of one coupon per purchase. ~./~,~d ~"#~ I 
I Coupon must be presented altime of purchase. No rainchecks. I 
I Connol be combined wilh any olher AIR MILES ® bonus coupon offers. f-- ,dl"-"~L I 
I (ouponeffediveSeptember9.September11,1999. |~bL |  I 
' I!1!1!1!1!1 tl J l!I t]p  I Pig 1O346 I L |~IWAY FRItiTIICOUHll SAFEWAY I 
6 , FaOD & DRUG 
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Out & 
About 
Building up 
in August 
AUGUST turned out to be 
ahnost he best construction 
mouth for 1999, with the 
city issuing $1,067,000 
worth of building permits. 
Only April has been better 
at $1.10 million. 
Most of the new construc- 
tion approved in August 
consisted of the construction 
of the Evergreen Pub on 
Hwy 16 West, plus a couple 
of commercial renovatiom 
and a larger number of 
small resideutial dditions. 
This year remains the 
weakest year in rece,t 
memory, however. 
Total construction to Aug. 
31 is so far $4.58 million. 
That's below the $5.5 mil- 
lion to Ibe same point in 
1998 and way off 1997's 
nearly $18 million. 
New kiln work  starts 
FOUNDATION WORK was underway Friday at Skeena Cellulose to build an effi- 
cient new drying kiln. To be completed by November, it joins four other kilns there 
already. But this one will be much more efficient, says SCI processing supednten- 
dent Steve Planeta. It's expected to boost the mill's ability to produce dry lumber 
- -  which can command a premium price - -  from the present 30 to 35 per cent of 
total production up to more than 50 per cent. Working on the footings for the roof 
are Daniel Raposo and Rod Makowicuk of Western Pacific Maintenance. The pro- 
ject's cost is around $1.7 million. A kiln is also being built at Carnaby and Planeta 
says the company may look at adding more kilns here in future years. 
Mecca Summitweel,: gnd to for artists 
A LOCAL craft store has 
changed hands and is in the 
midst of a face-lift. 
Cal'e Mecca is up nnd 
mnnlng in the old T-Berry 
and Friends location at the 
corner of Kalum St. and 
Lakelse Ave. 
Owner Rondine Blinn has 
ambitious plans for the loca- 
tion, says her assistant, 
Morrigain-Kareen Pelletier. 
They're painting the ex- 
terior purple and marigold 
and and conducting a major 
renovation i side right now. 
They'll keep selling 
ceramics, crafts and art sup- 
plies, and conducting vari- 
ous arts and crafts courses. 
"We're bringiug in more 
. fine art supplies," Pelletier 
! added. One room will be a 
local art gallery called the 
Grail Gallery. 
Care Mecca has plans for 
a coffee shop with perform- 
ing space for musicians. 
be a double hitter 
NORTHWEST BUSINESS people can take 
advantage of a two-for-one weekend when 
it comes to bushtess issues. 
Sept. 17 is the date for a B.C. Business 
Sununit sessinn on "Securing B.C.'s Fu- 
ture" featuring out-of-town and local 
participants in first a round table and then a 
general questio, and answer session. 
The next day the Terrace and District 
Chamber of Conunerce places host to 
regioual chambers on topics specifically 
coucerning the ,orthwest. 
The Sept. 17 session is the first of 14 tak- 
ing part this fall around the province and 
comes out of last year's large B.C. Business 
Sumnfit which took place in Vancouver. 
A series of issues ranging from taxation 
to la,d use to government regulations and 
red tape were~identified and the job now is  
to ask pcolJl6'~iroiind the pr0vin~e for ideas 
for change, says local businessman Gerry 
Martin who is involved in the Summit. 
"This is about finding solutions," said 
Martin who is lining up a series of round 
table participants ranging from educators to 
administrators to labour representatives for
the Sept. 17 session. 
The roundtable will take up two hours, 
beginning at 6 p.m. at the Coast Inn of the 
West and the public participation session 
starts at 8 p.m., also for two hours. 
The next day features workshops on 
specific northwest topics ranging from 
tourism to aquaculture to forestry to mini- 
ng, says Terrace chamber president Doug 
Barrett. 
"Each of the northwest chambers partici- 
pating was asked to undertake organdzing 
one of the sessions," he said. 
Barrett's expecting as many as 100 
people to attend the all-day September 18 
event. It also takes place at the Coast, be- 
ginning at 9 a.m, and,.coneludes~at 4 p.m. 
with ~vine and Cheese. ...... 
There is a luncheon and the scheduled 
speaker is Calvin Helin, a Vancouver-based 
lawyer heavily involved in native business 
development. 
Skeena R iver  Charters  for Fall S tee lhead  
are  ava i lab le  on  both  the  Upper  and  Lower  waters .  
ALL INCLUSIVE RATE: $200.O0/DAY/PERSON 
water t[ 
air tigi 
crush pr 
dustpro, 
Protect ) 
laptop w 
Laptc 
Compu 
Cas~ 
PELICAN 
PRODUCTS 
KERMODEI DIVE SHOP 
4546 Lazelle Ave 
Tel: 635-9440 Fax: 635-1717 
City of Terrace 
1999 
General Local Election 
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the Electors of the City of Terrace that a 
General Local Election will be held on Saturday, November 20, 1999 to elect one 
Mayor and six Councillors for a 3-year term commencing December 1999, and 
terminating December 2002. 
Nominations for qualified candidates will be received during regular business 
hours, Monday to Friday, excluding statutory holidays, at the office of the City 
Clerk, Terrace City Hall, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. during the period 9:00am, 
Tuesday, October 5, 1999 to 4:00pm, Friday, October 15, 1999. Nomination 
documents are available at the City of Terrace Municipal Hall during regular 
business hours. 
NO NOMINATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED AFTER 4:00PM, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 
15, 1999. 
A person is qualified to be nominated, elected, and to hold office as a member o f  
local government if they meet the following criteria: 
• Canadian citizen; 
• 18 years of age or older; 
• resident of British Columbia for at least 6 months immediately before the day 
nomination papers are filed; and 
• not disqualified by the Municipal Act or any other enactment from voting in an 
election in British Columbia or from being nominated for, being elected to, or 
holding office. 
!:: i~:~x:: ~ i:~i!!i!k~,;:~.~:!~,~ ~:~ ~i~: ~!i . . . . . .  ~: i: : :!: ir~ . . . .  ~ :~.~ :~:.::~:~:~,~: i!:  i'::i'~ii:~!:~i~,ii: 
A list of Registered Resident Electors will be available for public inspection, upon 
signature, at the City of Terrace Municipal Office during regular business hours 
October 5 to November 19, 1999. The List of Registered Electors has been 
produced on the basis of the Provincial List of Voters, prepared under the 
Provincial Election Act. 
An objection to the registration of a person whose name appears on the List of 
Registered Electors may be made in accordance with the Munici0al Act until 
4:00pro on Friday, October 15, 1999. An objection may only be made by a person 
entitled to be registered as an elector of the City of Terrace, and can only be made 
on the basis that the person whose name appears has died or is not qualified to be 
registered as an elector of the City of Terrace. 
Further information on the foregoing may be obtained by contacting the City 
of Terrace Municipal Office at 638-4722- or 638-4723, or the Chief Election 
Officer at 635.2965 
Elaine Johnson, Chief Election Officer 
THE TERRACE CONCERT PRESENTS 
THE 
19 
SEASON 
This season will provide 7 
concerts including a professional 
dance troupe, a Shakespearean { 
play, a folk band and an all 
female string ensemble. These 
are only a few of the concerts 
this season presented by the Terrace 
Concert Society. 
For great savings purchase 
package for yourself, friend or use 
gift as a . 
i i 
There's entertainment for everyone. : 
Tickets available now at Erwin's House of Fine 
Jewel lers in the Skeena Mall. ......... " 
Visa & Mastercards accepted. 
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STAYING DRY: Andra Geller and Crystal Thomas 
pose under a child's Kermit the frog umbrella while 
watching a wet soccer game in late August. 
Rain broke 
yet another 
record here 
IT DIDN'T just rain last 
month, it poured. 
According to recent 
weather statistics, the Ter- 
race airport broke a 39-year- 
old precipitation record for 
August. 
The total precipitation was 
189.6 millimetres ~ 31 mil- 
limetres more than previous 
record-breaking August set 
in 1978 when 158.4 mil- 
limetres of rain fell. 
The average rainfall in 
Terrace for August is 58.3 
mill hnetres. 
"You doubled that," said 
Giselle Duhamel, applied 
eliinatologist with Environ- 
ment Canada. "You guys 
really beat it." 
As for temperatures this 
summer, Terrace has experi- 
enced slightly colder 
weather thatt normal, but 
it's nothing significant, 
Duhamel said. 
"You had a typical July," 
she said. 
The incredibly wet sum- 
mer Terrace experienced 
eau't be blamed on La Nina 
or global warming, says 
regional climatologist Erie 
:Taylor. 
La Nina, a weather 
phenomena involving the 
cooling of the tropical pacif- 
ic, is often used as a 
scapegoat o explain bad 
weather, Taylor said. 
But in studying 30 years 
of weather, he said La Nina 
has never influenced a sum- 
mer. 
"So you can rule that 
OUL"  
And global warming can 
be ruled out too because 
July's weather would have 
to have been affected too, 
'. which wasn't he case. 
"There doesn't seem to be 
i a reason for the heavy rain- 
>ewer 
pipe 
repair 
clelay 
REPAIR of the sewage out- 
fall pipe that malfuuctioned 
during flooding this summer 
may have to wait until De- 
cember, says city director of 
engineering Stew 
Christensen. 
k rainy summer has meant 
the water level of the river 
hasn't fallen to the point 
where the city can send 
divers in to assess the prob- 
lem, 
The city had hoped to do 
that work in August, or at 
least by September. 
"The river Ires stayed up 
high," Christensen said. 
"It 's got to clean up and it's 
got to go down a whole lot 
more before we can do the 
work." 
" I 'm afraid we're going to 
get into the fall rains before 
it happens," he added. "We 
may not be able to get in 
there and do file fix to that . 
pipe," 
That would mean the 
repair work would likely 
have to wait uutil December 
or January, he added. 
It would result in sewage 
eontluuing to flow 
dowBstream close to the 
riverbank, rather than being 
carried by the outfall pipe 
well Into the rivet, - 
fall," Taylor said. " 
He blamed the downpours 
in Terrace on the unpredict- 
able arid lawless aline. 
sphere. 
"The attuosphere is a very 
chaotic system," he said. 
" I t  doesn't always do the 
same thing every year." 
It appears that the Farm- 
er's 1999 Almanac was cor- 
rect this year, predicting thai 
June through August would 
be cooler and rainier than 
normal, due to a cool damp 
June. 
The Almauae prophe,sizes 
that temperatures in Sep- 
tember and October will be. 
near to slightly above 
normal, with we]i.above 
normal raintMl. 
The last hot spell of the 
season is expected in mid- 
September. It wants of 
heavy rain in late September 
and mid-to late October. 
" l -888-sky -d ish  
SWITCH TO 
BELL EXPRESSVU 
GET FREE EQUIPMENT WHEN YOU 
TIRADE IN YOUR STAR CHOICE RECEIVER 
Fuel like you h i{g i l t  I i , lve made tire wrong droice? 
Here are ~ome reasons to send that dish packing 
and swi lch to Bell Expre~sVu': • bring in your 
current Star Choice; satellite receiver and get an 
ExpressVtt 2700 sy~n;  plus one rnontl l  of our 
r'The Works" programming pad.age Ior free. That's 
it - no *trings attachedl . with Bell ExpressVu 
you've got  the largest G}annel l ineup in Canada • 
enjoy 20~ video Cltdlnlels, hig~.~Deed internet 
access, and over ~,O channels ol Pw-per-View, all 
by Nove~(iber • the latest terhnology from Canada's 
only DB3 satellite and 18" dhh, Niralq is the only 
higl]-powered satellite ire Canada, which means 
you get stunning Digital pidures and CD quality 
sound,  plus Nizniq is a national satellite • ;ve oiler 
local programl~ing rr~r~ coas~, to.co.=,~[ dlld 
tlmeshifting opportunities from 6 dil lerent linle 
zones to EVERY cusrnm~r - I)erfecl il you have a 
busy schedule • Act NOW[ 1his is ,~ limited time oiler. 
. . . : . .}  '~" ' ,  : .~ '  ~ . .  
• ,,.. ~ "-~,.._ . . . .  
www.expressvu.conl  
|L|¢II'RONI¢ SIGHT< SOUND 
47 '10  Ke i th  A~e Awe. ,  Ter race  
Ter race ,  B.C. C i ty  Cent re ,  K l t imat  
TH;E  + KEY  TO A GREAT SUM ME,  
01 1 L FORD TAURUS OR MERCURY S99BLE 
' .3.01. OHVV6 engine •4-Speed automatic with over- 
[ prove = Air condllionin8 • Powel windows • Variable 
PUHCIIA$£ FRJtHCING i?~E.; t;ltetU ',quPts * Tilt sleRrill~ 
UP TO 40 HONTHS 
PONCRAS 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
ON EVERY IN-STOCK NE1/V '99 FORD I 
CONTOUR OR MERCURY MYSTIQUE J 
• 2.0L Zetec engine • Dual power mirrors,, AM/FM 
stereo •'hit sleeting ,, Second generation dual alton,s 
• Child 1IdOl rear door locks ,. Solar tinted glass 
PURCHASE FINANCING 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
ON EVERYIN.STOCK NEW -] 
'99 FORD ESCORT OR ZX2 1 
• Power steeling • Rowel brakes • DuaJ aobap, s
• Solar tinled glass • AM/FM stereo ,, Cloth bucket seats 
Wlttl snlit 60/40 rear seat • Rear wmd,w itl.qlCl.~l(q 
oJ PURCHASE flfl~NC 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
ON EVERY IN-STOCK NE3N 
'99 FORD EXPLORER 
• 4.0L OFtV eagi ,; • Air ;and. • AM/PM stereolnass. 
• Second gen. d~l  :dlba[~s t Sac.rail u~.;¢ ua:.~;~ve a~tl- 
theft system •4 Wheel N]S 
II I 
B.C .  
PURCHASE FINANCING 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
ON EVERY IN-STOCK NEW 
'99 FORD WINDSTAR 
GET THIS WINDSTAII LX WITH THESE G"EA'f MAIL~BLE FEATURES: I 
• Dual Slidin~ Doors • Quid bucket seats ~, Privacy glass • Roof rack I 
• 200 t{P 3.8-hRe V6 ,, Air • Power windows/locks/mirrors • SecuriLook I 
passive anti.Shell system, Speed control • Tilt steering • Plus over | 
40 slandardsofetyfealores including: 4-wheelABS. side door impact , I  
beams and second generation dual airbags. J 
, i  
IFIURRY! OFFER ENDS SEPTEMBER 30r" 1 0 
BC FORD & MERCURY DEALERS lml _J [ml l lJ www.,otd.0./o, yv 
¢ ' tv  WISEBUff~SffE~. TaI-LE(Y~ .0  .r~Durcl;a~e ~rar~q,ngavai~ableoaever./m.~h/knew'99W~n!l~ar, E×olorer.[aurus/Sable C~nt~w/MystI~ue~Es:.~t`z;<2~`J~t~`~8n``o~!b~a:;m.-~:r~:J~:~(~u`~1~te~.Ia:II~ct~r~ FP, $25000 nancedatO%annua .rcena e uefo 48months month 
payment !s $SzO a~. co.~t of ~)rrr~n~ =s $3 a' "J t'~;..(~h, [,, L'e reo~,d ~s ~25.(x.x) ]his 13 a .-.ample calculation on y. Oownr, ayment )r ~u va eat traOe may I~: rerJu'rer] ['J~e',' r~,~ 5: ~ re., ,car, ,~ 7 n~: nza' ~p w t~, arr,,o ' r) er Ouar, t tes may vary bY ~ ler  Fingaadn{ , nt nr ~ n~ annoy =t~ 
I~cense a~ insu'epce {t;hb ,30~pe f0rldlt~!i3 appl~L m;t,.,J t:',e u el. 0fret may d~;:,~e ~';',P(;ut r'c, tir.o See dearer for deta~rs " " " " " ' - . . . . .  " ' ° . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " " "  
~o; ERRACE DL#5548 EM FORD 4631 KeithAvenue Terace, B.C. 635.4984 
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News In Brief 
Are you prepared 
for a disaster? 
DISASTERS CAN occur • a0ytlme and anywhere. 
Emergency plaotdng save.s lives, money and reduces 
disaster ecovery time, 
The Canadian Red Cross is offering two workshops 
Mouday, Sept. 27. The first, on personal disaster 
preparedness, takes place at the Terrace fire hall from 
7-9 p.m. The course, whlch costs $20, will review dis, 
aster alanlage|nenti rile emergeiiey plan, reunification, 
mikkimizing injury al~ damage, evacuation, emergency 
vehicl~ and surviVZhikits, Y2K specific illfomiation and 
mu,;h ~hore! To register call 638-4734 before Sept. 20. 
Also available is :aLl etnergency planning ~ forspeeial 
care facilities works!lop, which takes place at the fire 
hall Sept, 27 from 1-5 p,ln. 
The workshop is ['or individuals who are responsible 
lbr the development of special care facility emergency 
planning, The workshop will review disaster manage- 
mcnt ill Canada, family eniergeilcy plaits alid reunifica- 
tion, minimizing il0ury and dalnage, evacuation, after 
the disaster plaILning , vehicle and survival kits and 
Y2K iufonnation. Tile workshop costs $75 per person; 
To register call 638-4734 before Sept. 20. There are 
pre-course assigiunenLs. 
Keys taken 
and t ruck Stolen 
TERRACE RCMP have Charged a 19-year-old man 
with p0ssession of stolen property and theft after a po. 
lice chase late Saturday, Avg. 28. 
RCMP say the Terrace resident stole keys for a 1998 
Dodge pick lip froili a storage locker ia the men's 
chailge room of the Terrace Aquatic Centre earlier that 
d.y. i 
RCMP Corporal Rod Holland said RCMP ap- 
prehended a lliali ill a 1998 Dodge" pick up after a brief 
chase down Kalum Street' 
Accident claims life 
and charges pending 
CHARGES ARE pending agaixtst a 51-year-old north- 
western woman after another woman was killed in a 
car accident 5kin west of Moricetown at 11 p.m. on 
Sept, 1. 
New Hazellon RCMP said Amlette Mary Newman, 
59, of Vancouver, was killed wheii the vehicle in which 
she was riding weut off Hwyl6 and struck a utility 
pole. There were tlzree other people in the car. 
The northwestern esident was arrested at the scent 
for impaired driving caushig death. Power lines were 
downed as a rt'.sult of the pole being struck. 
One of the passengers was trapped hi the vehicle until 
the power could be shut off. None of the surviving 
three people suffered life threateniug injuries. 
or purchase for $31,315 
:(inciudeS:freight andP.D I) • : . 
;~;YO U R C H 01C E 
Tough truck, 4X4 performance: 3.4 litre V6, e x!racab, aluminum wheels, air conditioning, 
Fun to drive, easy to own. Full time 4 wheel drive, AM/FM/Cassette/C0, anti-lock brakes, 
power windows/locks/mirrors, air conditioning, anti-theft system, 4 speed automatic transmission. 
[ ]  • Buyr= t 
Fina;;inAgL~AC B U y W 
1999 MODELS 
S H AR P E ST D EAt S 
• TOYOTA 
WwWA oyot a. ca 
E 
IN TOWN 
r',j X_Lii:RS 
Sharp People Reed the Fine Pdne: 2.8% finance oiler from "loyola Canada Credit hlc. is baled on up to 48 month linancing OAC (4960 months 4.8~) on all new 1999 models Leell~ oilers far qualified retail cuslomers only on 1999 mud. 
els sold and delivered before September 30, 1999. Leas e paymenls el $410 Im the 1999 Tacoma 4n4 WN72NM(BJ based on 48 month walkaway lease wilh $3,000 down. Tolal lease obligalione are $22,68000. Lease payments of 
$329.0g for Ihe 1999 RAV 4 liP 10~(8)) based on 48 month walkaway lease with $3,000 down. Tolal lease obligations are $18,792.00. Lease payments based on a maximum 01 96,000 kin. Additional charge5 ale IO (:/kin Excludes 
license, ineulance, and applicable eases. Includes a maximum ol $ 750 lot freight and predelivery inspection. See your Toyota BC Dealera for more delaile. 
There are a lot of success stories in BC pu llc schools. Teachers and students in schools b" 
across BC are doing great things in the classroom and in the community. And now community 
newspapers are helping to share the stories of BC's Bright Lights. We want to thank papers like 
this one for helping us to celebrate the success of BC's public schools. 
If you'd like to learn more about other BE Bright Lights, please call 1-8oo-784-oo55 
or check our web-site at: 
www.b ced .gov.b c.ca/bette r|ea rn i n g 
cBRITISH OLUMBIA 
Ministry of Educat ion 
f 
; t 
Multiplex partner idea 
floated by counc=llor 
THE CITY's cost to build a 
multiplex might turn out to 
be much cheaper by partner. 
lag up with a private corn- 
patty, says one city council- 
lor. 
Val George wants to 
revisit the idea of signing on 
corporate partners to help 
build or operate the com. 
plex. 
"I really think we've got 
to look again at private sec. 
tor involvement," George 
said. "We need to be able to 
say to the public look we've 
left no stone unturned in 
trying to reduce what admit. 
redly is a pretty hefty cost to 
the taxpayers." 
George said he's research- 
ed other projects around 
B.C. and many of them have 
been done as a joint venture 
with private sector partners. 
They usually reduce the 
cost to taxpayer by having a 
private eompaay pay much 
of the ca pital cost. 
Sports complexes worth 
around $20 million in 
Kelowna and Cranbrook are 
being built largely by pri- 
vate developers but with the 
requirement that they revert 
back to the municipality 
after 30 years. 
Prince George has sue- 
cessfully built a $21 million 
multiplex - -  entirely with 
taxpayers money - -  but it 
has a major revenue source 
in its Western Hockey 
League franchise, the Prince 
George Cougars. 
Val George 
Surrey tried for years but 
gave up on reaching a deal 
with private developers to 
build the Surrey Sport and 
Leisure Complex. It ended 
up splitting the project into 
two phases. The 
municipality paid to build 
the $17 million pool - -  but 
with no increase in local 
taxes due to Surrey's ex- 
ploding growth ~ while a 
private developer is building 
two ice sheets worth $7 mil- 
lion. 
And Victoria is havh~g 
trouble concluding a deal 
with a private developer to 
replace its aging arena. 
That type of effort was ex- 
plored but abandoned here 
in 1996 when the city 
engaged in talks with an Al- 
berta firm. Under that 
scenario the company would 
have paid all the cost of 
building a second sheet of 
ice and the city would have 
agreed to buy a set amount 
of ice time in the facility 
each year a,d sell it back to 
the public at subsidized 
rates. The company would 
be free to charge higher 
prices for the remaining ice 
time to adult users. 
Council in the end con- 
cluded the venture was too 
risky and that there was too 
much potential for hidden 
costs. 
Another option, George 
said, is to find a company 
that would invest he major- 
ity of the capital costs in ex- 
change for the majority of 
the revenues. 
He's not sure what kind of 
private sector participation 
would have the best chance 
of success here, but feels it 
must be explored further. 
"I think we've really got 
to look at that," George 
said. "We may not be suc- 
cessful. But at least then we 
can say to the public we've 
tried everything." 
"Otherwise we stand to 
lose a lot of votes just by 
not being able to answer 
that question to the public's 
satisifaction." 
George said the size of the 
project remains a tough sell 
for many people. 
"I 've got a lot of people 
who are very apprehensive 
about this thing," he said, 
adding many of them are lo- 
cal business owners. 
"The business people are 
really going to have to front 
about 50 per cent of this," 
he added. 
r0isty isles wood trade sbo  
Haida Gwaii/Ooee0 Charlotte Ish0ds 
valae-added wood trade sbow!l 
Septerober 18tb & 19tb 
tf~o~'re i.~r.,od i~ wooa-~b~, woodwor~ or /1~ ~L, 
woodeo crafts, coroe oo over a~d see what our local ~.~1 ~t/~ 
n~aoufacturers aod artisaos are doiog! ~1~1 ~'~ 
For show, travel, or accororoodatioo ioforn~atio~ /J) I'/ ~'fX / 
cootact" . /Y/, i  ! ]~  
...... * ¢°lir)Hadeod":":"~" ' : " '~ '~"~"~'~7~ i ~ '  
Toll Free: b888-328-55% /i)i 1 
e-n~ail: the broce@botn~ail.com ) ~, 
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OFF 
,//2OF 
THE 
PRICE 
ON ALL FINE 
FURNITURE ~9 
BEDDING 
, ~  4525 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
out of town 
~7~,~'~,~," : .  ~'~°'~ ~ o~~'sv~j  
)UB UB 
'CHEESEBURG 
with 
BACON 
. . . . . .  
The all new Mule 2510 
offers a choice of 2 wheel 
drive or 4 wheel drive with 
Hi/Low Range and a 
Limited-slip Front 
~!:., ......... ,.? ':. ~. 
iiiiiiii;i~iii~;i;iii~;iiiii~i!il;i~; :! :i 
de rers 4x2 
CONVENIENCE 
OR 4}(4 
PERFORMANCE 
~rentia]' The ti]ting bed can carry 
to 364 kilograms. Kawasaki 
ffers a complete line of accesso- 
ries too! 
You'll never find a better 
companion for packing your 
hunting, fishing or camping 
gear into the back country. 
Kawasaki 
-%, ,: 
%.-~, .~: ,  %.. 
;!~••: ~(~i I 
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New island water system 
would cost big, big bucks 
BRAUN 'S ISLAND 
holneowners have been told 
to brace for a bill of more 
than $1,000 a year if they 
want a new water system to 
replace island wells con- 
mninatcd after June's flood. 
Rough esthnates circu- 
lated so far to islanders ug- 
gest they'd have to pay 
$1,000 to $1,600 per year 
for 10 to 20 years for water 
lines that would tap into the 
City of Terrace water sys- 
tem. 
The figures are based on 
early estimates of $350,000 
to $450,000 to construct 
such a system, said Kitimat 
Stikhte regional district ad- 
nfinistrator Bob Mareellin. 
And the numbers already 
count on getting a 50 per 
cent water k=frastrueture 
graut from the provincial 
government, he added. 
The  cost of construction 
would actually be less than 
the $1,O00-plus annual cost 
estimates. 
Strictly construction costs 
would amount to $650 to 
$1,300 - -  dependhtg on the 
find price and depending on 
whether it's put over 10 or 
20 years. 
But the residents would 
also have to pay extra 
amounts to the City of Ter- 
race. 
Marcellin's estimates are 
the residents might pay 
$150 as a contribution 
towards the overall capital 
costs of the city water sys- 
tem - -  toward maintenance 
of the well and main lines 
plus the approximately 
$133 per year all city 
homeowners pay for water 
consumption. 
The regional district 
would also lack on an ad- 
ministration fee for the sys- . . . . .  
tern of about $40 per prop- 
erty. 
The system would only 
provide water lines on the 
island to each property. 
Each owner would then 
have to pay more to run a , .~  , ~ 
water line~from the street~to~:~.~=,~=-$~i 
their home:-: " ..... :' : 
A provincial grant cover- 
ing half the cost would not 
be assured, he said, but it 
would have a good chance 
bemuse of the risk to public 
health under present condi- 
tions. 
"A  project of this nature 
would be considered one of 
the highest priorities," Mar- 
cellin said. 
I f  islanders are h=terested, 
a detailed engineering study 
would be conducted, says 
Marcellin. 
Most of the wells on the 
island have now been as- 
sessed, he added. 
Some are clean, he said. 
Others have varying degrees 
of contamination. 
The city has yet to deal 
with the problem of fixing 
the sewage outfall pipe that 
was damaged during the 
flood. Work on that is 
awaiting low water. 
As a result, the treated 
sewage that the pipe would 
nomally take into the mid- 
channel of the river is being 
backed up and channeled to 
the river via a ditch. 
Residents ay that's meant 
sewage flowing past their 
back yards aud staying close 
to shore..  
They want the pipe 
damage repaired, the spilled 
sewage cleaned up and other 
agencies to pay for water 
testing until that work is 
done. 
Diana Penner, one of the 
residents on the island water i 
committee, says she and 
others are angry they're 
being pushed to pay for an 
expensive water system 
when they consider the 
ongoing contamination tobe 
the main problem. 
"Unfortunately not every- 
body can afford to pay." 
Penner said, adding she's 
not certain a vote of resi- 
dents on the proposal would 
pass. 
She also said it would 
amount o s quick f'u¢ to the 
water issue that would i g- 
=tore the other problems. 
*'This still skirts the issue, 
• which is the contamina- 
tion," she said, adding resi- 
dents used to swim in the 
slough and in channels of 
the river, 
"Our quality of life has 
completely changed over 
BRAUN'S ISLAND residents say two signs dropped off by local provincial health 
officials are better than nothing in order to prevent people from playing in a con- 
taminated slough. Justin Penner, Benjamin Moonie and Diana Penner are shown 
here installing one of the signs. CONTRIBUTED PHOTO 
this," she said. 
Residents remain con- 
vincod, she added, that if the 
sewage was cleaned up, the 
water con=arab=alien would 
abate. 
City officials, however, 
continue to reject the resi- 
dents' assertion that the city 
sewage spill is responsible 
for the drinking water prob- 
lems. 
"At this point the city 
does not feel we've contn'b- 
uted in any way to the prob- 
lems with the wells on 
Braun's Island," engineer- 
ing director Stew 
Christensen said last week. 
One allen=ate possibility is 
that flooding caused septic 
fields on the island to mix 
with adjacent wells. 
In addition, he says, 
there's little evidence that 
city sewage is the largest 
source of contamination 
around the island. 
One test conducted in the 
slough between the island 
attd the city recorded a 
coliform count of 4,900 
but that was taken less than 
100 feet from an island 
chicken coop. 
That reading was higher 
than the reading of 3,000 for 
effluent coming straight 
from the sewage treatment 
plant, Christensen oted, ad- 
ding it's hard to imagine 
how the city sewage would 
increase in concentration as 
it flows away in the river.. 
I' 
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1999 Po Sunfire Coupe 
199,~9 Pontiac Trans Sport 
PURCHASE ~"~"  • .  ~ ,~-~ ~ ~ (top ~ t  
FINANCING ="~'~.,=~ o. ="~:, ~oo~ 
48 MONTHS " . . .~ I~ '  
ON ALL ~ ~  
THESE 
GREAT 
VEHICLES 
AND MORE. V/1999 Pontiac Grand Am 
V 
SALE 
,,,,,p,,%,, 
TNI I  
SPORT 
SHOP 
Footwear & Clothing 
Your First 
Item is 
~%o~ 
d ,~f I s°lo-* r  
I Reeboks ~ ! ~  
Your Second 
Item ~s 
N@% 
Your Third 
Item is 
~ ~ ~o~ 
See Store For 
Details. 
301 City Cenhre, Third Level 
Trigo Cenlre, Kitimat 
250-632-6460 
GOSH 
WE'D 
BETTER 
GET A 
CAR," 
. . .  . . -  
1999 Buick Century 
S 
I ~  1999 GMC Jimmy 4-door 
• . ~ q l ~ ' " "  F" ir 
1999 GMC Sierra Regular Cab 
AJAC "Best New Pickup Truck" 
HURRY. OFFER ENDS SEPTEMBER 30 TM, 1999 
Giesbrecht 
fills senior 
offece posts 
HELMUT GIESBRECHT Murray aud Lutou were 
has filled two key positions hired under orders-in- 
in his cabinet office with his council, which are docn- 
long tiuie constituency as- menls signed by members of 
sislaut and an exlierienced the cabineL 
political aide i, People hired through 
Gail Mddlay, who ran ordcrs-iu.couneil are sepa- 
,~ Giesbrecht's constituency rate from the regular civil 
office here since he was first service. 
elected in 1991 is now his They're more than likely 
executive assistant. She'll working in a political capae- 
continue to be based in Ter- ity to cabinet ministers 
race and act on behalf of while those ministers tend to 
Giesbrecht when his duties their portfolios. 
as public service minister Peeple appointed through 
keep him away from the orders-in.council stand to be 
riding, dismissed should those rain- 
The experienced political istcrs leave office or should 
aide is John Luton, who is the government change 
now Giesbrecht'sspecial as- hauds. 
sistant. Giesbreeht said Luton has 
He mOSt recently worked already been woi'king on 
uuder contract for Moe Kitimat health care issues 
Sihota, Giesbrecht's and will handle his cor- 
predecessor as public ser- respondence. 
vice minister, Murray, he said, will have 
Oae off Luton's earlier a beefed up role as Gies- 
jobs in his career was as aa brecht's representative in 
aide to Jim Fulton when he the riding when he isn't 
represented the Skeena available because of cabinet 
ridiag in Ottawa. duties. 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
Two other people were 
hired under orders.in- 
conncil and Giesbrecht ex- 
pects to get a fifth persou, a 
ministerial assistaub 
"The nlinisterial assistaut 
acts as a direct link to the 
public on all sorts of is- 
sues," said Giesbrecht. 
Salaries for the political 
appointees range from 
$40,000 to $50,000 a year. 
In addition to those 
hirings, Vicki Feuton, who 
was a part time worker at 
Giesbrecht's office here, has 
now beea brought on full 
time to take over Murray's 
former duties. 
Fee upped 
at airport 
FEW COMPLAINTS have 
bee. receivcd so far about 
auother user fee increase at 
the airport - -  the cost of 
parking, says acth~g airport 
manager Lois Taylor. 
Rates ['or short and long 
tenii parkiug were raised in 
early July. 
It now costs a minimum 
$I to lmrk and that's enough 
for two hours. The old mini- 
lnunl was 25 cents and that 
was for half an hour, 
The UCW daily rate is $3, 
up from $2 while the week- 
ly rate wcnt from $10 to $15 
and the monthly rate from 
$30 to $45. 
"We are still lower than 
other equivalent facilities," 
said Taylor last week. "We 
were drastically uuder at 25 
mitts for halfau hour." 
She said she gels more 
complaints about the park- 
ing ticket machines not 
working properly than about 
the cost of parking itself. 
"k "k "k ir Yl 
In the meautime, the 
society is going through the 
large stack of applications it
received to fill the airport 
ulanager's job made vacant 
whea Darryi Laurent left for 
a similar job in Penticton. 
UBC 
Commerce 
I n  
Par tnersh ip  
With Call 
638-6035 
to Register 
or register 
on line 
www.tclt.bc.ca 
Centre for 
Management Development 
Essential Management Skills- October 25- 29, 1999 $1,994.00 J
Effective Grievance Handling- December 6 & 7, 1999 $795.00 
Marketing Management- February 22 & 23, 2000 $650.00 
Emplc ~ment and Human Rights Low- February 24 & 25, 2000 $795.00 
The Centre ]or Leadership & Technology 4443 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC VSG 117 
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SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 (COAST MOUNTAINS) 
TRUSTEE ELECTION 1999 
NOTICE OF NOMINAT ION PERIOD 
PUBUC NOTICE is given to the electors of School District 82 (COAST MOUNTAINS) that a "fi'ustee 
election will be held on Saturday, November 20, 1999 to elect trustees to represent School District 
82 (Coast/~ountains) asfollows: 
Trustees (three) - for ¢ three year term (1999/2002 calendar years) to represent the Ci~ of 
Terrace northeast area of KitimaI-Stikine Re(jional District including I~ew 
Rome, Kalum Lake Drive and Rosswood. 
Trustee (one) - for a three year term 1999/2002 calendar years) to represent the District el 
Hazelton, District of New Hazehon, District of South Hazelton, Village of 
Kitwanga, Cedarvale, and the Villages of Gitwaegak, Gitanyaw and 
Gitsegukla. 
Trustee (one) - for a three year term (1999/2002 calendar years to represent the Area E of 
Kitimat- Stikine Regional District and the South and East portion of Area C of 
the Kitimat-Stiklne Regional District including Capperside, Gossen, Kleanza, 
Lakelse Lake, Thornhill, Usk and Old Remo. 
Trustee(one) - For a three year term (1999/2002 calendar years) to represent he 
Municipality of Stewart and Area A of the Kitimol-Slikine Regional District. 
Trustees(three) - for a three year term (1999/2002 calendar years) io represent he 
Municipality of Kilimat, Kilamaat Village, Kemano, Klemtu, Buledale and 
Cable Car Subdivision. 
Nominations for qualified candidates will be received uring regular office hours: 
9:00am - 12 noon and 1:0Opm - 4:00pro, from Tuesday, October 5, 1999 through Friday, October 
15, 1999 at: 
School Board Office, 3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, B.C., 
Municipal Office, 270 City Centre, Kitimot, B.C. 
Village office, New Haze ton, 3026 Bowser, New Hazelton, B.C., 
Village Office of Hazellon, 4310 Field Street, Hazelton, B.C., 
Municipal Office, 81{1 Avenue, Slewart, B.C. 
NO NOMINATIONS WILL BE ACCEP'~D AFTER 4:00PM FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1999. 
Nomination documents are available at the following locations: the School Board Office, Village of 
New Hazehon, Village o} Hazelton, Stewart Municipal Office, Kitirnat Municipal Office during 
regular office hours. 
Candidates hall be nominated in writing by ~o duly qualified electors of the jurisdiction for which 
the person is nominated The nomination paper shal/be delivered to the Chief Elections Officer, or 
designate, at any time between 9:00am October 5, through 4:00pro October 15, 1999. The 
nomination paper shall include the name of the person nominated (both full name and usual name, 
i[ different); the residential address and mailing address of the nominee, the names and residential 
addresses of the nominators; a statement by the nominators that to the best of their knowledge the 
person nominated is qualified to be nominated and iF applicable, a stalement that he nominee is 
endorsed oy an elector organization. 
GIVEN UNDER MY HAND AT TERRACE B.C. 
this 8~ day of September, 1999 
(Mrs.) Elaine'Johnson, Chief Election Officer 
For further information contact: 
(Mrs). Elaine Johnson. Chid Election Officer 635-2965 
COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 82 635-4931 - Local 201 
~L~A TERRACE 
RINGETTE 
SSOCIATION 
BOX 531 i , TERRACE, B.C. V8G 4B5 
RINGETTE 
The fastest game on 
Ice! 
Give a Girl a Ring. Let the Game Begin. 
Come join the kin! Non contact. 
Great team spirit. Great for fitness. 
Make new friends. 
Gir ls  6 -15  wanted!  
+ ++++++> +::+++++++:+ + :+:++:++++++++: ::  ::: : ++++++:~ ...................... +:::+++ :::: +++:+ ~ '::++ ':++ :++++ + i[UBS DA~A/¢ 5KEEHA ~, ++:, 
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For more into call Dianne 635-3562 
, Terrace Ringelte Association 
l : i l l l l f l l l  i ; l I ) l ) l l l ' l l ! i  
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your assis 
tance in solving a theft of a boat that occurred in the 
4900 block of Greig Avenue in Terrace, B.C. 
Sometime between 9:O0am on August 12th, 1999 
and 3:50pm on August 18th, 1999, unknown culprit(s) 
entered the fenced compound at Kens Marine, located 
at 4946 Greig Ave. and Proceeded to a trailer, and a 
boat and outboard motor combination. 
Stolen were: 
1. A grey steel Trailblazer, double snowmobile trailer, 
8' x 10', valued at $1800.00 
2. An aluminium blue 'Seasprite' boat, 12' in length, 
valued at $1500.00 
3. A Yamaha T9.9 EXHX outboard boat motor, valued 
at $2420.00 
Anyone with any information about this or any other 
similar incidents, or if you know the identity of the per- 
son or persons responsible for this, (or any other), 
break, enter and theft, Crime Stoppers would like to 
hear from you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1.000.00 for Information leading to an arrest 
and charges being laid against an Individual in 
this or+' other unsolved crime. If you have any 
information call Crime Stoppers at 635.Tips 
that's 635.8477. Callers will not be required to 
reveal their identity nor testify in court. Crime 
Stoppers does not subscribe to call display. 
Call 63  5-TIPS 
i L 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what rou want... 
but small enough to care who you are. 
save $380 
on team 
KENMORE' 'SUPER 
CAPACITY PLUS' 
LAUNDRY TEAM 
19-program washer. 
#28882. Sears reg. 
879.99. ,~9 
12-program dryer. #89862. 
Seats reg. 599.99. $449 
i.remlm _ I 
save  '200 
KENMORE ULTRA WASH SENSOR DISHWASHER 
#15951. Sears reg. 899.99. $699 
Black console also available 
save  $500 
CRAFTSMAN' 19-HP 
42" LAWN TRACTOR 
&speed. Exclusive I9-hp 
Brlggs & Stratton twin 
cylinder engine. #60919. 
Sears reg. 2499.99. 
1999 ~ 
~ now $899 
KENMORE  9.9.CU. 
~' . ' : "~1 FI~.TOP-MOUNT 
~ ~  ~ l REFRIGERATOR 
.~  .,;t (r,~ 7<. I~ '~ i i  Searsre9 t199.99. 
~ Black & Almond also available 
save  $150 
CRAFTSMAN IO.5-HP 
SNOWBLOWER 
t 6" see-hog tires. 29" 
clearing width. Adjustable 
clearing height. #52921. , :%7z ,  s++ ,++ 
. " , . , . . . . .  2 tuner.ctu red +9999 1449" 
now +699 
KENMORE 30" 
SELF-CLEAN 
CONVECTION 
ELECTRIC RANGE 
Features an electronic 
timer control. #61563. 
Sears reg. 899. 99. 
save  +40 
OUR LOWEST PRICE OF THE SEASON 
JVC' 3-CD MINI STEREO SYSTEM 
200 watts. #28012. Sears reg. 369.99. $329 
save  Sl00 
CRAFTSMAN 
9.HP SNOWBLOWER 
27" mid.frame dual stage 
seowblower with electric 
starer. #52919. 
Sears reg. 1499.99. 
139999 
• , . . . " . , . ,  • everyday good values Registered Trademark of K tchenA/d USA KitchenAid Canada ficensee m Canada 
Locally 
owned 
and 
operated by 
Dean 
Porter 
NP0992099 
Brand 
Central  
THE BRANDS YOU WANT 
AT THE STORE YOU TRUST ® 
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
Monday-  Saturday 
9 :30am - 5:30pro 
Copyrlght 1999. Sears Canada Inc. 
I 
i i  ' ; ' l~ i+ J I  
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French-only school open 
for instruction this week 
FOR FRENCH teacher 
Joanne l..anglois, a dream 
has come true. 
This week she will begill 
teaching at Jack Cook 
School, Terraee's first 
stand-alone French school, 
which will provide quality 
education to francophonc 
studc, ts. 
"It's very exci~ng to have 
a whole schoS[ of fran- 
Col)hone students and their 
parents involved, " said 
Langlois, who is also the 
school's vice-principal. 
Run by the Francophone 
Education Authority of B.C, 
or school district 92, Jack 
Cook will operate like any 
other auglophone public 
school in B,C,, except that 
all studies will be taught in 
French. 
As of last week, 23 stu- 
denis were era'oiled at the 
new French school. 
"For our first year that's a 
good aumber," Lauglois 
said. 
Fraucophonc parent 
Marilyil Bilodeau-Wheler 
has enrolled two children at 
Jack Cook for this Septem- 
ber, 
She said she's relieved her 
children can go to French 
school shine both of them 
have lost some grammar 
skills since they moved to 
Terrace from Ottawa a few 
years ago, 
"It 's important to me that 
they keep up their French," 
she said. "They'll meet 
other French kids too which 
is great because they're hard 
to fiad. "' 
The new school will have 
two mixed classrooms: one 
with kindergarten students 
(who will attend school five 
days a week), Grade 1 and 
Grade 2 students; and the 
other with students in 
Grades 3 through 5, 
The school will also pro- 
vide air English teacher, 
who will teach four hours of 
TEACHER NATHALIE Perrler and kindergarten student Danika Bilodeau-Wheler, 
5, play together at Jack Cook School, ~e  area's first school to be devoted to in- 
struction in the French language. 
English a week, and a nmsic " 
teacher. 
Although Jack Cook will 
be a French school, 
Langlois said franeophone 
students will not be 
segregated from 
anglophones atKiti K'Shan. 
She said Jack Cook stu- 
dents will join Kiti K'Shan 
student in concerts and as- 
semblies. 
They will also share the li- ~ 1 ~  
brary and the music room. tk..., "We'll be very involved with carnivals and other 
events at Kiti K'Shan," she 
said. 
Kiti K'Shan conthmes to 
offer its French hmnersion 
program. 
A 
V 
The Sa/vat/on Ar ny 
4643 Walsh Ave. 
Every Sunday at 11:00. 
Corps Officers Lt. Michael and Tania Spears. 
If you have any questions, just call 635-5446. 
PRE KINDERGARTEN - 
REGISTRATION FOR 
SEPTEMBER 1999 
VERITAS SCHOOL is offering Prekindergarten classes 
starting: September 1999 =~ ~1~ 
Please register your child as 
soon as possible at: 
VERITAS SCHOOL 
635 - 3035 
(Child must be 4 years old as of December 1999) 
~ ICTOR P. HAWES O.D 
oFrOMETRIST 
m 
FALL SPECIAL  
2nd pair glasses 1/2 price 
i nc ludes  ALL f rames  & lenses  
contact  lenses ,  f ree  t in t  o r  
I year  f ree  insurance  
(w i th  new order )  
For appointment 4748 LAKELSE AVENUE 
phone: 638-8055 TERRACE B.C. 
(Offer expires Oct. 31sug9 - 1 promotional item per patient) 
eP 
I 
'SAVE i5%' 
On In-Store Stock of PaclEIc Emergency Soft Packs 
Many Styles & Colors 
Remember  Nor thern  Hea l thcare  ~ Your  
Source for  All Levetg of  WCB Approved  Kits 
the PARK AVEINUE MEDICAL CLINIC 
615-5151 ¢ ~  
Out of town 
1-800-665-5953 
NORTHERN Offer Yagd to 
HEALTHCARE oct 31/99 
i 
i 
i 
~: :. 71 / 
k 
FALL SERVICE SPECIAL 
Days are getting 
shorter, get your 
vehicle in:tip~ top 
order. 
_,.-~.=L'.~::.=.2. . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  ~ '~ '~ ' , .=- . . .  
.~ • F 
• ~ ~ ~ ' ; "  ~ 
We can get your car ready for f~ 
including: 
• 0 i l  change/ lube 
• Hose and belt check 
• Lights check 
• Shocks, struts and tire checl~ 
• Inspection of fluids 
• Check charging system 
Help yourc~r Survive and thrive this fall--take care of it 
now wit h our special Fail Car Care SpeCial, all this 
month !Call for an appointment. 
1 4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C_ - 635-6334 149B City Centre, Kitimat, B.C. 632-2224 
For kids, like ya know, new clothes 
are the one bright spot in back-to- 
school. For morn, great prices and 
selection mean easier shopping. And 
a budget that buys more makes 
everybody happy. For jeans and 
.... ~ jackets, skirts and 
shoes, we've got 
cool for school. 
I 
Wednesday.,. August 25 through 
Saturday, September i I 
S KE  E NA MALL  
I 
i 
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ilNSIDE 
!COMMUNITY 
. EVENTS B2 
i l  
OMMUNITY ALEX HAMILTON 638-7283 
l i~ .1  -J ~_,| :U  ~ [egKo l l j  I 
SARAH de LEEUW 
Innocent until 
proven guilty 
A skmy mum. I 've always had a preoccupation 
with fairness. When I was little, my 
favourite phrase was "That's not 
" faM" Granted, I often said it in re- 
lation to everything my mother asked, fair or not 
fair, but the thought was still there. 
Nowadays I argue far less often with my 
mother, but that same desire for fairness runs 
through me in a thick streak. Added to that sense 
of fairness is also a dash of skepticism. 
When I heard about the boat loads of "illegal 
immigrants" entering British Columbia, "jump- 
ing the queue and abusing the system," it didn't 
seem fair. Every news article I read referred to 
"illegal immigrants," not "new arrivals." 
Politicians were clamoring for space to say "send 
them back," and the apprehensive callers Idled 
radio phone lines to say how unfair it was to 
willy-nilly let boat loads of people in only to take 
Canadian jobs. 
It took the arrival of the second boat for the 
dash of skepticism in me to kick in. 
What was the story behind the headlines, I
wendered. So I starting asking, beginning with an 
immigration lawyer in Vancouver. Low and be- 
hold, the real mffairness was not the arrival of 
people on boats, it was the media coverage they 
were getting. It will be this coverage that informs 
and affects these new arrival's due process. 
The day after the third boat arrived, rusted and 
ready to sink in the west coast Pacific Ocean. 
waters off  Vancouver Island, it nrade The Pro- 
vince and The Vancouver Sun's front page. The 
opening paragraph of The Province newspaper 
began by talking about "strengthening Canada's 
laws on illegal immigrants." 
Here's the thing. These boats filled with men, 
women and children who have risked their lives 
to touch Canadian soil, are not immigrants. They 
have not done anything illegal and they are jump- 
ing no queues. They are doing exactly what Cana- 
dian laws tell them to do. And they are by no 
means alone, their nmnbers mall when compared 
with the many more refugee claimants who have 
arrived in a less spectacular ways and have not 
caught the attention of the media quite so com- 
pletely. 
Canada has signed a declaration with the United 
Nations convention on refugees. As such, we 
have the obligation to grant anyone who enters 
Canada, by sea, air or laud, and who makes a 
refugee claim, the right to fair and just process. 
This process includes the right to be thought of as 
a genuine refugee until a tribunal on refugee 
Ksan House needs furniture 
The society is looking for donations of any household items 
SOMETIMES WE all need 
a little help from our 
firieads. 
The Ksau House Society, 
which provides free 
counselling to male and fe- 
male victims of sexual as- 
sault, and runs the Enter- 
geucy Shelter, the Transi- 
tion House and women's 
counselling services, is as- 
king for donations of 
household rumiture and ac- 
cessories for its new home. 
We'll take anything 
that will make the 
house welcoming atut 
not so clinical - - c  a r o 1 
Sabo, executive director 
Ksan House Society 
The society has purchased 
a small house at 4724 
Lazelle Avenue to act as its 
oew office. But when statr 
move into the building Sep- 
tember 15, they.won't have 
nrauy furnishings. 
"We're a non-profit 
society," said Carol Sabo, 
executive director, "we 
don't have any money to 
CAROL SABO, Ksan House executive director, and 
Irlanda Price, coordinator for counselling programs, 
Sabo gaid she'll lake dona- 
tions of anythitg that will 
make the home more wel- 
coming. People who donate 
furnishings will be issued 
tax deductible receipts. 
Why is it under 500 people; less than 
two per celnt of clahnants, have garnered 
so much attention and come utuler so 
much attack? 
status finds you otherwise. 
If you are found to not fall under one of the five 
grounds considered legal reason to claim refugee 
status (fear of persecution based on race, religion, 
nationality, political opinion, or membership in a 
particular social group), you will be sent home. 
But you have the right to plead your case, and 
you need only arrive in Canada and say you are 
claiming refugee status, to be granted the right to 
make application to that process. 
Now for some perspective. Approximately 444 
people have arrived by boat from China in the last 
month, floating in on our cold water faced with a 
heated frenzy of media coverage. 
As of August 10, 1999, a total of 7,061 Kosovar 
refugees have arrived in Canada. Each year, Ca- 
nadian Inunigration allows for approximately 
30,000 refugees to remain in our country. ~y  is 
it under 500 people, less than two per cent of 
claimants (not even those who will be granted the 
right to stay in Canada), have garnered so much 
attention and come under so much attack'/ 
Maybe some of us want to reserve refugee 
status for those most deserving. 
Maybe some of us believe refugees should 
make their claims outside of Canada, and only be 
let in when their need has been sufficiently 
determined. While those are valid poiuts, they are 
separate from the arguments the media seems un- 
willing to drop, namely the discussion of "illegal 
immigrants jumping queues." 
Let's hope there is not one single person in this 
province who is making assumptions about race 
or class when thinking about migrants who step 
buy furniture." 
Sabo said the house's 
living morn will be used as 
a meeting place for the Sex- 
ual Assault Centre, so she'd 
like to make it the area as 
comfortable as possible. 
"We want to get away 
from an office set up. We 
want to make it homey,'" 
she said. 
"It's much nice to sit in a 
living room envirolmlent 
than around a boardroom 
table." 
The home will also pro- 
vide coulmclling rooms, a 
children's room and offices. 
ARTIST Irene Homer admires local First hlalion artwork by Collier Bright at the 
Red Raven Gallery located in the Skeena Mall. 
Red Raven gallery flies again 
THE RED Raven Gallery and the Skccna 
Mall feed offone another. 
The Mall provides vacant rctail space free 
of charge for artists to display their work, 
and the gallery brings in shoppers and 
tourists looking to purchase local art. 
It's good for the artists and good for the 
mall, said Irene Homer, who helps run the 
gallery. 
" I t 's  just a prime location," Homer said. 
The gallery was first created tn 1991 to 
support local artists, giving them a chance 
to present their work to the public. 
"It gives us starving artists a good Ol 3- 
portunity," said Linda Mantel who sells her 
cross-stitching at tile gallery, " I 'd  have to 
wait for a craft sale in the fall or Christmas 
June.  
"'It gives locals a chance to see there are a 
lot of talented people in Terrace," said art- 
ist Madeline McAllister, who sells painted 
pots, crochet and floral arrangements at the 
gallery. 
"'I didn't realize there were so many art- 
istic people in Terrace." 
Eighty-three artists use the gallery to ex- 
hibit work for a nomhlal fee ($5). In turn, 
many of them volunteer to help run the fa- 
cility. Homer said some people mu errands 
while others volunteer hours maiming the 
shop. 
Artist are grateful to use the gallery be- 
cause they don't need to produce large 
quautities of work, like they do for a show. 
off rust~g ships onto our coast. Let's hope each I 
of us recognizes the right to be thought of as in-' 
nocent until proven guilty, deserving until proven otherwise." "They don,t need 40 or 50  items," 
undeserving, The gallery was dormant for six years un- Homer said. They can briug in four or five 
i Anythhtg else would surely be unfair, til a spot ht the mall was offered to artists in pieces to get exposure. 
, r  i 
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are set to move into Ksan House Society's new home 
at 4724 Lazelle Avenue September 15. 
The new home needs pic- 
tures, furuiturc, plants, light 
fixtures, bookshelves, gravel 
for the backyard, exterior 
and 'interior paint, coffee 
tables , a lawnmower - -  
anything people are willing 
to part with. 
To douate funfiture or 
other accessories call the 
Ksan House Society at 635- 
2373. 
Around Town 
Tim Phillips was superb! 
IT WAS my good fortune to be in London, England 
August 18 and see the European Union Youth Or- 
chestra play in the Royal Albert Hall. 
What a thrill it was to witness Terrace resident Tim 
Phillips playing the guitar in this concert m Symphony 
No 7 by Mahler, under the direction of conductor 
Beruard Haitink ICB.E. 
As a past president of the Pacific Northwest Music 
festival and a long tinle resident of Terrace, it is always 
so rewarding to watch our young people achieve as 
flley follow their dreams and further their goals. The 
hall was full aud the concert was televised. 
I wish Tim continued success and offer a big bouquet 
to his parents, friends and teachers who have en- 
couraged him thus far. A job well done. 
Olga Power 
Help for breast 
cancer patients 
THE BREAST Cancer Visitor Program provides 
women diagnosed with breast cancer an opportunity to 
receive peer support arid resource information from 
trained voluuteers. To request a breast cancer visitor, 
call Melanie Olson 250-798-9555. 
Adult literacy 
program offered 
THE COMMUNITY Readers and Writers Program (an 
adult literacy program) is in its third year of operation. 
This program matches trained volunteer tutors with 
adult learners who want to help improve their reading 
aud writing skills. 
Problems with rcadiog and writing are very common. 
Two out of five adults are affected. Not being able to 
read or write doesn't mean a person isn't intelligent. It 
just means they are in need of some reading and writ- 
ing skills. 
Sue Carson, program coordinator, is planning the 
next tutor training session to start early October. I f  you 
are interested in becoming a tutor and helping an adult 
learner with reading and writing call Sue at the 
Volunteer Bureau 638-1330. The Bureau's Community 
Readers and Writers Program is now located in the 
Volunteer Bureau's new location, 3215 Eby Street, 
lower level City Hail. 
Volunteers needed 
'I'IIE CANADIAN RED CROSS Society desperately 
needs volunteers to join its Disaster Services Team, 
which providcs assistance to people affected by large 
or small scale disasters. 
Volunteers are needed to help provide one or all of 
the basic emergency social services - -  shelter, food, 
clothing, personal services and registration and inquiry. 
II I I 
BAR 
SCENE: 
TERRACE STANDARD 
CITY SCENE 
xBEASLEY'S MIX: Live entertain- 
ment with Brent Halfyard, the amaz- 
ing one-man band every Friday and Sat- 
BRARY is holding a treasure hunt on 
the Internet. The Cyber Hunt will be 
ongoing with weekly draws for prizes 
taking place every Friday. For details 
and the list of things to find go to the li- 
brary's website http://tpLosg.net or 
phone 638-8177. Contestants are 
Limited to one entry only. 
CONCERT 
SOCIETY 
TI lE TERRACE CONCERT 
SOCIETY presents Scruj, a true folk 
revivalist band Saturday, September 18 
urday night. Come drink martinis on at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 p.m. 
ART 
GALLERY: 
&IN YOUR BACKYARD: The Ter- 
race Art Gallery wants pictures of your 
backyard! On September 15, the gallery 
is hosting a travelling exhibition called 
Friday. Scruj can play, sing and entertain. Tick- Strange Sites and quirky Gardens, 
ets are available at Erwin's in the featuring photographs of interesting 
~TE/~RI ]  S~eena Mall. OW LIB ' I V E S H gardens from around the world. In eon- ' junction with this exhibit, the gallery 
&.THE PUBLIC LI- would like to present its own photog- 
AREGISTRATION for children's fall 
programs at the Terrace Public library 
will begin on Saturday, September 11 
at 10 a.m. in person only. All library 
programs are FREE. Please call the li- Secondary Gym at 3605 Munroe Street. 
brary from more information at 638- Fans can meet the wrestlers at 11 p.m. 
PRO WRESTLING: The Terrace 
Little Theatre in conjunction with 
ECCW/NWA presents Saturday, Sep- 
tember 18 pro wrestlers Gorgeous 
Michelle Star, "Tomado" Tony 
Kozina, Moondog Manson, The Torch, 
Disco Fury and Juggernaut. Also ap- 
pearing will be former WWF superstar 
Doink the Clown. Tickets are available 
at Uniglobe Courtesy travel and cost 
$12. Tickets are also available at the 
door for $15. The wrestling matches 
will be held in the Caledonia Senior 
8177, or pick up a flyer at the library, at Gators Pub and Nightclub. following week's paper. 
raphic tour of Terrace's gardens. If you 
have an interesting arden or know 
someone who does, take a picture and 
bring it in to the Terrace Art Gallery. 
For more information call the Terrace 
Art Gallery at 638-8884 or drop by to 
look at some examples in our "Quirky 
Gardens" book. Strange Sites and 
Quirky Gardens is a travelling exhibi- 
tion organized and circulated by the 
Surrey Art Gallery. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5p.m. Thursday for the 
, Geo es Pu6 
: mensedFor Good Times" 
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BORDE 
Playing 
Friday & Saturday 
September 
10&11 
F IGHT 
N IGHT 
Saturday Sept. 18 
OSCAR DELA HOYA 
VS 
TRINIDAD 
Don't Drink & 
Drive 
Our FREE Courtesy 
Van will pick you up 
and take you home! 
I TOY 7 RUN 
S°~urdayJ:?te Ii5I 
H .e.G. 
members here 
after the RUN 
for the BBQ 
Ki tchen  Open 
Men-Sun 
Unt i l  I l pm 
Enjoy a meal or a 
l i ght  snack  
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Baby's Name: Baby's Name: 
BroIL~ t)Jw:ud I~,llr.mldJackJoluL~m River lluv',m Willtcn l"erren Bright 
Date & lime of Birth: Date & Tune of Birth: 
July 14, ITS)9 at l:02a m August 23, 1999 • 2:53 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs 3 oz Sex: Male Weight: 7 Ibs 14 oz Sex: Male 
Parents: EdJohn~n & 
Marguc~t RutlMge Parents: Matthew BdghtJr & 
Uttle brother for nrayden R honda lexander 
• t 
Baby's ~mme: Baby's Name: 
Brayden Ja  Raposo Ldghann Clifford 
Date St Time of Birth: Date & Time of Birth: 
August 16, 1999 at 6:40 am August 24 i 19~) at 7:47 a.m. 
We|ght: 81bs loz. ~x:  M',de 
Parents: Jennifer Ev-,ms &
nrm ~po~ 
Baby's Nmme: 
Kayla Xena Lois Warren 
Date St TL'ne of Birth: 
August 19,1999 at 2:44 pm 
~'elght: 7 Ibs 3oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Nlta Brace & 
Marry WaL,;on , 
Weight: 9 Ibs IO0z. Sex: Female 
Parents: Vlcld Clifford 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Log:m Iledley Lush 
Date & lime of Birth: 
August 24, i999 at 1:25 p,m, 
Weight: 6 lbs. 12 oz, Sex:MuJe 
Pm'cnts: Stcven Lush & 
(;hod (;adl~uskas 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
0verwaltea 
m m 
I I I I 
Wednesday, September 8 Tuesday, September 14 
TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY will THE TERRACE COMMUNITY 
be holding a draw for International band will hold its first rehearsal of 
Literacy Day. Check out a book at the 1999-2000 season in Tuesday, 
the library and enter your name in September 14 from 7-9 p.m. in the 
the draw for one of the many prizes Caledonia band room. The cam- 
we will be giving away. Prizes in- munity band and the Terrace Big 
elude books, T-shirts, gift cecil- Band are actively seeking adult 
cotes and much morel If you don't musicians in percussion and all 
have a library card, it is easy and other sections. If you are interested 
FREE to join. Just bring in a piece in becoming part of this active cam- 
of identification with your name and reunify organization, please call 
current mailing address on it. For Carol at 635-4729. 
more information, call the Library at 
638-8177. Saturday, September 18 
PRESCHOOLER~:an~IIs'6fi~'ol a~j~7"!"Tl~e?~is pleased to announce .... 
children can; come to the Skeena ~ that it1 conjunction with 
mall and visit the Reading Tentl It's ECCW/NWA Professional Wres- 
International Literacy Day on Sep- tling will return to Terrace. The 
tember 8, and young children can wrestling will be held in the 
enjoy listening to stories while sit- Caledonia Senior Secondary at 6 
ring in a tent. The storytirne is free p.m. The card will feature former 
and it will be for 10-15 minutes in WWF superstar "Doink the Clown" 
during. The event Is sponsored by NWA Canadian Junior 
the Family Literacy Network. The Heavyweight Champion "Tornado" 
tent will be set up in front of North- ~Tony Kozina, and Canadian Wres- 
urn Drugs from 3-5 p.m. For more tling Hall of Famer and current 
info call the library at 638-8177. NWA Pacific Northwest 
Heavyweight •Champion 
SCOUTS CANADA REGISTRA- "Georgeous Michelle Star." Ad- 
TION for Beaver Cub Scouts, Ven- vance tickets $12 and $15 at the 
tures, Leaders, parents and door. For more info call Gordon 
volunteers from 7-8 p.m. at E.T.  Oates 615-6152. 
Kenny Primary School. For more, 
info call K]m at 635-5856 or FREE READING: The Terrace 
Charles 635-6251. Little Theatre presents a free read- 
ing by governer general award win- 
ning author Ken Mitchell. Readings 
Friday, September 10 take place Saturday, September 18 
CASARA: All member are en- at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. at the theatre. 
couraged to attend an urgent meet- 
lng at the Skeena Health Unit Tuesday, September21 
Auditorium at 7 p.m. TERRACE NISGA'A, elders and 
volunteers potluck dinner at 5 p.m. 
BC BLUEGRASS ASS. AGM AND at St. Matthews Centre. For more 
MUSIC WEEKEND: held in Prince information call Marlene at 638- 
George this year, and will be ac- 8696. 
companled by a lively weekend of 
Bluegrass entertainment by bands Wednesday, September22 
for all comers of the province. THE CHURCH OF JESUS Christ of 
Everyone with an interest in Latter Day Saints and the Family 
Bluegrass is welcome to attend History Centre are having an open 
(bring an instrument for jamming) house at 1744 Kenwcrth from 7-9 
The weekend kicks off with music p.m. For more information call 635- 
at 5 p.m. Friday, Sept. 10 and runs 5864. 
until Sunday afternoon with the 
meeting at 1 p.m. on Saturday and HEART TO HEART fall session: 
a potluck dinner at 6 p.m. on Satur- Cardiac education and support for 
day. There will be a concession aS patients and spouses starting Sept. 
well. the $5 daily admission in- 22 from 7-9 p.m. Call 638-84434 to 
cludes door prizes. All events held register, 
at the Hart community Centre , 
4900 Austin Road. For more info Thursday, September 23 
call Beth 563-7160 or Richard 699- ALZHEIMERS COFFEE BREAK: 
8697. Make your caffeine count. Come to 
Terraceview Lodge from 2-3 p.m. 
Saturday, September 11 All donations go to the Alzheimer's 
FALL FAIR AND TRADE SHOW is Society of BC. For more info call 
held at 12 noon at the Kispiox Val- the Recreation Department at 638- 
ley Rodeo Grounds, featuring a flea 0223, local 233. 
market (to get a table call Belinda 
842-6764.), trade show tables for WEEKLY  MEET INGS 
small businesses (call Alice 842. 
5338), the Simon Gunanoot race - FRIDAYS 
a 5 person run, bike, canoe and ORIGAMI CLUB meets every second 
ride (call Rilla 842-5235), judged aud fourth Friday at the Library Meet- harvest, canning and craft fair htg Room at 7 p.m, For more informa- 
(entry form available call 842- tion call Noriko at 638.8529. 
5338), auction, kids games, 5kin 
open race, food fair and a free faro- SATURDAYS 
ily dance. FAMILY HISTORY CENTRE 
CASARA: All members are re- (genealogy) at the Church of Jesus 
quested to attend a meeting at the Christ Latter Day Saints is open Satur- 
Skeena Health Unit Auditorium at days from 9.1 p.m. and Wednesdays 
10 a,m. It's urgent. ~om 7-10 p.m, 
I I i 
ATTN: Singers, Musicians and Bands 
Check out our JAM session hosted by HALF'YARD 
Started Aug. 28 8:00pm 
Bring your own insh'uments. We will supply Ihe rest drums, plane, etc. 
r Vitamin C Forms • 
If I had to choose only one vitamin supphment, it would likely be vita- 
min C. "Great! We eul oranges and strawberries and tomatoes. We're on 
lop of this," is a common response. 
In an ideal world, yes, you probably would be doing well with your vile- 
rain C. 
Unfortunately this old world is not perfect. Studies how a steady 
decrease in the nutrient content of the foods we eat. Supplementatim seems 
logical. 
Back in the 1930's, asmrhic acid was the identified form of vitamin C. 
Today we recognize many unique forms, each with n vital role in effective 
vitamin Cnutrition. 
Polygaladureni¢ acids (Soy that 6 times fasfl) have long been known 
for ankholesleremk activity, and appear to feed the cardiovascular system. 
The activity of nnturd biolavonoids have been found to have a multi- 
tude of effects, including stabilizing membranes nd fighting off viruses. 
Ascorbigens ore found in brassim vegetables, and appear to destroy 
toxins in the intestine before they enter the bloodstream. 
Dietary indoles are similar to the uscorhigens, triggering liver enzymes 
to perform cleansing and hormonal balancing. 
Isoastorhic acid is a potent free radical scavenger, nd may offer some 
protection from nitrates. 
Astorhyl polmitate is a unique form of vitamin C because itis fat.solo- 
hie. A strong ontioxidont it helps to spare precious vitamin E. 
Coldum oscorbote supples both calcium and ascorbic acid, and helps to 
reduce acidic irritation sometimes ncountered from other vitamin Cforms. 
Dehydroascorbic acid is non-acidic and non.toxlc, and seems to be the 
form of a~:orbic a id oduoly absorbed by the celk ] 
THE SOLUTION: Don't rely on plain old ascorbk acid. Look for asup. 
plement with multiple Forms of vitamin C; clearly they each play a part inl 
enhanced heohh. ] 
Remember, a healthy body works, plays, and feels betted j 
For  In fo rmat ion ,  a consu l ta t ion  or  I,D 
I P u r ~ a  n.u~i.t2 °.n..Pr.°du * ts 
I a t  who lesa le  pr ices contact :  
I C l ~ y  Co.xen, Barbara Emery, 
I S ~ l l y  H osein & Debra "' 
[ ~ ' g h i n g t o n ,  Darcie 
:1 Annes ley~nt , -Bruno  Belanger & 
[ Krista Botyan. - 
I ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
I 1 
I _ Fax:.(250) 6.35-I 505 " I E~t . .  brun0@kermode.net 
[ C~angZng Canad~ns ~fedt/i 
i.: " One Pemart at a rI'une 
I 
t . . . .  ~t 
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CLAUDE CHEPIL from Colour Works/Benjamin Moore Paints and project 
organizer J~anie Keating admire the fire hydrant she painted as part of the Beauti- 
fication Society's Hydrant Project. 
Locals paint fire hydrants 
The first fire hydrant is lo- 
cated at City Hall. 
• Pioneer woman: City 
Hall, 3215 Eby Street 
artist: Amanda Talstra 
• Grizzly bear. Skeena 
Mall, 4761 Lakelse Ave 
artist: Garuet Doell 
• Terrace fireman: 
with baby: totem Furniture, 
4501 Lakelse 
artist: Darnel Stewart 
• Kleanza Waterfall: Fit- 
ness Zone, 4431 Lakelse 
artist: Mark Tessaro and 
Jemie Anmld 
• Ferry Island tree trunk 
with birds: Twin River 
James W. Radelet ' II 
RADELET & COMPANY ~r,i,te,, & Solcito,, 
Tax Law • Trusls • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia 51reet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604.689-1386 
g 
The Terrace Public Library 
would like to thank the following businesses 
in 'retrace for donating so generously to our 1999 
'7. World of Reading" Summer Reading Club ~md 'IL~en Retail 
A&W Restaurants 
lkon Office Solutions 
Just Kiddin' Adventure Playground 
McDonald's Restaurants 
Misty R~ver aoo~ 
Ruins Board Staop 
Sidewalkers t~ 
, r A 
f Dr. Paul Clark- 
Optometrist 
will be in Terrace 
1999 
To make your appointment please call 
638-2020 
COLLECT ION 
YVONNE MOEN 
JEANIE KF.,ATING and I 
would like to send out some 
special thank-yous to the 
artists and others who have 
helped support the Terrace 
Fire Hydrant Project. 
Finally, we can say this 
fun and interesting project is 
complete. 
All 15 fire hydrants in the 
downtown core have been 
tastefully painted by local 
artists. Most hydrants 
represent some of Terraee's 
history, wildlife or 
landscape. 
First, that~ you to the art- 
ists who gave their time so 
freely. 
We invite everyone to take 
a walk down Lakelse Ave- 
nue to discover the 15 
uuique fire hydrauts. 
Skeeua Mall, 4771 Lakelse 
artist: Arlene Doell aud 
son Beau Joyce 
• Terrace logger:. 
Fabricland Terrace,, 4717 
Lakelse 
artist: Jeanie Keating 
• • George Little, founder 
of Terrace: Safeway and 
Ottawa Street, 4655 Lakelse 
artists: Arlene Doell and 
son Beau Joyce 
• Prospector: "I'D Bank, 
4633 Lakelse 
artists: Heather and Rusty 
Webb 
• First Nations chief: 
Bensoa Optical, 4613 
Lakelse 
artist: Darnell Stewart 
• Terrace farmer, Pat 
Beatou, Twin City Meals, 
4545 Lakelse 
artist: Lynn Christiansen 
• The S.S. Skeena Steam- 
boat Captain: Kondolas 
Furniture and Appliances, 
4525 Lakelse 
artist Ly=m Christiansen 
• First Nations woman 
Estates 
men: Soubadas Steak 
House, 4402 Lakelse 
artist: Nadia Guerreiro I I I I  
• Terrace RCMP: Back 
Eddy Pub, 4332 Lakelse 
artist: Gamett Doell t race  
• eugt.eer: G aad  Pentecostal 
Trunk Railway, Alpine 
H0use Motel, 4326 Lakelse ~ Assembly  
artists: Alison Chase and 
Natalie Dixon. 
Thanks also to Claude 
Chepil at Coiour Works/ 
Benjamin Moore Paints who 
generously donated all the 
paint and supplies for the 
project. 
Many thanks to the City of 
Terrace and the Terrace Fire 
Department who gave us 
their penuission and their 
support for this wonderful 
project. 
Thank you also to the 
Greater Terrace Beautifica- 
tion Society for its support. 
3511 Eby Street, Terrace 
Invites YOU and YOUR FAMILY 
to our KICK OFF SUNDAY for a 
brand new Church Year 
8:30 a.m. Pancake Breakfast 
9:15 a.m. Sunday School (for ages 3 to adult) 
10:30 aJn. Morning Service with Pastor Jim Barber 
on "WHAT FAITH CAN DOff 
7 p.m. Showing Of Brand New Movie 
A VOW TO CHERISH 
All events are FREE. YOU are welcome! 
For more information call us at 635-2434 
or visit our Website at www3.bc.sympalico.ca/lpa 
COAST MOU AINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 
School District 82 
SCHOOL MEAL PROGRAM 
! COAST MOUNTAINS SCHOOL DISTRICT 
82 will be holding an information meeting 
on September 14, 1999 at 3:00pro. to 
discuss the tendering, specifications and 
operation of a School Meal Program for 
approximately 160 students in the City of 
Terrace. 
Meeting Location: School Board Office 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, BC 
Organizations or persons interested in submitting 
lenders MUST attend this meeting. 
For additional information contact: 
Bruce Matthews, Assistant Secretary Treasurer 
635-4931, Local 217 
"RAISING 
THE 
CHILDREN"  
A First Nations 
ParentingProgram 
(Ministry of Health-CAPC funded) 
(5 Sessions) 
First Session on Tuesday, September 14th 
Last Session on Tuesday, October 12th 
Sessions from 10am - 2:30pm 
(Lunch provided) 
To register call Shena at Kermode 
Friendship Society by September 6th 
1999. 
1-250-635-4906 
I 
Around, Town 
Need help? 
SENIORS and persons with 
disabilities on a limited in- 
come can get help with 
minor home repairs, minor 
plumbing and carpentry, in- 
stallation of safety equip- 
ment, cleanhlg outside 
wiudows, cleaning out of 
eves, assisting with finding 
reliable contractors for 
major repairs or other e- 
lated work. 
Call the Terrace Volunteer 
Bureau at 638-1330. The 
Bureau is now located in the 
lower level of City Hail. 
Registration 
REGISTRATION for Girl 
Guides will take place Clubs 
Day on Saturday, September 
11 at the Skeena Mall from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
This Week's 
I, 
Panasoni¢,  
t 
PANASONIC MINI  
STEREO 
Model SCAK 17 
"5 CD CHANGER 
50 WATTS X2 
REMOTE CONTROL 
KEIT/t AVE. MALL CITY cENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRA CE MTIMA T TERRA CE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
Proclamation 
 ear 
Let it be known that I, JACK TALSTRA Mayor of the City of Terrace, 
by the powers vested in me do hereby declare that: 
WHEREAS many boys and girls grow up without tlie ~u[ding hand and 
consistent positive association of an adult male or female; 
AND WHEREAS Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Terrace has been providing 
support by matching boys from male.absent homes and girls from female- 
absent homes with suitable Big Brothers and Big Sisters; 
AND WHEREAS the agency performs this service for approximately 5 families 
in the Terrace area; 
AND WHEREAS September has been designated a national recruitment 
month by Big Brothers and Big Sisters of Canada; 
NOW THEREFORE I, JACK TALSTRA, Mayor of the City of Terrace, 
DO HEREBY PROCLAIM the 
month of September, 1999 as 
"BIG BROTHERS AND BIG SISTERS MONTH" 
in the City of Terrace. 
cz . /,/7? 
C, / Dat 
"GOD SAVE THE QUEEN" 
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TERRACE STANDARD 
CHRISTIANA WlENS PORTS 
II 
638-7283  
Sports Scope 
 e-ff; 's 
EVEN THE Skeena Angler gets a little time off 
now and then. Rob Brown's weekly column will 
return next Wednesday. 
Junior golf 
at nationals 
TERRACE'S Scott 
Rigler scored three 85, 
74, 75 rounds at the jun- 
ior nationals. 
" I f  he would have aver- 
aged 75, he would have 
made the cut," said 
Bruce Carruthers, man- 
ager of the Skeena Val- 
ley Golf and Country 
Club. 
"It was a great experi- 
ence for him, he just had 
a bad first day. Scott Rigler 
Pool closed 
THE TERRACE Aquatic Centre will be all spilled 
up for it's 25th ,Mmiversary celebrations Oct. 2. 
The pool will be closed for annual maintenance 
and cleaning from Sept. 6 to Sept. 30 this year. 
That means the pool will reopen Oct. 1, just in 
time for the anniversary party. 
Women's hockey 
THE TERRACE women's hockey league is back 
and looking for players. 
The club is looking for women aged 13 and up 
available to play hockey on Wednesday nights. 
The league is hoping to set up two local teams this 
year. 
Local participants can then try out to be on Tot- 
race's competitive t am will compete against other 
northwest eams and, hopefully, plan one longer 
get-a-away tounmmeat later this season. 
Call Colleeu Fiudlay 638-1058 for more in- 
formation. 
nirl  w nt ri 
THE TERRACE ringette club is looking for g i r l s  
aged 6-16 interested in playing ringette for the 
1999/2000 season. 
Organizers ay interested girls are welcome to 
"try out" the sport at the end of September during 
initial ice times. And, if equipment is a problem, 
the ringette organizers ay some used gear is avail- 
able. 
Register by phone by calling Diatme at 635-3562 
or find the club at the Skeena Mall during Clubs 
Day, September 11, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Slow-pitch 
CONSIDER it a challenge. 
Terrace and area slowpiteh teams are invited to 
the Second Annual Fall Slow-pitch Tournament in 
Prince Rupert Sop. 18-19. 
Hellyer hopes at least 16 northwest eams will 
participate in the round-robin tournament, dubbed 
the Fall Classic. 
Deadline for entry is Sop. 13. Entry fees are 
$200 per team. Call Bob at 626-7764 or at 
Breakers (624-5990) for more information. 
Demolition derby 
IT 'S  the speedway's most popular event of the 
season and it's back - -  bigger and badder than 
ever. 
Speedway organizers say the annual demolition 
derby September 12 includes dashes, obstacle 
courses, backwards races, barrel races. 
Their will be no mud pit this year but never fear 
the ever-popular bag race is back! 
The bag race, or back seat drivers dream, allows 
passengers to navigate a driver, whose eyesight is 
impaired by a paper bag over their head, around 
the speedway's slippery slope. 
All races start at 2 p.m. sharp. 
Referee clinic 
TERRACE MINOR Hockey offers free one-day 
clhnic for minor hockey referees at the Terrace 
Arena on Sept. 25. 
Adults and youth are welcome but participants 
must be 13 years old or older on Dee. 31 to 
qualify. Registration is at the door and clinic hours 
are yet to be announced. 
Call Cam MacBean at 635-3277 or Chris 
Gunnlaugsou at 635-1511 to register. 
Get on the list 
THERE'S still time to get on the minor hockey 
waiting list to play in the 1999/2000 hockey sea- 
son .  
Registration for all age groups except the older 
.midget division are already full, said registrar 
Norma Gumdaugson last week, 
That despite an effort to put more youth on the 
ice by adding nne player to each team roster. 
One  ehtld waiting ts one too many, said 
Gdmdaugson. Organizers are especially enthused 
about the number of you,ger players, aged five, 
six and seven, interested in hockey this year. 
And she said, midget players usually lag behind 
the younger divisions because many players pay 
their own way. "They also go out of town and ~y 
out for other teams," she said, 
Any Interested parents or players should call 
Norton at 635-1511 to register. 
NORTHWEST MERCHANTS FASTBALL 
Back from Nationals 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
TO THE Northwest Mer- 
chants, goiug to the Senior 
A Men's Fastball 
Championships in St. 
Thomas, Ouurio was a 
brush with fastball royalty. 
The team rel)rescnted EC 
at Natiouals last week and 
got a chance to play against 
12 of 15 players from Cana- 
da's gold-medal wiJming 
Pan American Games team. 
"It 's very exciting," said 
Merchant manager Debbie 
Thame ia a interview from 
St. Thomas last week. 
The Merchants won two 
games, lost another five 
games and came withiu one 
mn of making the final cut. 
Nonetheless, Thame said 
the gau]es were an adven- 
ture. 
"It 's definitely an experi- 
ence," said Thame. "It 's 
high caliber ball that a lot of 
us have never played at be- 
fore." 
The games started Mon- 
day, Aug. 29 in a 5-4 win 
against Charlottetown. 
Trover Kent pitched seveu 
innings against Papa Joe's 
Pizza. Prince Edward Island 
led 4-2 until the bottom of 
the seventh when Terrace 
The Northwest Merchants fastball team return from 
Ontario stronger and proud of their experience 
A RARE OPPORTUNITY: The Merchants are one of Northwest BC's only fast ball teams to represent BC 
at the national level. 
rallied for the win. 
A passed ball that went 
out of play brought Tot- 
race's runucr on second and 
third home to end the game. 
Trevor Shannon hit two 
singles, a double and an RBI 
to top Terrace's coreboard. 
Game 2. On Monday, 
aug.:~30, ,Tern.co :Jo~i~ :thek 
secondgame of the tourna- 
reent o Alberta. 
The Edmonton Express 
beat Terrace "7-0 despite 
Jonathan Hunt's double and 
a single from Mark Verde. 
Merchant's pitcher Dan 
Valachy allowed a double 
aud five base hits from the 
tough prairie team. 
Game 3. By 4 p.m. Mon- 
day the Merchauts were 
back at bat against Brook- 
field. This time Trover Kern 
took to the mound in a eight 
inning game allowing two 
doubles and an RBI to finish 
the game 2-1 Terrace. 
Jonathan Hunt won the 
game for Terrace on a RBI 
may become penuanent 
when Terrace posted their 
third loss agaiust a tough 
team from Stittsville, 
Ontario. 
The 9-0 loss put pressure 
on the team and raised the 
make the finals, second when the game 
If the Merehantswon their ended and the loss 
next game against Win- eliminated Terraeefrom the 
nipeg's Vi-Corp Vipers, the tournament with a 2-5 
two teams would post equal record. 
three and four records. Thame said the tourna- 
That would then force a meut had it's ehallenges. 
single, possibility of not making the tie-breaker game for the 
Game ,4. TorT ace cha~ed upcoming round ofplay, fiua! spot, pitting the two "The p.itchh!g is a lot 
its" '¢$ecOi~cJ~IOSS'" in' a 1 7 game . . . .  t m s ' ~ ~ 1~ , " " . . . . . .  tougner than me guys =..~ "~;..,i- .J '. Game 6. Brad Neufdd:i~::'ea ~-head.~to~head~.qn~-a.~: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ar.e. 
used to in the province," toNewfimndlaad: ' : made .his first appearance at mustwhls i tuat ion. :  : ..... , , . ,  . . . . . . ,  
. . . . . . . . . .  l nan le  sam. : The Labbatt Blues 'the mound against he Oven Game 7. As it turned out, 
managed to completely stall Sound Selects but didn't Terrace lost the heart- And not only were balls 
Valachy at the mound as the fare better esults than team- 
Terrace pitcher recorded no . mates. 
strikes. ' Terrace posted its second 
Valachy also allowed two scoreless 
homers and a triple while 
' four Terrace players made it 
on base to put Terrace on 
the scoreboard. 
Game 5. And it looked as 
though Valachy's slump 
breaker 2-3, forcing their 
own exit by one run. 
Terrace nearly tied the 
game of the game in the bottom of the 
tournament, managing only seventh imdng when Mine 
three hits off  the Ontario Verde doubled a hit off the 
pitcher, top of the home run fence, 
The loss gave Terrace a narrowly missing the game- 
two and four record, giving tying home run. 
them one last opportunity to Verde was left stranded at 
harder to hit, refs were more 
particular about illegal 
pitches - -  where a variance 
in the pitcher's foot pattern 
or style resulted in an auto- 
matie walk for the other 
team. 
"They called over 200 il- 
legal pitches on the first 
day," she said. 
Artistic Hair Studio beats Back Eddy 
Bullets in women's soccer final 
WINNING IS all about dedication to the team, says the 
coach and player of Terrace's championship women's oc- 
cer team, Artistic Hair Studio. 
Julia Tuninga, Iong-tinm coach and soccer player says 
each member of her team really showed up all season'long 
to control league play and win the final 5-1 over the Back 
Eddy Bullets. 
"Everybody has their position," Tuninga said. "They're 
very dedicated ~ they can come out regularly and work 
on a system." 
Tmdnga adlnits the team would have been surprised to 
lose based nn Artistie's strong performance all season 
long. 
"Leanne Kennedy's pretty much scored a goal a game," 
she said. "?did Natalie (Wiens) ou defense really made 
that unit come together." 
And although Tmfinga has been playiug soccer on and 
off at college and high school siuce she was 16 years old, 
many of her teammates are relative beginners to the sport. 
"Five people haven't played since high school," she 
said. "A.nd the average age is over 30." 
But Artistic Hair has one advantage other teams lack: all 
but one teammate, played together last season as well. 
The one added player, keeper Liza VandeVelde, is au ad- 
dition based on an early injury of the team's original goal- 
tender. 
"Liza has done well there," she said. "She's not the 
strongest goalie in the league but she sure held it together 
for us, we really appreciate her." 
Tuninga also cites Moran Henderson, a second-year soc- 
cer player, for her improvement over the year. 
"She's grown in leaps and bounds," Tuninga said. 
"She's been incredible in her development." 
Scoring bcgan early in the first half when Artistic Hair 
Studio's Leanne Kennedy, who topped women's play all 
season lung, scored a quick goal. 
Arlistie's Monica Rautcr then scored another goal on a 
break away. Minutes later, Kennedy came back for the 
third goal of the game. 
The Back Eddy's Patty Tackema powered her way into 
Artistte's end to make the game 3-1 Artistic Hair, but it 
wasn't long before Rauler scored another goal on a penally 
shot into the back left pocket. 
Aud before Back Eddy knew what happened, Kennedy 
was back at the net to make the game 5-1 Artistic Hair 
Studio, 
STAR OPPONENTS: Heidi Seibring of the Back Eddy Bullets battles t.eanne Ken- The Back Eddy Bullets, who improved gradually over 
nedy of the Artistic Hair in the championship game of the Terrace women's soccer the season to claim second spot, shut down Artistie's of. 
league Aug. 28. 
• fense in the second half to keep the final score 5-1, 
) j 
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speedwaY s final races A||,]']~,l!,l|!l]]|electronically. We welcome letters. 1 ' ~[ i lb~t~l~ news tips, sports and community I 
~ J J J~ JF  contributions, and feedback of all types. JJ 
]cTh WAS this sm,?ne.r s last linles on the track's wet a.,d Sunday, Aug- 29 was a ~ standard@kermode.net r l  
_ance to ~llect ~ucing this 0il-laden track ana still Speedway's u en aa P Y, 
season azta local drivers nzanaged to win his race. where drivers throw the Terrace Speedway 
gave the Itack their all in Cliff Daugherty also proverbial rule book out the 7~.. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  , .... 
hopes of becoming a 1999 ended up looking at the wiildow and go for it. / : ~ . ~ / ~ @ ~ ~ ~ J  
eha,~piou, track from an uilusual angle Drivers switched to wider 
• .ere was some good, wl,en he lost control of his tires, headers andpulled off D £ ~ ~  
close racing" said driver car. mufflers to achieve larger 
Cindy Dollemore. "Their The car flopped OhiO its than lifesound effects. 
was a lot of door-banging side, causing havoc for fel- Fans also had to pay atten- Sep 
Lg°ing °n''' low racers. Daugherty was tion to pick out their tember 12 
• Oord Klassen and .or hurt in the minor acci- favourite driver as the 2:00  p.m. 
:Elizabeth Cloakey's car 003 deaL bomber drivers switched Cars should be at track by 12 noon [or teching 
blew an engine early Satur- Dan and Cindy Dollemore with the larger, faster street 
~day, forciug a three-hour als0 raced side-by-side in drivers. Featuring- 
return trip to Kitimat to ex- the bomber races. Driving This day is meant o be a 
..:cbangethe motor, this year's red version and fun day aad everyone 
Klassen and Cloakeywere last year's white version of seenmd to make the most of 
7too late to race for poiats, car 690, the husband.wife it while getting in that last 
:but made it back in time for struggle for second was a race of the season, said 
:that evening's Thunder fan favourite, spokesperson Dawn Patter- 
~Racc. "The crowd loved it," so, after the races were 
Klassen spun out three said CindyDollemore. through. 
Te rrace speedway results Aug .  28-29 
A Hobby Heat 
Main 
B Hobby Heat 
Main 
A Street Heat 
Main 
B Street Heat 
Main 
A Bomber Heat 
Main 
B Bomber Heat 
Main 
August 28 August 29 
55 Dave Reinhardt 
55 Dave Reinhardt 
55 Debby Reinhardt 
55 Debby Reinhardt 
286 Jose Pires 
266 Jose Pires 
351 Richard Meyer 
351 Richard Meyer 
117 Kevin Pongracz 
117 Kevin Pongracz 
180 Jaret McCabe 
180 Jaret McCabe 
06 Dave Reinhardt 
66 Leslie Quast 
66 Leslie Qua.st 
55 Debby Relnhardt 
869 Trevor King 
266 Jose Pires 
869 Jason King 
869 Jason King 
180 Jaret McCabe 
180 Jaret McCabe 
180 Yves Thibodeau 
690 (red) Richard Mayors 
635 Jannette Vandenbroek 
690 Cindy Dollemore 
C Bomber Heat 911 Marianne Munson 
Main 635 Janette Vandenbroek 
Thunder Races, Gord K]assen, 77, Hobby 
Len McArthur, 351, Street 
Yves Thibodeau, 180, Bomber 
[] At the 
Park 
IN CONTROL: That's 
Joey Cormano, 7, as he 
makes his way down the 
field in a game against 
Zellers at Christy Park 
Aug. 27. Joey is arts of 
Lucky Dollar Bingo's star 
players. 
Bag Races, Obstacle Races, 
"~ '~"~'="="~~"~"~ Barrel Races, Trophy Dashes, 
MEDITERRANEAN STEAK Reverse Races and DEMOLITION 
For the month of September, enjoy a 
See our w~bslte - www, kermodcn~t/si~z~'w~/for 
,~ r~ds~l toles or call 63FgO&O for more Information 
~ ~ ~ © ~ ~ ; ~  I ~  CANADIAN T IRE  I 
I ~ www.canadiantire.com I 
Terrace Minor Fastball Association ~D I ~-~W/ or Emall us at I 
Annual General Meeting ~ I' SAFEWAY www.cantlre.terrace@osg.net 11 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS ~ [ ~ j  www.safeway.com ~ I 
SEPTEMBER 16/99 ~ I<,--,. ~.,.-- 
i i TERRA TER 7 P.M. - ROOM 330 
(~) For more (~ 
info call ~ " ~ RAC,-. ¢_,~ J"':l ! IWSi.t':l I (~)  I [ ] [~  
Mar inated  6 oz  S i r lo in  
topped with grilled veggies and feta cheese 
Served with rice and pita bread. 
For $1  6"]t95 
Only I1~ o la Carte " :~lrer:.:..,.~-~ 
[ood brings 
togelherl 
Sponsor Races, Lyle Miner, 96, Hobby 
Len McArthur, 351, Street 
Simon Boiseault. 180. Bomber 
@ 
Kelly ~- p terrace.automall@os~l.net 
~U 
635-71 , standard@kermode.net 
~ ~ ~ -~:--;' ) ~ @ @ ~ @ :  . Your  website/emailcould be  here!address  
Contact us at 638-7283 
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[STORY 
ERRACE 
CDARD 
UM REPORT 
LUCKY DOLLAR B INGO 
1 ~ 2 Le~ce 3 s~ec~b,18 4 ~=~ 
i-~ ,~=~.~ 
~ml~ M~s. 
K~-olSisted~ and Or~of Royal N~'aTr~Co~ 
6 Terrace 8 Pe~cG~ ~ ~'=~ .~S~ta0f ~~._  
• Minor ' ' ' T~'ze 
Hockey 13a~vo/entF~olec~ l~nette Club of N~'aT~Courd TmceHcs~Soc~ 
Association Orde0fE~#~ Terrace Te~eL=al 
13re trace 1p 4N~A.~,oc~Jon 1 ~Tenace I~  ' 1 6 ;&C~ p . ~  Swim au~ ~°~ 7 Tenace?47~ 18 C~el ~:~/ ~eClub 
Pamn~/~lvisory Minor Baseball Bul~dey~Skeem Leg~#13 TemceMm N~'aT~alC0ud- I(eB~Ffe~=~ 
Council Association Region S0~t~Jl/L~s0da~iofl Terrace k~al Te~=e YoCh So¢~ 
19 20Te.ace 21~,= 22 ~ 23'~,,~'" 24 ~'~ 25 ~"~ 
Se:ond,~ School Minor ~ t~¢,~,=~ PkCES.O~S~e~ 
Pa~ Cound Hockey eu~/Sk~e~ T~e~ ~ On:la-c~ Fk:V~I N~'a T~Cou~- T~ SI~I~g C, lub 
Association R~= Pu~b Terr~L~ 
26 27 28~= 29~,~ an ~= v v h l i~dy  
SeemJUtz Te~ra0e Paraplegic ~imCU~ QoupS~dely 
Sz0nd~Sch0d 
Pam~d~/ .H0d~.. a~ey~e~ ~mm~art~n~ Fret I'~n's 
O~b W0men's ¢ound 
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:O0 p.m. 
Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed,Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
You can be a part of Terrace History. 
We are compil ing several pages of peo- 
1 
pie and places in and around Terrace. 
You can add your name, picture of 
your family or business to the histori- 
] ;~ ~:~ ~,~cal  Issue. You wdl ~ f ~ I 
I ~~~,~"  never have this oppor -~2~~, ,  ~" ] 
~~tun i ty  again. For f u r - ~  k 
~_ ~~~her  information. ~ ,~.~~j )  
l 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638;-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
. Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday fails 
on a Saturday,  Sunday  or  Monday,  the dead l ine  is 
Thursday  at 4 D.rn. fo r  al l  d i sp lay  and  c lass i f ied ads,  
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE,  B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Stssdard & Advert~3r) ~13.38~(i~. ss'D 
3 week8 (Standard & Advertiser) $25.68%<.osn 
*Additional words ~over 20) 20¢ PER WORD FLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.48 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY~ANNIVERSARY~CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.42 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13.72 per column inch 
For  reg iona l  coverage  p lace  your  d i sp lay  ad in the  
weekend ed i t ion  of  the  Weekend Advert i ser .  
TION D 
Classifications! 
~ N T S  616 COMMERCIAL 
IO5 ANNCXJNCEMENTS 628 FOR .SALE OR RENT 
t 10 ANNIVERSARIES 636 FI~USES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MJSC. fOR RENT 
125 CHURCH 644 NK~ILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 R~ & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 5HA~E 
W1EDOtNGS ACCOMMODAnOH 
145 IN MEMOriAM 660 STORAG~ 
t 50 LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
155 C)BI]UA~IES ACCCMMODA/K~NS 
t 60 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
165 ~HANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PIERSONAL RF..4L E.~UE 
2 t O BUSINESS PERSONALS 705 ACREAGES/tOts 
230 tOST & FOUNO 715 COMMERCIAL PRCRERT3 
240 P~RSONALS 730 F(~ SALE BY ~ R 
735 HC~SES 
315 AUCTIONS 745 MOBILES 
330 COMPUIERS 755 OFEN HOU~ 
355 FURNmJRE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AU/10NO/lYE 
365 MISC. FOR SALE RiO C.A~S fOR SAI.E 
380 nMSER 815 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 
PETS / FAlU~ 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 854 AIRCRAFT 
425 INESTCCK 8.58 AI~S 
435 R'TS 862 BOATS / MARINE 
866 MOTO~'YCIES 
INOUSTRY 870 RV'S C.AMJ~RS 
460 L:QUIPNuENT B74 RV'S 51H WtlEELS 
470 LOOGINGjIIM~R 
480 MACHIHERY 878 RV'S MOTORHOMES 
882 RV RENTALS 
EMROYI~Rr 890 SNOWMOSItE5 
510 BUSINESS 
oPl~mu~mes mw~zs 
520 CAREERS 908 BU,~NES5 
530 EDUCATION ~NmE5 
540 HEI~ WANTED 910 6UIID~NG SEW~..£S 
570TUTOP3NG 912 CARPENTRY 
580 WORK WANTED 914 CHILD CARE 
R~NTAL 920 CONSTRUC'nO~ 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYMAN 
608 ~ SUITE 936 JAHIrORIAL 
6t2CA~,NS/COTTAGES 944MISC. SERVICES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can state a no-smoking preference, 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers dlrecled to the News Box Reply 
Servlca, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instrucIions not ptcked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing inslructlons are received, 
Those answering Box Numbers are mquesled not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an edvertisemenl as published 
shaft be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that them shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address  
Phone  Star t  Date  # of Insertions Terrace Standard #__ .Weekend Advert iser  
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Cred i t  Card  No, Exp i ry  D a t e ~  
E3 VISA E3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE ~/ORD PER SPACE 
11 
1(3 
13 .59  
:25.89 
14 .66  
26 .96  
7" 
12  
17  
0 
1 3 .80  
26 .11  
13  
18  
14  
19  
5 
10 
15 
13 .3e  
25 .6e  
14 .02  1 4 .23  14 .45  
26 .32  26 .54  2~.75  
1 4 ,87  15 .09  15 .30  15 .52  
27 .1  8 27 .39  2a .1  4 25 .36  
Cl ip  & Mal l  Th is  Form To:  
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B,C. VSG 5R2 STA I -ARD 
For longer ad, please, use a separate sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. Unit- 
ed States Waiver grants legal 
American entry. Why risk 
embarrassment/employment & 
travel loss/opportuni- 
ties/fines/jail/deportation? For 
assistance 1-800-347-2540. 
FLYNN SCHOOL OF BALLET 
It's a boyl Tea has a brother 
Ashton Thomas Flynn Archi- 
bald. Registering for 99/2000 
year classes begin the week of 
Sept 13, For more into 638- 
0920. 
PARVlAINEN DANCE STUDIO 
enrollment available ages 4 1/2 
and up. Variety within classes 
of Jazz, Ballet, tap and ethnic 
character, including Irish and 
Highland. Reasonable rates. 
For more Into. and/or registra- 
tion, Phone 635-7483. 
welcome to Terrace: "THE 
MINTENKO FAMILY" - Chris, 
Valerie, Steven, Christopher 
and Robert, Can't wait to come 
for a visit. Steve and Trudv. 
"THORNHILL RESIDENT RE- 
SIDING" near Thornhill Prim- 
ary,' Home was broken into. 
'Tues • (Aug.31) *t O:80am' - 
8:00pm. Following items taken: 
$220 Including $50 rolled, 
charm bracelet, chain, ankle 
bracelet & rings. Also Nintendo 
64 plus games (007, Marie Bros 
Plus 2 rental-  San Francisco 
Rush and Cruisin World) No 
charges will be laid. Please re- 
turn. No questions asked. 250- 
635-1245. 
"A f te r  Hours  At  
Ebony 's"  
Book Your  Party Now 
1-888-638-1070 
~ NIRYANA METAPHYSIC & HEAUNG CENTRE 
Beg i~g to Advanced 
Metaphysic/Meditation/ 
Serf Discovery Courses. 
Full weekend workshop program, 
I~lll I i l~  I ~ [glW~Ktl'#~III 
m ~h"l'n'T~ II "~"~gd t't',:l11911 ',,Im m 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEAUNG CENTRE 
i 
An Invitation 
Drop in to ,~reet 
Bill and ~orma Bennett 
on the occasion of their 
60th Wed?ling 
Anniversa~ 
at their Open 9louse, 
Sept, 11, 1999 
at the Happy Gang Centre 
2-5 p ,~ 
No gi~ll 
i 
i 
HAPPY 
39+ 
BIRTHDAY 
SHANNON 
Loue T & T 
RUBY 
McCREIGHT 
13 SEPT. 1999 
Have a won- 
derful birthday 
dear friend. 
From all your 
~ neighbours, 
children and 
your friends in 
the mall. 
I 
HAPPY 1ST 
BIRTHDAY 
JOVEN 
Thank You 
The Lee Family would like to 
extend a heartfelt thank you to 
all the Rotorians and their 
Families who helped us 
through a very difficult time 
Fallowing the loss of our 
daughter, Laura. We especially 
II thank the Francis, Peters, and 
Gillie families, Donna Ziegler 
and Art Erasmus. We sincerely 
appreciate the generosily of 
local businesses and the kind- 
ness of the many Terrace citi- 
zens and Caledonia staff who 
rant  messages oF sympathy, 
support and prayers. Thank 
~ou to the RCMP and ambu- 
lance attendants at the acci- 
dent scene, as well as Victims' 
Assistance for their conlinuing 
support. 
Thank you to everyone who 
contributed to the roadside 
memorial Far Laura Lee and 
Renaud Fontoine. The site has 
been tidied and your memen- 
los will be sent to Renaud's 
family this fall. IF anyone has 
any videos or photos of Laura 
or Renaud, please call us at 
1.635"7403, If 'we have, fargot~ 
fargive our unintentional 
oversi9ht. 
T/rank you from Gordon, 
Nancy and Rob Lee 
~ .~PJ]'ISH INVITATION TO APPLY 
L.OLUMBIA FOREST LICENCE A61004 r,,=,"~'~ 
North Coast Timber Supply Area 
The Minister of Forests is inviting applications for a non-replaceable forest licence 
in the Nedh Coast'13mber Supply Area. 
Each parson has the opporlunily to submit one or more applications. The ltcance 
will ath0udze an aggregate allowable annual cut which will not exceed 150,000 
cubic metres of timber and will have a term of t O Vecre. The lisence holder will be 
responsible for operational p anning, access construction, timber cruising, block 
layout and silviculture tofree growing. 
Applicants must be registered inthe Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
any category. 
Applicants do nnt have to commit to continue, expand or cons~ct a timber prco- 
easing facility. 
There is written material In respect of this proposed forest licence of which appli- 
cants must be aware and consider in their appgcstions. These matsdels and appli- 
cation forms are contained in a tender package which may be obtained from the 
Distdct Manager, 125 Market Place, Pdnce Raped, British Columbia, VSJ 1B9250- 
624-7460. Air applicants must submit a completed application i accordance with 
instructions provided in the tender package. Applications Ihat do not meet hese 
requirements may be rejected. 
Applications must include a proposal providing information requested Inthe tender 
package and meeting the objectives of the government, as determined by the 
Minister of Forests, Those ob]eetJvas are: 
• Create mployment and economic opportuniti0s for the community of Kitimaat 
Vitlage; 
• Advance the forest management capability of the HaJsla Nation; 
• Encourage aboriginal/forest industry business relationships and encourage 
value-added manufacturing, directly or indirectly; 
• Meet standard requirements for environmental quaJity and management of w~t0r, 
fisheries, wildlife and cuituraJ heritage rssoumas, and, 
• Contribute ogovernment revenue, 
APPUCATION DEADUNE & VIEWING 
Applications must be submitted in seated containers marked "Application and 
Tender for Forest Llcenca A61oo4, North Coast Timber, Supply Area ~' an~ 
must be received by the Minister of Fresla, ¢/o Distdct Manager, 125 Market Placei 
Prince Raped, British Columbia, VSJ 1B9, on or belo,re 3:30 hours (PST) 
September 24, 1999. Applications, including non.confidential portions of propos; 
ale, wilt be available for public viewing at the above office between September 27 - 
October 27, 1999. 
~)~IA  CALUNG FOR TENDERS FOR ¢ 
WEST NASS TIMBER SALE LAYOUT ~ 
CONTRACT SBFOODKM-035 r.,a 
Sealed Tenders for the West N~s "13mber Sale Layout Contract No. eBFOODKM.035, 
under the Small Business Forest Enterprise Program, will be received by the District 
Manager, Minisby et Forests, Kalum Forest District, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8G 1Lt, until 9:00 a.m. on September 15, 1999. This contract will requlre the 
layout of approximately 200 hectares of ~mber Sales in 3 blocks. 
All inquires should be directed to Christopher B. LEnd, Contract Coordinator, at the 
above address. Phone (250) 638.5100. Contract particulars package can be obtained 
at the Kalum Forest Dietr]ct Office between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to 
Friday. 
No tender will be considered having any qualifying clauses whatsoever, and the low- 
est or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
Contract award is subject o fundin~l beinc, I available at the time. 
~ ...,~P~ISH NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION FOR =~=~. ¢ 
L..OLUMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A43366 r=,.,. 
Pursuant to Section 20 of the ForestAct, a "~mber Sale Ucence is being offered for 
sale. 
Closing Oats: Beptember23, 1999 at8:30a.m, Dlstrlct:KaJum 
Geographic Locatlom Highway 37 North, 230 kin, Belt II Term: Two (2) Months 
Love  all your  Vo,um.: 2,430 cubic motras, moreorlass 
Upset Stumpago Rate: $3022 per cubic metre 
family ~e upset stumpage rate was determined by the Market Prising System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog grades, 
Species: Hemlock 10%, BaJsem 80%, Spruce 10%, more or 10as 
Tenders will only be accepted from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category One (1) and/or Two {2). 
Logging System: Ground Based • Decked Right-0f-Way Wood 
Applications will be acceplod by the Oistdct Manager, I~Jum Forest District, 200- 
5220 Keith Avanuo, Terrace, British Columbia V8G tL1 until 8:30 a.m. on 
September 23, 1999, 
I, JEFFERY James Delaine There is additional material which Ihe applicant must consider in their application. 
Barnett here by announce that This material, application forms, and other Information about the Small Business 
as of July 31, 1999, I am not re- Program, can be obtained from the above Forest District Office. Specify Timber 
Sale Ucance A4,.'.'~ 66.  
sponsible for any debts that 
Kristyn or Kristin Janelle Barnett 
Incurs. 
EARLY CHILDHOOD educator 
required for Sunflower Child 
Care Center. Please apply in 
writing to 2903 Kerr St. For 
more information call 250-635- 
.IS!2 , , , -  
MODIFY HIGH VOLTAGE POWER LINE TERRACE, BC 
P ZCNI¢ ' Irrevocable, sealed tenders, marked Modify High 
Voltage Power  L ine,  Project #1013396,  w i l l  on ly  be 
A N S W E R S  re.ived up to 3:00pro local time the 20th of Sep- 
tr~e • eU',SO~L, tember 1999, and those available at that time will 
ILMI[a #1 IN CANJeA be opened in public at: 
EVANLY RAYS TALK , 
u~ t oN t BC Buildings Corporation 
tow I ~ ~  ~me 3732 Opie Crescent 
-e,ur ~..~,-.=¢~e=um Prince George BC V2N 4P7 
Tender documents may be obtained on or after the 
' 1 ' -900-45 i -40E~ 8th day of September 1999, from the above address. 
24 HRS. $2.99/mln- IS+ Tenders must be flied on the forms provided, in 
sealed, clearly marked envelopes. 
Terrace Curl ing Associat ion 
Annual General Meeting 
Sept. 19, 1999- 7 p.m. 
Upstairs in Curling Rink. 
Purpose of meeting is expansion and 
election of officers. 
(for more information call Keith) 
635-5233 
i 
Foxed bids will be accepted. 
Any end oil inquiries relating to 
drawings and specifications regard- 
lng the project shall be directed to 
Danyl Hansen, Operations Superin- 
tendent, at (250) 615-4111. 
The lowest or 
any  tender wil l  
not necessarily 
be accepted. 
I/ 
BC 
Buildings 
Corporation 
N E C H A K O ~  
~ ~  NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION TERRACE 
/ / 141 rS'/VENTURES LTe, 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Contrad Area: Skeena District 
Project Number: 1"-01-99 
Project Description: Traffic Control Services 
Tender Opening Date: September 17, 1999 
Tender Opening Time: 2:00 p.m. 
Pm Tender Meeting: Not Scheduled 
The tender sum for this project is 1o include applicable Federal and 
Provincial sales tax. The lowest or any tender may not necessarily 
be accepted. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, specifications, and 
conditions of lender are available free of charge from: 
Nechako Nodhcoast Construction Terrace 
2nd Floor - 4548 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1P8 
Phone (250) 638-1881 
and may be obtained belween 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday 
to Friday. 
Tenders will be opened at the main office: 
Nechako Northcoast Construction (141187 Ventures Ltd.) 
2nd Floor - 4548 Lakelse Avenue 
'~ '~.~ ~ .......... , ~,~:.~ : :: ¢Termce, J .C  . . . .  
' " .: '~': "'~ ....... ""at '2:00 p':m.'.~6h~September 17, 1999 
A bid deposit or performance bond is not required. 
P. Landsdowne A.Sc.T. 
General Manager 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT 
TAKE NO~C,E THAT application has been made to amend various sections of lhe zoning bylaw and 
Schedule A (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 1431-1995. 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTIES: 
The application affects oU land within Ihe Cily oF Terrace. 
THE INTENT: 
To amend Zoning Bylaw 1431-1995 by increasln~ the andsca~ buffer strip from 1.5 meters to 2.5 
meters for all park,ng lots that abut a street, by ,nc, ~sin dlowab a offslte parking d stances, by 
deleting e R7 (Mixed Use Residential/Commercia zor ~ creating a new CI-A (Mixed Use 
Downtov I zone, and by deleting parkades from the ( I (C( ,ommercial) zone. 
To arnand Schedule '%" (Zoning Map) of Zoning8ylaw 1431-1995 by changing Ihe zoning classifica- 
tion oF the property within the I~eavy outline on ~e accompanying map: 
FROH: ~e existing zoning as specified on Ihe accampanying map 
TO: • The propos~cl zoning as specified on the accompanying map 
In order to bring the zoning into conformance wilh Ihe above changes and recent changes to lee 
Official Communily Plan. 
l 
~] FROM R7 (MIXEO USE RESIOENTIkL\COtOJERCI~) 1"0 R5 tHIGH OENgTY MULTI-FAMILY REgDENTI/IJ.I 
~1 FROM R7 (MIXED USE RESIOENTLN.\COM, IERCIkL) TO CI.A (MX£D USE OOWNTOWN) 
FROM R7 (MIXEO US[ REgO£NTIK\COtOJERCI~) TO R4 (MEDIUM DENSITY MU.TI.FWILY RESIOENTIkL) 
[]  FROM CI (CORE COiAIERClkL) 1'0 Pl (PIJSLIC & INSTITUTIONAL) 
FROM Ct (CORE COMIJERCtAL) TO R4 (I,EOIUM OENgTY MIJLTI.F/IglLY RESJOENTI&) 
['~ FROM C3 (SERVICE COMMERCI~) TO Ct (CORE COMi, ERCI&) 
[]  FROM R5 (HIGH OENgTY MULTI-F/M.Y RESIO£NTI/IL) TO CI-A (MIXED USE DOWNIOWN) 
[ ]  FROM Pl (PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL) TO Ct-A (MIX[O USE OOWNTOWN) 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS NL~Y BE 
INSPECTED in lhe reception area at tile City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
~wenua. i 'race, B.C., belween the hours oF8:3.0 a.m. to 4~00 p.m. each day from Wednesday, 
oepmm~ 1st, 1999,. te E~. nck=y , September 13111, 1999, excluding Saturdays, Sundays and labour 
uav. r~onl rf, ,~ptember 6th, 1999. 
PUBUC HEARING DETAILS; 
Any persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding thls application may do so in writing, and/or in 
~/~.SOC~jqA~o~EDPyUBU~:~q?3~I ~ 9~E.LD IN 1HE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH 11-1E MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND 
AMENDMENTS 1HERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be govemecl accordingly. 
• RaN POOl.E, Chief Administrative Officer 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesdo) 
Rfi'l~l Forests 
NOTICE OF SUBSTANTIAL 
COMPLETION OF ROAD 
CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT 
E00-06-9694 
HARPER BRANCH 105 
FOREST SERVICE ROAD 
In accordance with the Conlract dated 
May 21, 1999 
BETWEEN OWNER: 
Ministry of Forests 
and 
CONTRACTOR: 
Boolh & Son Contracting Ud. 
This is to codify that the work 
described therein has been 
SUBSTANTIALLY PERFORMED on 
June 23, 1999. For air purposse 
under the contract, wherein the rights, 
: duties and obilgalions ~of all parties 
concerned are described, and fat all 
purposes under the Uen Legislation 
applicable to the place of work, 
Substantial Performance shall be re- 
garded as equivalent to"Completed" 
as described thereunder. 
Dlstirct Manager, Kalum Forest 
District, #200 • 5220 Keilh Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IL1 
BALANCE FASHIONS is io:ok- 
ing for home based Sales Asso- 
ciate in your area. WOULD 
YOU LOVE ... Additonal In- 
come? Flexible Hours? Your 
own Business? Our new fall line 
features outstanding career and 
casual wear that you wil love, 
We are also proud to offer 
many exciting programs that 
make selling even easlerl We 
offer sizes from 4 to Plus, 
delivery in 5-7 days, and a full 
colour, 24 page catalogue. Our 
guarantee is the best in the 
industry and our programs the 
most flexible, Balance is a 
100% Canadian Company that 
believes in honesty and 
Integrity, Our goal Is to work 
with you to ensure your 
successl For more information 
CALL TOLL FREE 1-877-565- 
5646 Ext 637. Balance is a 
proud supporter of breast 
cancer research. 
~ ,J~PJ:I'[SH Sale of Hervested ,~,~= ¢
LOLUMBIA Timber D77449 r=m 
Pursuant o section 20 of the Forest Act, sealed tenders will be received by the 
District Manager, North Coast Forest District, 125 Market Place, Prince Rupert, British 
Columbia V&J 1B9 up to 3:30 on Seplember 23, 1999 for a Cash limber Sale 
Ucenca ta authorize ths removal of an estimeted volume of 97.8 m ~ of decked timber 
located at Ridley Island Log Sod, for i'emoval by October 8, 1999. Lump Sum Upset 
of $2,578.99. Particulars for the proposed licance may be obtained from Ihe address 
indicated above. 
P~'ospective bidders hould note that he timber in inls sale was seized from Donald 
Brooks on November 4,1997, and is marked with Forest Service "limber Marks. The 
wood offered for sale is decked at the entrance to Ridfey Island Log Sort. 
ii 
I NOTICE TO BUILDING CONTRACTORS: 
I Thornhill Firehall Renovations 
I Please be informed that the Regional District of Kitimat- 
I Stikine/Thornhill Fire Department, invites tenders from all quali- 
I fled contractors for the renovation of the Thornhill Firehall 
I Mezzanine Area. Documents will be available commencing 8
I September 1999 at the following address: 
J McEIhanney Consulting Services 
I Suite 1'5008 Pohle Avenue 
I Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S8 
I Tel: (250) 638-7163 
I Fax: (250) 635.9586 
| In general terms the project consist of re-partitioning and 
| adding to the existing mezzanine floor of approximately 125 
| square feet. 
| Contractors are encouraged to visit site on Friday, September 
I 10, 1999 at 3:00 p.m. local lime. 
~j~ ~AP_PL . IC_AT ION FOR L~,,, 
I ~ ,  a Timber ~ L;cance ~ being offered for sale. 
I Closing D s t e ~ ,  1999 at 8:30 a.m. Olstrlct: Kalum 
I ~ R 3 6  km Term: One (1) Year I V o l u m ~  cubic metres, mare or tess "' 
I Upset Stumpage Rate: $23.68 per cubic metre 
I T h s ~  t Pricing System, and is 
I S p e c l e s ' ~  3%, Spruce 25%, Cedar 3%, Pine 
I ~,  more or less 
I ~ o n s  registered as a Small 
J Susiness Forest Enterprise, Category One (1) and/or Two (2). - 
I Logging System: Ground Based/Cable 
I This rtcence r~~appr0~ln la t~ ly  2.3 kiinm~res ofon-block roads. ~ '~' 
I ~ i s l d c t ,  200-52~0 
I Keilh A v a n ~ : 3 0  a.m. on September '{6, 
f~J9. . . 
I m a t a r i a l ~ u t  the Small Business Progrann, 
I can be obtained from ths above Fo er st Dlstdct Office. Specify T~mber Sale Ucance 
A53551. 
THE TERRACE - KITIMAT AIRPORT SOCIETY IS 
NOW ACCEPTING TENDERS FOR THE 
JANITORIAL CONTRACT 
AT THE TERRACE -KITIMAT AIRPORT. 
Tender documents may be picked up at the Airport Managers 
Office at the Terrace- Kitimat Airport. For further specifications 
contact Lois Taylor, Acting Airport Manager at (250) 635-2659. 
Tender closing date is September 24, 1999 at 4:00 p.m. 
mt i 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that o Public Hearing will be held 
on Tuesday, September 21, 1999, at the offices of the 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine commencing ot 7:30 
p.m. to receive representation from all persons who 
deem their interests to be affected by the proposed 
bylaw. 
Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of Electoral 
Area C Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 455, 1999. 
In general terms, Ihe purpose o1: the proposed bylaw is to: 
1. Create a new zone designation, RESOURCE 
INDUSTRIAL (13), to accommodate sawmill industrial 
uses, including log storage, wood products manufactur- 
ing, processing and related uses. 
2. Rezone land described as Portion of the Remainder 
of District Lot 312, Range 5, Coast District, Except Plans 
933, 1558, 4516 and 4892 from the Restricted 
Industrial (I2) zone to the Resource Industrial (13) zone. 
The rezoning is required to address a proposed sawmill 
operation. The land subject to rezoning is located in the 
BC'S LARGEST Chatline. Over 
4000 men & women call a day. 
Connect live or just listen. Use 
free trial code 5030. Call locally 
310-CHAT. www.trylive- 
links.cam 
CANADA'S LEADING 
PSYCHICS, Live & confiden- 
tial.,99' Predictions, daily crisis, 
relationship? 24hrs/18+/ 
&2.89rain. Mystical connec- 
tions. 1-900-677-5872. Also 
free reading 1-877-478-4410 
(credit card only). 
FREE BOOKII "Sax for Life" by 
Dr. Saul with purchase of one 
jar of Maximus Natural Cream. 
Clinical trials and testimonials 
available. Marks Plaza Pharma- 
cy. Toll-Free 1-877-747-6664. 
GOOD NEWS: Have you heard 
any lately? Ten get to know the 
Bible better with the Good 
News Bible Study Course.For a 
free Bible or study course, call 
Rick collect at 1-250-846-5219 
or write to: Good News Bible 
Study, Box 349, Telkwa B.C,, 
VOJ 2XO. 
IF ALCOHOL is 1he problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
MARRIED, WHITE male, mid 
50's 5'11", 190 Ibs, blue eyes in 
good shape, considered nice 
looking, steadily employed. 
Drug & disease free. Non- 
smoker who enjoys a drink or 
two. Wishing to meet lady with 
similar qualities for intimate re- 
lationship, Discreet a must. 
Reply to file #33 c/o the Terrace 
JACK'S USED Building 
Materials. Reclaimed 6" chan- 
nel cedar siding. 1,000's of feet 
available. 30C/foot. (604) 299- 
2967 Bumaby BC. 
ONE USED steel building clear 
span 60ftw x 60ft L x 18'6 EH. 
includes roof, wall cladding, 
metal building insulation. Roof 
live load, 69P.S.F as is where 
is into/viewing contact Norm, 
ph/fax (250)296-4414 Williams 
Lake 
PHONE SYSTEM: Toshiba 
XXe (2OR) model ~SU901 
complete with 22 phones (10 
butt~in), "switchboard" & phone 
box~ Make offer to Kevin @250- 
392-2331 
PHONE SYSTEM: Trillium 
Talkie 616 complete with 16 
phones (16 button) & phone 
box, Make offer to Kevin @ 
250-392-2331. 
PORTAGE & main woodfired 
boiler for hot water/hot air heat- 
ting systems to be placed out- 
side. Large insulated boiler 
takes 42 inch logs includes 
pump $2500 (250) 699-8507 
USED COIN operated washing 
ms, chines $250. Ph 635-2838. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
CAGEN CONTR, LTD HAY & 
GRAIN SALES, Glen 638- 
0254. 
HAY FOR sale. Large square 
bales 1500 pounds. Alfalfa Ti- 
mothy mix. Phone 250-567- 
4896, 
LONE FIR ranch is proud tooff- 
e ra  large group of easy doing 
bred Hereford Heifers - fed 
right & bred right 250-690-7527 
Fort Fraser, 
SHEEP & Goat Sale. Saturday 
Sept. 11, 11:30 a.m. Consign 
your livestock early. Phone BC 
Auctions, (250)  992.9325, 
Quesnel. 
SOUTHSIDE VOLUNTEER 
Fire Dept. Annual Poker Ride, 
Sept 18/99 Potluck, Register 
10am-noon, $20 Wagons Wel- 
come at Carl Doglione, York 
Rd, Southside. Into Louise 1- 
250-694-3656 lan 1-250-694- 
3577. 
TIMOTHY BROME Alfalfa hay 
for sale:square and round 
bales. Call 250-847-2952 
vicinity of Highway 16, adjacent to Thornhill's eastern Standard, 3210 Clinton, Ter- 
boundary as indicated in t~e sketch below, race, BC VBG 5R2. MUSICAL I ~  l),llleV I - ta ts /~, l i i ey  rlats 
STRAIGHT MWC in mid-thi~-~es " . 
seeking straight males or cou- INSTR 'U~ENTS 
pies 20-35 for discreet encount- 
d ~, , ,~, -v , ,  ers reply to terrace 2@ya- 
hoo.cam - " 
//e '# TALK LIVE one on one, Call 
now 1-900-561-3431 ext 4729. 
Must be 18 yrs. $3.99/min. 
X)O( ABSOLUTELY the Best I AsEForTony i 
Uve 1 on 1 action anywhere. IS YOUR pet still wearing last 
You'll Love It. 1-900-451-1196. 
/ 18+.$4.99/min. CallNowfl years winter coat? Silverbar 
XXX LIVE 24hrs. 1 on 1 1- Kennels offers all breed pet 
888-913-8122 from $1.75 BIRCH FIRE wood by the log- grooming & boarding. Reason- 
ging truck load. Phone 250-635- able rates. 250-699-6455. 
min 900# available. 18yrs+ 4202 after 6:0Opm REG, VACCINATED Shelties, 
'24Hr live chat 1 on 1 1- May birth, Justin blue male, Jo- 
900-870-7647. $3.99/min sephine tri-female, $450 Jamila, 
sable, female, Jason, tri-male 
18vrs+ APARTMENT SIZE washer. $550, Jordan blue show male 
Please leave message at 250- $700. 1-250-692-3403. r 638.0010 
ASIAN OAK dining room set - 6 
chairs (includes 2 captains) like 1987 CLARK 668D grapple 
new. Asking $800. Phone 250- skidder. Good shape. $26,000 
635-6926 
~IENRY HERBERT piano (Ma- Phone 250-567-2823 
son & Risch) Good condition. 
$2,000. Bed, dresser, 2 nighl 
stands $400 obo. Hide-a-bed 
$50. 250-635-2916. HIGHLEAD YOUNG Blocks (5) 
MISC OFFICE furniture. Call + parts, Husquevarna Chain 
250-636-7727. Saws 394 (3), 3120 (1), 28BXP 
i OAK ENTERTAINMENT centre • (1) with Chain & Bars, Spare 
ii 51"X57"~J"lm'6kb'gl(lsS"'d~or. ACROSS FROM COPPER Bars adn Saw parts. Fire 
accomodates 28"TV pullout Fighting Equipment. Highlead 
VCR shelf, video storage 4 MOUNTAIN ELEMENTARY Butt Rigging Shackles, Swivels, 
shelves for stereo 2 drawers SCHOOL CHECK FOR etc. Johnson O/B 20 hp, Allum 
$450 250-635-2607 
210 BUSINESS 
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6'x18'x2' Riverboat with heavy 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE THAT application has been made to amend the City of Terrace Official Communily Plan 
Bylaw' No. 1312-1993. 
.'life SUBJECT PROPERTIES: 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, as identified on the accompanying maps. 
THE INTENT- 
To create a new downtown land use designation, to create and use subcategor es w thin the new 
downtown land use designation, 1o develop new development permit guide nes for the new down- 
town land use designation and the downtown land use subcatecjofies, and to create a new major 
roadways map. 
t 
PROPOSED DOWNTOWN LAND USE DESIGNATION 
J~ FROM CURRENT OCP DESIGNATION TO DOWNTOWN 
J~ FROM MIXED USE (RES]DENTIAL/COI/NERCIAL) TO MULTI-FAMILY (APARTMENT) 
i ] i l i l  II I l l L I I~  J~z : ] _ JS I  l~- I - - - - I I  I/ ~ .  I I I I J J J J l~  
! .I L!/!I,IIIFITrllIIIIII! I~ ,  II,~'l,~,r,.¢__~ | /  ~ U . ] ~ J  I 
I l l l l l  I IHIHL/ L,  ~E~lrl_ll, i il~i----""-~rll 7 I1 ~ E [ ~  J 
I'II'I'II'"IiilNFIlFII"   'llii' =fl T II 
PROPOSED DOWNTOWN LAND USE SUBCATAGORIES 
[ ]  CO~E COMI4ERCIAL [ ]  MULTI FAMILY RESIDENTIAL 
[ ]  MIXED-USE DOWNTOWN [ ]  VILLAGE RESIDENTIAL 
[ ]  SHOPPING CENTRE [ ]  COMMUNITY & PUBLIC 
[ ]  LIVE-WORK STUDIOS [ ]  COMMERCIAL RECREATIONAL 
240 PERSONALS 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS MAY BE 
NSPEcTED in the reception area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 Graham 
Avenuer Terrace, B.C., betw~n the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4;00 p.m. each day from Wednesday, 
September 1st, 1999.1o Mo.nday, .September 13th, 1999, excluding Saturdays, ~;undays and Labour 
Dc~y, Monday, September 6th, 1999. 
pUBUC HEARING DETAILS: 
Any persons wlshingto voice their opinions regarding this application may do so in writing, and/or in 
person, AT THE PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THEMUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS, AT 7:00 P.M. 
ON MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 13114, 1999. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1996, AND 
Ah~ENDMENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RaN PCX)LE, Chief Admlnlslratlve Officer 
FREE BOOK =Sex for Life" by 
Dr. Saul with purchase of one 
jar of Maximus natural cream, 
Clinical trials and testimonials 
available. Marks Pharmacy Toll 
Free 1-677-747-8664. 
SUNFLOWER CHILDCARE 
center fully licensed facility 
provides comprehensive and 
coordinated program of activi- 
ties designed for the well-being 
and educational development of 
the child. And now taking regis- 
tration for Sept.99 for ages 2 
1/2 and up. For more informa- 
tion carl 250-635-1512 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.cam 
FEB 3, 1999 in the ladies 
change room at the Aquatic 
Centre, a bulova "Millionth 
Ounce'" watch. Has great senti- 
mental value. Please call 250- 
771-3149. Reward offered and 
no questions asked. 
FOUND BOYS blue mountain 
bike phone evenings to claim 
250-635-7118. 
LADIES' SEIKO gold colour 
watch with the inscription on the 
back "Love Jim" Lost at Lakalse 
Lake Provincial Park picnic site. 
Has great sentimental value. 
Call 638-7261 (home) or 635- 
6273 (work). No questions 
asked. 
LOST JUNE 17. at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall In Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet, Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
MALE ORGAN enhancement 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit wabslte 
www.drjoelkaplan.com. 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe, 
Resolve Impotence. Free 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan, 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bumsment. Visit wabsite 
www, drloelkaDlan.com, 
17" 5"I'H wheel utility trailer. Re- 
duced from $1500 to $1250. 
Firm. Call 250-615-0120 and 
ask for Joe 
ALFALFA GRASS mix hay. For 
sale. $50/ton or may take a 
home in trade. Phone 690- 
8262. 
AI-rENTION COLLEGE stud- 
ents. Text books for sale for 
University Transfer courses in- 
cluding sociology & math (cal- 
culus & statistics). Phone 638- 
0109 after 5pro for more into. 
BIRD CAGE with bath accesso- 
ries $30. Lg cage, suitable for 
guinea pigs, etc. $50. Phone 
635-5256 Tues-Fri or 632-2904 
after 6 or weekends. 
HOCKEY EQUIPMENT. 635- 
2519. 
JOHN DEERE 450 cat (bucket 
type) good cond, $12,000. SM. 
12 ft House trlr has everything- 
near new- $2,000. House on 
Mill Bay Rd at Granisle. 
Leased $35,000 or offer call 
Ken Allen (250)697-2474 or 
view Mill Bay Rd Lot 29 
CURRENT VARIETIES AND 
PRICES. ALSO BUYING 
DRIED VERPAS. 
1900 DUE'rZ-ALLIS model 436 
4wd tractor, 3 cylinder diesel, 
31 HP, 12 speed, synchronized 
transmission, 3 point with draft 
control, rear blade, front loader, 
PTO, ROP, approx. 1500 hours, 
excellent condition. $13,500 af- 
ter 7 pm. 847-4147. 
TWO (D6) cats (Model 9U); one 
runs great, one has an excellent 
undercarriage; both for 
$12,750. Hay wagon $750. Hay 
forks for bucket $200. Call: 250- 
845-3029. Also Ezee-on loader 
Hay forks $260. 
$1,000 TCSC Poker Ride.Sept 
12, 11am, Last rider 1pro. $20 
per hand. Includes lunch. Mega 
draws. 10kin. West of Burns 
Lake. Hwy 16 on Palling Rd 
East. Into Kym 1-250-698-7679, 
Nellie 1-250-692-7427. 
duty custom built trailer. Two 
10'x45' Field Shop Vans c/w 
Work Benches, Shelves, fully 
wired. Misc shop tools, parts, 
assortment of filters, Aero 
Equipt, crimper with hoses and 
various size hydraulic fittings 
(500+). Heavy duty socket sets, 
wrenches, wrenches. Unused 
beam Sawmill (48") beam with 
50 HP electric motor, 30" saw 
and edger blades, transformers 
and starting switches. Open to 
offers. 624-1033. Evenings 627- 
1486. 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS information 
Government assistance pro- 
grams information to asset the 
start or expansion of your busi- 
ness or farm. Call 1-600-505- 
8866. 
90% COMMISSION. Earn $3K- 
$5K per week. Work at home. 
Not MLM. Full training provided, 
Call 1-868-685-1173, 
.,4 Auto Parts Plu= 
AIRMltES NOW 
AVAILABLE! 
When you purchase auto parts. 
~i ~ • 
ELKER AUTO SUPPLY LTD 
4736 Lazelle Ave. 
Tel. 635-2218 635-7090 
t 
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:: 530 E DUCATIO N : 530 EDUCATION 
Northern Hearing 
& Safety Training 
A PRIVATE POSTSECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 $75 
Sat Sept 18 
WeB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $75 
Sun Sept 19 
WCB OFA LEVEL 3 $595 
Sept 13-74 (2 Weeks, Monday to Friday) 
Oct 18-29 8 am, 4 pm 
Nov 15-26 
Evening course in Kitwanga MOVED TO SEPT. 14 
: 540 HELP :  
WANTED i 
TRAFFIC CONTROL . . . . . . . . .  $200 
Fd & Sat Sept 10 & 11 includes guide 
TRANSPORTATION OF DANGEROUS GOODS 
Sept30 $100 
WHMIS  
Anytime on computer. $50  
Sept29 
FALLING & BUCKING TRAINING $200 
Sept 11 & 12 
iEtttm l ine/ 
3 FOR 1 Pizza & Wings. Cana- 
da's fastest growing pizza chain 
is now in BC. Franchise oppor- 
tunities throughout BC.Minimum 
invest $40,000. Total invest 
$135,000. 4 locations already 
sold in 6 monthsl Call for info 1 - 
877-547-0888. 
CASH BUSINESS for sale. 
Long time established coin op. 
erated amusement route in the 
Merritt, Lillooet area and the 
Williams Lake, 100 Mile House 
area containing pool tables, 
foosballs, pinballls, video 
games. Juke boxes and stuffed 
animal cranes already in loca- 
tions. This makes a great in- 
vestment giving 30%-50% re- 
turns on your money yearly. 
Easy 2nd job only takes 2-3 
clays a month. For more into 
call Peter at 250-372-2908. 
IS THIS you?? Seeking self mo- 
tivated entrepreneurs looking to 
earn a potential $49,049 per 
year without giving up your 
present employmetn. Great 
starter business with a name- 
brand product. NO SELLING. 
Finally be in charge of your own 
time, money, and FUTURE Min- 
imum investment $16,800. Seri- 
ous enquiries only: Call 1-800- 
336-4296. 
"CORPORATE BURNOUT?" 
Work from home.' Start earning 
what you're worth. $2-5k per 
week. No selling, not MLM. 24 
hr into 1-800-661-1140 
VENDING DEALERDHIP avail- 
able in Terrace and Kitimat. 
Earn cash daily servicing 130 
snack boxes in this proven turn- 
key all cash business. No ex- 
perience necessary. Complete 
training and on-going company 
support. Investment $20,000.00 
Serious enquiries only may call 
1-877-727-6225. Leave rnes- 
saae 
MORICE COMMUNITY Skills 
Centre is offering, "Entry Level 
Mining Training" October 11-26, 
1999. The course will include 
classroom instruction and job 
shadowing. Sponsorship may 
be available if you are collecting 
income assistance or employ- 
ment benefits. To register or 
more information please call 
Shirley Higgins at 250-845- 
5933 ot 1-877-277-2288 
SKEENA BEVERAGES (1909) 
Ltd. Nodhwest B.C.'s Hostess 
Frido Lay distributor has an 
opening for a permanent full 
time route salesperson in our 
Prince Rupert branch. The suc- 
cessful applicant must be a per- 
sonable, well ground, self start- 
er who works well with minimal 
supervision. Salary is based on 
sales eommision. Applicants 
must possess a valid driver's li- 
cense and submit to a criminal 
record check. Resumes to be 
dropped at 4931 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, BC no phone calls 
please. 
TRAIN TO work in the 
computer industry. Network 
Technician, Computer Techni- 
cian, Programmer Analyst, Of- 
rice Administrator. For pro- 
grams or student loan into from 
our CDI College, Abbotsford 
Campus. Call toll free today. 1- 
888-229-1555. 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for driller with valid ticket, cat, 
excavator and grade operators. 
Must be experienced in road 
building minimum 2 years ex- 
perience. Please reply to 
Box#21 C/o The Terrace Stan- 
dard 3210 Clinton Ave Terrace 
BC VSG 5R2 
EARN $200.00, $300.00. 
$500.00 or more per week, as- 
sembling product in the comfort 
of your own home, send a sell 
addressed stamped envelope to 
: O.P.H., 6-2400 Dundas St., 
West Suite 5741, ref 683, Mis- 
sissaufla, ant L5K 2R8. 
EXPERIENCED CABLE log- 
gers, engineer, hook tender, rig- 
ging slinger, chaser,for work in 
the interior 250-562-8100 
HELP WANTED: Local con- 
tractor needs carpenters and la- 
bourers. Please leave message 
with your name, number and 
qualification to 250-638-8084 or 
fax your resume to 250-638- 
1871, 
=P" 
AVON 
Build your own future. Be 
your own b~sl Avon is the #1 dired 
selling beauty co. in the world with 
over 600 products. FREE tote, 
brochures, samples, training 
included. Apply now (offer expires 
Sept. ]8/99). Shannon 638-7699 
Toll Free 1-877-638-1300. 
N st 
To meet the demand Northwest Community College is 
offering an additional section of IHS 112 - Interpersonal 
Communication. This is a core course in the Integrated 
Human Service Program. This course inlroduces the 
student to the basic processes and content of effective 
communication. 
Interpersonal Communication will be particular interest 
to people who are interested in a career in human 
services; planning on completing a certificate or 
diploma in human services or are interested in a review 
of the course. 
Prerequisite: None 
Beginning September 13 
Mondays: 6-9pm 
Cost: $134.70 (book cost not included) 
Contact an educational advisor at 635-6311 for more 
information. 
II =I,N :[~1 It tl kVd =11 u] I:i =[ell ie]-" g 
THE POSITION: 
• The Executive Director manages and coordinates the Human and 
Financial resources of the Centre and administers day to day 
operations 
• Liaises and consults, with officials of government depadments 
and agencies and other non-profit organizations 
Manages program budgets for Centre and outreach offices and is 
responsible for overseeing contracts administered by Centre 
Negotiates Contracts 
Reports to a volunteer board 
;IUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS: 
Exceptional communication skills, both oral and written 
Preference given In first Nations with an undergraduate degree or 
diploma in management or equivalent training and experience will 
be considered 
Knowledge of Aboriginal People, history and Values 
TERRACE AND AREA 
HEALTH COUNCIL  
® 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY 
Terrace Co.op has a challenging position for a 
Lumber Supervisor. 
Experience in estimating is a must, must have 
knowledge in building materials, This applicant 
should be outgoing, friendly and be able to lead 
others efficiently. 
Apply in writing and leave resume at front counter at 
the Home Centre 2912 Molitoro (Tag: Lumber 
Supervisor on resume.) 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY  
SALES 
Okanagan Skeena Group Limited is looking for 
Broadcast Marketing Representatives in the Terrace - 
Kitimat areas. We're looking for enthusiastic, 
energetic self starters who want to build their own 
success story. The successful candidates will have 
previous Sales and Marketing experience, and will be 
committed to customer service excellence. Send your 
resume and cover letter to : 
General Sales Manager 
Okanagan Skeena Group Limited 
4625 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 1S4 
MILLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - Acute Care 
TERRACEVIEW LODGE - Extended Care 
OSBORNE HOME : Community Residential 
Care Facility 
We require casual employees in the following 
areas: 
i 
• Registered. Nurses with experience in 
Intensive Care, Emergency, Pediatrics, 
Medical/Surgical,  Maternity, Psychiatry 
and Extended Care 
• Licensed Practical Nurses in Acute care 
Inpatient Unit and Extended Care Unit 
• Charge Nurses for  Medical /Surgical ,  
Pediatrics, Maternal/Child 
• Mental Health Care Workers - must pos-;: 
sess Mental Health Care certificate 
Please send resume to 
Human Resources 
Terrace & Area Health Council : 
4720 HaugMand Avenue, 
Terrace, BC., VSG; 2W7 
Phone (250) 638-4026 or fax (250) 637-7639 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
YUUHLAMK'ASKW PROGRAM 
COORDINATOR 
ReFer to competition number 9909-017 
The Nisga'a Tribal Council is seeking applications from 
individuals interested in the above position which is based in 
New Aiyansh, BC. This position will work in partnership with 
the Justice Worker to develop and coordinate the 
Yuuhlamk'askw concept of the Alternative Justice Program. 
The successful candidate will report to 'the Programs Team 
Manager. 
DUTIES 
The Yuuhlamk'askw Program utilizes a Nisga'a traditional 
approach to counseling, guiding, cautioning and supporting. 
It will be the Yuuhlam_k'askw Program Coordinators 
responsibility to assist in facilitating this process and carry out 
the dulles as outlined in the Work Plan. Some of the duties of 
this position will be: 
• Coordinate and monitor cases which are referred to the 
Yuuhlam_k.'askw committee. 
i Coordinate the operation and activities of Ihe committee. 
Promote public awareness of the program by developing 
brochures, making speaking engagements at schools, 
public meetings, conventions, workshops, etc. 
Identify, contact and coordinate meetings between young 
offenders and their parents, luardians, House chiefs, 
immediate/extended family n mbers, paternal relalives, 
spiritual advisors, elders, matri rchs, etc. 
• Liaise with respective House chiefs, resources and 
agencies. 
• Monitor, assess and evaluate program to ensure House- 
meeting oals are achieved. 
QUAUFICATIONS 
I A minimum Grade 12 education is required. Previous 
experience in the Human Services field (CHR, A&D 
counseling, etc.) would be an asset. 
The ability to take direction and maintain confidentiality is 
critical. 
• Good oral and written communication skills are required 
as well as ability to be objective. 
i Competency in speaking, understanding, reading and 
writing the Nisga'a language is pre[errec]. In addition, a 
thorough understanding of the laws, traditions and culture 
of the Nisga'a p~ple is required. 
A valid Class 5 driver's license as well as reliable 
transportation isrequired. 
Prior to being awarded this positlon, the successful 
candidate will be required fo successfully complete a 
Criminal Record Check. 
Salary will be commensurate with Ihe educatian and 
experience. The closing date for this positian will be 5pro 
Friday October 1, 1999. 
Please forward your resume and covering letter to:,,,.r£~:~:~:,,,;./ 
Nisga'a Tribal Council ~ 
Human Resource Manager ~ 
P.O. Box 231 i,....~....,~ 
"1 l~i " A yan, , ,.C. / i . / .L i t  Y0J IA0 
Closing date for applications is 
September 13, 1999. 
Help Wanted 
Foster Families 
The Ministry for Children & Families is looking for a 
foster home for Simon. 
Simon is a 14 year old boy who is behaviorally chal- 
lenged. The behaviors include defiance, aggression and 
violent outbursts which lead to power strugg]es with adults 
and peers. 
Simon will be taking grade 9 course at an alternate 
school in Terrace in September, 1999. Behavioral issues 
exist in the school environment. 
Simon is outgoing and engaging, and active, he enjoys 
sports especially skateboarding. 
Simon needs a two parent family with no other children 
in the home. 
Foster parents need skills and the desire to address his 
special behaviors and work with the birth Family. 
For more information please call the Ministry for 
Children & Family at 638-2311 and ask for Lee Coxbrd. 
tw 
'!i~ I. 
Sight and Sound Keith Ave. has an opening for a 
full time employee in our music department. The 
successful candidate will have a good general 
knowledge in music and have some experience in 
selling. The person that we are looking for will enjoy 
meeting people and works well with current staff 
members. This is a chance to get started in the music 
business with a local firm that is very progressive 
and has many growth ideas. 
Please submit your resume to: 
SmHT SOUND 
4716 Keith Ave., Terrace B.C. VSG 4K1 
m" Fax 250-635-3491 
Reporting to the Manager, Corporate Services, you will be responsible for the day-to- 
day operation of the Srnithers office, including supervising and training support staff. 
Your background includes completion of Grade 12, plus 5 years of clerical experience, 
preferably supplemented with courses in Business Administration or Office 
Management. As a result, you are familiar with routine office procedures and practices, 
and their applications, and are able to supervise and check the work of clerical staff. A 
typing speed of 40 w.p.m., and a thorough knowledge of word-processing and: 
spreadsheet applications, preferably Windows NT and Excel, are essential. 
This is a permanent full-time position with an hourly salary of $17.96 - $19.25. 
A' job description and detailed qualifications may be obtained upon request. Your 
application must clearly identify how you meet the posted qualifications. 
Please direct all inquiries quoting competition # NW99:51 to: Linda Bend,  
Human Resources, North West Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum 
Street, Terrace, B.C. VSG 4T2. Tel: (250) 638-2220; Fax: (250) 638-2251; E-maih 
linda.bond@nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., September 17, 1999. 
I 
DISTRICT PRINCIPAL VACANCY 
FIRST NATION EDUCATION CENTRE- TERRACE 
School District #82 (Coast Mountains) 
The successful appkant will provide leadership and diredion for all areas of First Nations Education in 
the Terrace/Thornbill area. Specific job description is available upon request. Specific required 
qualifications are: 
I) Close kao~edga of the local first Nations culture, heritage nd preferably, language. 
2) Previous teaching or administrative experience inFirst Natiuns Education. 
3) Hove, completing, or indication of willingness to complete, a Masters Degree in Education 
Administration er other appropriate discipline. 
4) Hove, or be eligible for mmbership in the B.C. College of Teaches. 
Please submit resume's, including three references to: 
Mr. Amdrew Sa'ulon, 
Assistant Superintendent of Schuols, 
3211 Kenney Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Phone: (250) 635-4931 - Local 201 
Fax: (250) 638-4409 
Closing date for applications: Wednesday, September 22nd, 1999 
......................................... ....................................... 
?ANDARD 
has an opening for a 
TELEMARKETER 
The successful applicant will manage an 
established account list and will be expected 
to develop new clients. This individual will 
be required to work on a part time basis 5 
days per week. The Telemarketer position 
involves specific and targeted telephone 
sales campaigns. 
This is a challenging position for the right 
applicant. 
Please send resumes to: 
Brian Lindenbach, 
i 
Sales Manager, . 
The Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2. 
:. : 
APARTMENTS • 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS 
for driller with valid ticket, DSK 
Excavator and grader opera- 
tors. Must be experienced in 
road building• Please reply to 
box #21, c/o The Terrace Stan- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, 
BC, VSG 5R2. 
BABYSITTER WANTED for 1 
five year old boy. Horseshoe or 
Parkside area. Must have refer- 
ences. Call evenings 250-638- 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St, Terrace BC, 
V8G 5R2, 
TERRACE HOME Support 
Services is looking for a Pro- 
gram Assistant]Scheduler Men- 
l 2041: day to Friday 8:30-4:30. The 
successful candidate must EARN $200, $300, $500 or • . . 
more  per week, assembling aP°c~sess the foil°wing" typing 
. c mpu~er skills as well as product m the comfort of your ex . . . . .  
own home send a S . . . .  cel ent once management 
OPH 6-2400 Dundas S~O~e~s~ and organizational skills. Phone 
• • ' 635-5153 for more details or 
Suite 541. Ref 683, Mmslssau- dr0- off a resume at Terrace & 
~la; ant L5K 2RB. P 
. . . . . .  District~ Community Services, 
HELP WANTED: Looking for #1-3215 Eby St, Terrace, BC. 
responsible person to take the 
position of temporary full-time 
motel night manager, on site 
accommodation included. Re- 
sponsibilities and more informa- 
tion to be discussed at inter- 
view, Apply to PO Box 145, Ter- 
race, B•C, VSG 4A2., or fax to 
250-638-1871. 
• 648 ROOM & ::: ,:: 
, :BOARD;' :.,: : i;: 
HYGIENIST WANTED for den- 
tal clinic in P Rupert, 2 days per 
week. Days 624-3198 Evenings 
624-6848 
580WORK 
••WANTED 
JOURNEYMAN MECHANIC 
required by growing northern 
Ford dealer. Ford diesel and 
itransmlssi°n experience pre- 
ferre& Excellent remuneration 
, package. Mail or fax resume 
I with references to 405 Enter- 
prise Ave, Kitimat BC, V8C 
2E3, Fax 250-632-4886. Attn: 
Ed Schriek. 
UCENSED MECHANIC want- 
ed. Experience in marine or 
heavy duty mechanics would be 
an asset but not mandatory. 
Wages and benefits negotiative, 
Please reply to Box 523, North- 
ern Sentinel Press 626, Enter- 
. prise Ave, Kitiamt BC V8C 2E4 
LOOKING FOR experience grill 
and or short order cooks with 
minimum 2yrs. experience. Ap- 
ply within at Mr• Mikes Grill 
4736 Lakelse Ave across form 
Skeena Mall 
POSITION AVAILABLE for for- 
est-techs or related field experi- 
ence in cruising, layout, travers- 
ing, line cutting, mapping, sur- 
veys. Individuals w/extensive 
field experience, navigating w/a 
compass• GPS will be given pri- 
ority. Applicants require a valid 
driver's license and work trans- 
portation. Wage negotiable. 
Please respond w/resume to: 
KWB Contracting Ltd, Box 
3988,  Smithers BC V0J 2N0 
Fax 250-847-8099 or kwb 
@bulkier.net 
REPORTER REQUIRED for the 
Quesnel Observer, twice-week- 
ly BC community newspaper, 
Prefer minimum two years lout- 
WANTED EXPERIENCED De- 
narco Stroke Delimber opera- 
tors for Okanagon area. Phone 
250-547-9402 Fax 250-547- 
9472. 
WARM CARING college stud- 
ent to care for 2 small children 
in my home 6 nights per month 
$40/shift 12hr shift. First aid as- 
set. Willingness to do Criminal 
Record Check• Call for meeting. 
Andrea 250-635-2495 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
LOOKING TO do laundry and 
house cleaning for reasonable 
rates. 250-635-3436. Ask for 
Kristy. 
NEED INPUTI Will input infor- 
mation into database, word pro- 
cessor or other programs. 250- 
635-3190 
NEED MORE time with busi- 
ness and family. Let us handle 
the drudgery. Call ALBRITE 
HOME AND OFFICE CLEAN- 
ING 250-615-7362 
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICA- 
TIONS for Home Support/Resi- 
dent Personal Care Aide. Light 
housekeeping. I am bonded. 
Criminal rec. check. 615-0265. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING• 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- , 
sonable rates. Call 635-2126. 
Now in two locations. Terrace at 
635-2126 or 638-6969 (cell) or 
Williams Lake 398-9041• 
nalism experience in new & fee- SNOW REMOVAL Book now 
),,,o .,.;.;n. r~o, ~z ,-.o~,~ ,~ for all your snow remova needs 
d e e with hand for your home, apartments or quire • Fax r sum ' : 
written cover letter to Dennis business. Reasonable rates, 
Chapman, Publisher, Fax: 250- 
992-5229, Ph: 250-992-2121• 
SLEEP YOURSELF sliml 1 
table spoon of Colorad at bed- 
time. That's ill! Toll free 1-888- 
794-6001 or 1-888-297-7593 
ext 0323. 
"~LCOME~I~ 
- - W  ogPo 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Terrace, B.C are" 
Linda 
635-9768 
& Tanya  
6 ! 5 -0330 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a new 
baby, are getting 
married, or start- 
ing a new busi- 
ness, just give us a 
call. 
LCOML~ 
 ,9o 
free estimates. 250-635-1776 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed, 
On site management. 635-1846 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1,2, 3, bdr apt. Availimmd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 615- 
0345. 
2 BDRM duplex in Thornhill, f/s. 
No pets. $375/mo. Good for 
one or two people. 250-638- 
7727. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 
newly renovated and very 
clean. Basketball, racquetball, 
and volleyball courts. South- 
side. Ref. reqd. $525/mo. Also 
sale or rent to purchase. No 
pets. 635-0662 or 615-6762. 
3 BDRM duplex on quiet street 
with view. Close to schools and 
downtown. Includes: 5 applianc- 
es, window coverings, 1.5 
baths, 2 decks, garage, yard 
maintenance and snow remov- 
al. No pets. Rent: $850 plus 
damage deposit. Phone: 250- 
635-4840. 
3 BEDROOM townhouse. No 
pets, Half of damage deposit 
$325. $650/mon Call 250-635- 
2479 
BRIGHT, ATTRACTIVE, newer 
1 bdrm. suite available to non- 
smokers Sept.15th, Pleasant lo- 
cation, private entrance, 
fridge,stove, washer, dryer, Gas 
heat, hot water, cable provided• 
Single $600 me. Double $650. 
250-638-0436 
CLEAN 2 bedroom duplex f/s. 
$395 per month. Security de- 
posit. Fenced in back yard. 
Available immediately in New 
Rome. 250-635-6904. 
CLEAN, QUIET, 2 bdrm side by 
side duplex in Thornhill. Very 
small pet ok, Gas furnace. N/S, 
$550/m0. 250-635-4200. 
Furnished Lakelse Lake Cot- 
tage, waterfront, 2 bdrm, NS, 
ref required. 604-730-8074 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
reauired, Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished su- 
ite on Keefer, Suitable for a sin- 
gle person• Utilities included in 
rent of $475/month, No pets. 
Phone 250-635-2806 
QUIET CLEAN 2 bdrm. apt 
close to town, Laundry facilities. 
Reasonable rent. Ref reqd. 
615-7665 or 635-5653. 
STUDIO SUITES right down 
town. Heat included, suitable for 
working single or working cou- 
ple, Secured building with lean- 
dry room. Please call 250-635. 
7585 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage, No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month. Call 635-4954• 
TWO BEDROOM suites on 
Queensway with view 
$500/$550 a month, Phone 
635-7844 or 635-2837. 
UNIQUE BACHELOR "A"- 
frame house with loft bedroom. 
Non-smoking. $400/m0, Avail 
Sept 1. Call 638-8656. 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 manlh. 
T" Bdr Apt S500/month 
NoPets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
"PARK MANOR APTS-' 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 mth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
' :. No Pets"~:':"~'~%:~'£~.~; ":!~ 
• Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
forl &2 
Bedroom suites 
. Clean, quiet renovated suites 
. Ample parking 
, Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
. On bus route 
, Security entrance 
, On site management 
. No pets '. 
, References requi~ed 
To view cog 
638-1748 
El II,EPSY 
CANADA 
1 800 860-5499 
I ' I 7 0 5  ] ~ - -  - -  
ACREAGES/LOTS 
in the tollowlng zone 
Copper Mountain area 
Route #317 - Offer St., Copper St., 
Marten St., Beaver St., Caribou St. 
If you would like to be a carrier for this route or 
put on the backup list for any route, call 
Carole at 638-7283 Tues- Frida 9-5. 
I lIlIIlIil 
ROYAL LEPAGE TERRACE 
I l l l~  lIIi~lIII 
FOR RENT 4, ' 
2 bedn:x~n apa~.  
.~r~ $5OO.00 per rhone. 
required, located 
in Summit Squa~ 
Royal Lepage Terrace 
635"2404 
1 BDR basement suite. Close 
to downtown, schools & hospi- 
tal. All utilities incl. N/S, N/D. 
Preferred no pels. Ref reqd. 
635-7470. 
2 BDRM well lit bsmt suite, 
needs quiet tenants. Laundry 
hook-ups, f/s. Non-smoking en- 
viron. No pets. Respectable 
home. $5O0/mo: 250-635:5081. 
2 BEDROOM bsmt. suite, 
washer, dryer, $550/monlh• In- 
cludes heat and hydro. 250- 
638-0438 Days, 250-635-7025 
Eveninqs. 
2 BSMT suites in Thornhill. 
$575 and $450 per month. 
Laundry facilities in bldg. C!ose 
to schools. 250-638-7290. 
3 BDRM bsmt suite, F/S, W/D. 
large yard, close to schools & 
walking distance to town, 12 x 
12 storage. N/S, N/P, 
$700/month. 250-635-5459. 
BACHELOR SUITE fully fur- 
nished includes washer, dryer, 
all utilities. No pets. No smoking 
$550/month. Damage deposit 
$225.00 250-638-0541. 
BRIGHT 2 bedroom basement 
suite newly renovated heat is 
inc. $500. per month 250-635- 
2121. 
BRIHGT ONE bedroom bsmt. 
suite in newer home, F/S, W/D, 
cable, utilities included. Can be 
furnished. Non-smokers. No 
pets; 250-621-3209 weekdays, 
250-635-0634 weekends. 
FOR RENT available immediate 
funished bsmt. suite. $350 per 
month 250-638-1523 Evenings 
250-635-1288 Days for details. 
FOR RENT Available Septem- 
ber 15th. Brand new two bed- 
room basement suite. Jackpine 
Flats. Private driveway and on- 
trance. Washer/dryer hookups. 
All utilities included. Non smok- 
ing quiet person only• No pets. 
References required. $600.00 
month + damage deposit. 250- 
638-0089. 
NOW ACCEPTING applications 
for a two bedroom basement 
suite in quiet bench neighbor- 
hood, close to schools and bus 
routes, Rental includes: a two 
car paved driveway, window 
blinds, fridge, stove, washer, 
dl~/er, ample storage and all 
!6tilitle~; qWo~l~ ~ prate'i- ~'lb'e~SbN "-,; 
who works during the daytime 
and who is a nonsmoker. No 
cats or dogs please• Asking 
$650 per month plus $300 dam- 
age deposit.Call 250-635-7966 
after 6pro. 
THREE BEDROOM bright 
basement suite near school 8, 
downtown, f/s, n/p, n/s, w/d 
References + DD required. 
$550/mo. Avail immed. 638- 
1584. 
TWO BEDROOM basement su- 
ite available Sept. 1st. Nice and 
bri¢lhl. Call 250-635-3616 
WATERFRONT COTTAGE, 
Lakelse Lake, 1st Ave, avail 
Sept 15lb. Single 'person or 
couple, small pet ok. Ngas & 
appliances included. Renter re- 
sponsible for maintenance 
$500/mo. Sec dep & ref. reqd. 
250-847-3738, Smithers. 
LAKELSE LAKE cabin and 3 
bedroom mobile, 1st Ave, 
beach front. Self contained 250- 
624-3993 or 250-798-2545 
2 BDRM bsml suite close to 
schools & town. Well lit, laundry 
facilities included. Call after 
4pm 635-5139. Ref reqd. 
WHAT'S  
I NEW! ,  
Cute & Cozy Mobile 
$27,900 MLS 
jlLCondo , ..... I 
3 Bdrm., $97,900 ~LS 
Log Home $149,900 MLS 
Saturday, Sept. 11 
5173 Skeena Drive 
Gossen Creek Area 1-3 p.m. 
(Set up [or horses) 
$139,900 
Hosted by Katherine Hicks 
..Homes & Apartments 
Walk to Downtown $700 
Luxury 2 bedroom apt with 
baths, 3 appliances, gas fir 
place, private 10alcony a~ 
securily. Available imrned 
ately - 
Retail 
4200 S.F. Downtown 9.50 
PSF Net 
Commercial 
4000 S.F. Good Exposure. 
Offers 
1700 S,F. Across From Co.Op 
Industrial 
951 S.F. $715 per me 
.t,735 S.F. $1196 ~rmo 
5,4oo S.F. $8.75 PSF 
Office 
Executive Office with privat~ 
washroom, reception area 
air conditioning. 500 SF 
$500 per me 
Property Management 
I Are you moving tram town 
land your house hasn't sold.~ 
I Let me find you a renler and 
I manage it [or you. 
PICKUP YOUR:LISTING 
.~ CATOLOGUE.TODAYi " • . . . • . . , 
Katherine }ticks 
Balul ^ i~oclate~ 
615.9592 
I~ ,~ I  
N 
Steve Cook 
Iiroker Owner 
838,7144 
ANYTIME! 
c.ot tueu: 
• B,~klKP..I~ el 
1st Terrace Realty 
4650 Lakelse Ave, Terrace 
S/VtALL  ACREAGE 
Nicely treed & fenced with 6 bedroom house, 2 
fireplaces, 6 appliances, close to town centre & 
schools, heated barn, large workshop with 220 
wiring, glass greenhouse, fruit rees, garden plot. 
Price $176,000 Phone 635-4453 
" FOR LEASE 
3779 RIVER DRIVE .... < " '~~' :~ ' : ' ; : ' i i  i :i '" :'iiii" : '
Excellent light industrial 
building 2,650 sq. ft. offer- . . . '  ~ i , :  i!!i 
ing large showroom, shop ~:  : ~} 
area with two bay doors, L~;:ili:iiii::: !~ i~i~;~, ~i:~::::~'~i~i~:~:~  
3 washrooms, office 
space and large paved i 
parking area. Lease for ~ ~ ~  
$1800.00Contact per month triple/~/r~..¢.¢~, ~CL~21 net ÷GST. ~ 
Rusty or Bert 
II~ Ljungh 635-5754 "k~,~.~ Wlgl, tm~n & Hmlth ReMIy I.td. 
635-6361 • 
I II lip PROGRESSIVE VENTURES LTD, 
I I l I  Phone: 635-7459 
FOR LEASE 
4818 Highway 16 West 
warehouse space 880 ~.it. 
warebme w/office 1,450 sq. fl. 
2709 Kalum Street 
5,200 sq, It. commercial building 
(/w slarehont, wareho~ & compound 
951,5 sq. fL each 
' CALL US ABOUT OTHER LOCATIONS 
Grdg A venue.Central Location 
2 relail/o flke spore 
1,700 and 900 sq, fl. 
~002 Pehle Avenue 
2 adjoining spaces 
office/wnrehou~e/O~l door 
I 
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2 BDRM townhouse & 2 bdrm 
duplex suite. Townhouse: f/s 
Duplex: f/s, w/d. No pets. Ret 
Reqd. 635-3796. 
2000 SQFT home, 4 bedroom, 
2 bathroom, large sunroom, on 
10 acres, with 220 wired shop 
$975/month. references re- 
quired. Call 250-635-2124 
3 BDRM modest homei f/s, 
laundry room. Good !ocation, 
private yard, enclosed garage, 
no pets. Non-smoking environ, 
250-635-5081 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
3 BDRM townhouse, fairly new 
CLEAN 2 bdrm mobile home in 
Pine Park, 4 appl. New wind- 
ows, fenced yard, $575/mo. 
Call 635.2126. 
SUNNYHILL TRAILER Court: 
12x68, 2 bedroom trailer, avail 
immed. Rent $550/mo. Phone 
635-7025 (evenings) 638-0438 
(days). 
TWO BEDROOM in quiet loca- 
tion 5 minutes from downtown. 
Stove, fridge, W/D hookups. 
Pets welcome• $550 month. 
250-635-9102, 
TWO BEDROOM trailer for rent 
with basement, walking dis- Sunnyhill Trailer Court. Avail- 
lance to downtown Terrace. No  able immediately. Washer, dry- 
pets, ref reqd. Phone 250'638- er, no pets. Damage deposit 
7140 or 250-632-5918• and referenced. 250-635-7519 
3 BEDROOM home for rent. 'TWO BEDROOM trailer in 
Fenced yard. Great for kids. In, town. Available Oct 1st. 250- 
cludes f/s, w/d, ng~ Close to 635-2319 
school. Avail Sept 1. $850/mo. 
635-0115. 
3 BEDROOM house has cov- 
:ered garage and private yard. 
20 minutes from town location. 
Not suitable for small children. 
$500. per month plus damage 
deposit. 250.635-4202 Refer- 
enced required. 
3 BEDROOM house, 5 ap- 
pliances, natural gas, two car 
garage, security system, fenced 
yard, in new subdivision. 
$1,000/month, references re- 
quired. Phone: 250-635-9080 
3 BEDROOM main floor of 
home. Newly renovated in ex- 
cellent condition. No smoking 
and no pets. Available now. 
5035 Medeek. DD reqdl Please 
contact 250-635-8885 or 250- 
624-6275. 
FOR RENT 2 plus/bedroom du- 
plex in Horseshoe area. No 
smoking, no pets. Reference re- 
quired, $750 per month plus 
utilities. Frig & Stove: Phone 
250-635-2484 
FOR RENT 4 bedroom home 2 
bathrooms, full basement, large 
yard, located in Ihe Horseshoe. 
Close to downtown, asking 
$900/month. Available Oct. 1 
Ph:250-638-0308. 
FOR RENT two bedroom du- 
plex f/s w/d available immed, in 
Horseshoe. Call 250-635-3555. 
FOR RENT various homes and 
mobiles for rent starting at $650 
per month. Can be furnished if 
needed. 250-638-8084. 
LOVELY, 3 bedroom, split level 
home in Horseshoe, fenced 
yard, close to schools. 
$900/month. References re- 
quired, Please call 1-867-393- 
2571. 
NEW 2 bedroom house, 4 ap- 
pliances. $700. New 1 1/2 bed- 
room house with gas fireplace 
$500. Close to schol & town. 
250-638-1880. 
NEWER, WELL-maintained, re- 
cently painted Thornhill duplex- 
es avail to non-smokers, one 3 
bdrm, f 1/2 bath, f/s, w/d hook- 
up, own storage, avail Sept 1 
and one 2 large bdrm, 1 1/2 
bath, f/s, w/d hookup, dw, own 
storage, avail Oct 1. Refs, 
$700/mo. 638-0436. 
ONE BEDRROM for renl. For a 
single gentleman, With kitchen 
facilities. Call 250-635-5893 
THREE BDRM duplex. Upper 
Thomhitl. Clean, modern, n/g 
heat, f/s, fenced yard. $800/mth 
plus utilities and DID. N/S only. 
For applications call 250-635- 
4368 
FOR RENT by week or month. 
Close to downtown. Use of 
kitchen. 250-638-8994. 
2 BEDROOM suite, 2 blocks 
from downtown. Prefer non- 
smoker, no party animal. 
$250/month all included. 250- 
638-2016 
AREA FOR storage of equip- 
ment, RV's, boats, cars, trucks, 
approx 7,000 sq ft. Partial en- 
closed. Call 635-9171. Leave 
messaqe, 
ARE YOU thinking about 
spending Christmas in Austra- 
lia? If so do we have a deal for 
you - family of 5 will be coming 
to Smithers Dec. 17/99 and 
would like to do a house ex- 
change for 2 weeks to a month. 
If interested please call (250) 
847-4859. 
3-4 bdr house. Prefer Lakelse 
Lake, bench or any good neigl]- 
bourhood for mid-Sept. Call 
Mrs. Sornarajah 1-780-433- 
4787. 
HANDY-FIXIT congenial guy, 
early semi-retired, seeks mod- 
est or shared house/suite close- 
in, References. Roy 250-635- 
9769 (message 250-638-7827) 
MATURE, EMPLOYED, non- 
smoker no children, looking for 
small house in quiet heighbour- 
hood. Please leave message at 
250-638-0010 
APPROX 15 acres with fron- 
tage on Highway 16 and river 
frontage on Skeena & Zimacord 
Rivers. Owner financing avail- 
able 250-635.5061 
TWO BEDROOM townhouse 
on Haugland & Pear. Also a two 
bedroom unit in fourplex on 
Soucie. Both with f/s, wash- 
eddryer hookup. No pets. 635- 
5213. 
2 BEDROOM trailer on private 
lot in Thornhill comes with addi- 
tion. Includes f/s, w/d and cable. 
N gas heat, no pets. $550/mo. 
Ph 635-9171. After 5 p.m. Avail 
immed. 
3 BDRM 14x70 mobile home on 
private lot in Jack Pine Flats. 
$750/mo. Pets ok. 635-5913, 
FOR RENT. Like new 3 bdrm 
modular home , in manufac- 
tured Home Park close to 
downtown. $700 me. Will con- 
sider rental purchase reply with 
a ref to filet32, C/o Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St, Ter- 
race BC VSG 5R2 
OLDER 10 x 50 mobile with full 
addition, Sunken living room 
with Ige wood heater. 2 sheds 
with wood. Green house, plus 
storage shed. Includes f/s, w/d, 
New gas furnace & new overall 
roof in 98. Shrubs & vines. Just 
like a double wide, neat & clean 
steal! 250-635.5887. 
HOUSTON - 3 bdrm house, 2 
1/2 baths, large kitchen, formal 
dining. Beautiful family home for 
renVsale.$950/month,$t 60,000, 
fully-serviced building lois. R4- 
Multi family zoned. Good loca- 
tion $24-27,000. Phone 250- 
846-5264. 
LARGE OLDER home in North 
Usk. New foundations, upstairs, 
roof, drilled well, septic and ma- 
sonary chimneys, wood heat. 
Large lot with fruit trees, ber- 
ries,and workshop. Needs fin- 
ishing. Suit carpenter. $65,000. 
638-8526. 
MOVING MUST 
SELL 
Bedroom house with 
large attached carport on 
over Y, acre in Thornhill. 
Large open Livingroom/ 
Kitchen with high vaulted 
ceilings make it bright & 
spacious, Comes with 6 
appliances, all windows 
coverings, lots of storage 
space, greenhouse, gar- 
dens, apple trees, swing 
set, playhouse, storage 
shed. 
$112,000 
(wdl consider all serious one,s). 
Call 635-2991 
~ ~ ~ : ~  •. . . . .  ,: ~:,,'- • : i ! ! i~!  ~ i : ! : ~  : ~:~. • 
~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ' i , ' ~  ~,~ .;.'~ .~•~i :• ~i~ ~- 
LAKELSE LAKE PROPERTY 
Only  15 minutes f rom Terrace. 
Indud0s guesl to,age. 115 ft. lake frontage, ! 300 feel eng. 2 floors 
oppr0ximalely 2800 sq fl. NG heal & water (new). 2 bolhs, 2 fire- 
places. Saun0, game roam & 1oundry room. Recendy camp etely 
remodeled. Hew metal roof. Raised out of flood wat0r zone. Two cer 
gorage & workshop. 800 sq ft collage, 44 fl lake fi0nlnge. (leon creek 
runs belween properlies. Will sell combined or separate. 
Appraised at $480,000. 
View by_ appointment anly 
g 798-2528 ([eave message) r; 
2315 First Avenue. '~ 
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A'I'rRACTIVE 5 1.2 old 3 bdrm, 
2 1/2 bath home with f/s sliding 
glass door to sundeck, separate 
laundry room, large family room 
and attached garage. 
Underground wiring, NG heat. 
Nicely landscaped lot in quiet 
cul-de-sac with attractive orna- 
mental and fruit trees. Includes 
a lovely 1 bdrm rental suite with 
private entrance, f/s, w/d 
$185,000, To view call 638- 
0436. 
755 OPEN HOUSE : ,i , :  . ,q." , . , 
NEW REMO Bed & Breakfast 
Three year old fully finished 
home on acreage. Consider 
trades for smaller home 
$499,900 250-635-5061 
PROPERTY mASS Valley, 58 
acres, 2 homes, outbuildings, 
good water and power. Contact 
Si Davis 3667 Krumm Ave,, 
Terrace 8C, V8G 4Y2. 638- 
7899. 
TEN ACRES year round creek. 
Two three bedroom homes, 
large shop work contracts pos- 
sible.Trades considered, scenic 
Iskut Valley. Price $165,000 
Phone 250-234-3299. 
fSherry Anderson ~ 
Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
Conveyonclng 
Wills, . 
Mobile Home 
Transits, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documenlation, 
Notarizations Member 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 i :  
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
 154,900 
~4 Bdr., 2 1/2 bath. 
~Close to schools and 
downtown. 
~Nicely landscaped, 
hnced yard, 
i/On bus roule 
2410 Kalum Street 
• 638-1995 
5 BDRM home in Thornheights. 
1200 sq ft, 3 bathrooms. Priced 
for quick sale. $145,000. 250- 
638-0704. 
BABINE LAKE- Immaculate 3 
br, well built cottage on .38 
acre. Post and beam construc- 
tion with open floor plan and 
loft. Offers maintenance free vi- 
nyl siding, veranda, and storage 
shed/workshop/grnhouse. Can 
be lived in year round. Furniture 
and equipment negotiable 
separately. $139,600. Rduced 
to $135,500 (250)847-8358. 
PANOBODE LOG house 3 
bedrooms, bathroom, kitchen, 
living room and utility or four 
bedroom erected on your foun- 
dation $45,000 ph. 250-635- 
1428 or 250-627-6822 
TIMBERFRAMED HOME on 2 
1/3 acres. Country kitchen with 
maple cabinets. Oak flooring. 
Hot water heat. Large master 
suite. Asking $259,000. 250- 
JUST LISTED "~ 
GRANDMA'S ~;,~,i!~, 
HOUSE! ~ ~  
2.3 acres of private ".:! "i!i'~:7!;'.,  
country charm located on 
tho Bench. This four 
bedroom character home 
features hardwood floors, 
natural gas heat and 
fireplace, beautiful window treatments, sunroom, duradeck with hot tub, 
and a double detached garage. Enjoy the expansive setting or, subdivide 
off lots and still mainlain the privacy. 
An unbelievable investbnent at only 
/ ~  $229,900 M LS 
Call SHEILA LOVE 635-3004 or 
VIV STEELE 615-9128 
RFJMAX OF Terrace 638-1400 
FREE Sheila Love 
MARKET 635-3004 
EVALUATION PtJF/,/~l~ of Terrace 
Immaculate 2 bedroom home with 
guest room, loft, and double 
garage. Large glass greenhoase 
and garden area. Very affordable 
at $t24,500 M~ 
Besides style and charm this 
home offers 4 bedrooms plus den, 
bontm room above garage, 
luxurious ensuite, invit ing 
livingroom with n/g fireplace, and 
family size maple kitchen. Lots of 
extras. $219,500 MLS 
HORSESH0~I 
4 bedroom home offers 2 n/g 
fireplaces, jacuzzi, spacious family 
room, 3 year old £urnaee and air 
conditioner. REDUCED to sell at 
$158,500 MLS 
EA6LE PL4CE 
New subdivision on the Bench. Some view lots still 
available. 
ALL PRICES REDUCED/ 
Choose the site for your dream home. Starting at 
S32,900 MLS 
John Evans, Sheila Love, Gordie Oison 
RF/,,~II~ of Terrace 
638-1400 
/ 
:l~'4~'~T,~:ii]~4,',14:ilt~'l~',T.,):~:l fl~',/;}:i:t:rl,'~ht:~. 
JJLE.] TOP FLOOR CONDO IN EXCELLENT I~, 
~4ONDITION IN A DESIRABLE COMPLEX 
g~ Located close to schools and shopping. Sundeck off ~ J  
the master bedroom. Includes fridge, stove, and dish- 
IL~ washer. Strata fee includes a covered parking spot, [ ]  
natural gas fees, and building insurance. An excellent 
U starter or retirement opportunity. $82,900 MLS ~'~ 
I I  For your personal showing contact: I~  
~ Shaunce Kruisselbrinkand ~ 
r " J  ~ : i i i  Laurie Forbes at I ~ I I 
lel'  ee//A (of Te,ra,: I 
lira1 ~ 038-1400 I ~  I~  
11  635-5382 Residence i 
:t f l  ~, f ; t : l  ;t f l  L~,T;I:1:1 f l  ~T~ f ;V , I  :| f l  i'l f .~): i  :1 #4 ~% f ; ) [~  
luxe. 14x66, 2 bedroom, full 
iii iii living room, built in china cabi- Comphtely Renovated net. Sky lights in kitchen and ~:~,~:~ Ideal 3 bdr family/retiremenl bathroom. Full 8x28 covered 
home with N/G fireplace deck. Fully landscaped with ! ! !  ~ i~ i~ '~~ ' i l k  i i i  
and garage, storage shed and fenced Jn 
Easy wheelchair/stroller oacess, yard. Including 5 appliances. ' ( ~ ~  llJ Ii $110,000 638-7274 see to be appreciated. Located at #27 Pine Park. Please phone 
' to make an appointment to 'view Wightman & Smith Realty 
at 635-6926. Askinq $72,000. !~.~ Liane Ha_bermann i ;  
12X48 MOBILE wffh 12x48 ad- i i !  w6:e~ °z~ O~SyAI" Large Home - d,~o. 3 bdrm, 4 appl and sheds Erika I-Qn~]er, broker/.o UPAGE ~ERRAC~, isl 
on a corner pad in Thornhill. r " l  proud to announce that Liane Habermann has joined Ihe|"' 
Beautiful View w,, sacrifice at $28,000. 250- |~ |  company osasalesassociale. Liane brings with her several|~ 
635-1740. =g ~ =11 years experience in the real estate induslry. Liane invites all ~ '~. 
MOVING SOON - 1~s SR114x70 modular home ~,~ her past and present clients, friends and acquaintances to |'~ 
BARGAIN PRICED! situated on fenced pad in quiet g-~ call her in all matters relating to real estate. 16 
10 bedrooms, 5 bath- park. 2 bdrm nicely decorated. = ...- a,,, 
rooms, 5 entrances, 6 apply, skylight and jaccuzi tub I~1 635-Z606 ~ 
approx..48 landscaped in bathroom, $650/m0 or I~1 ~ll l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l  ~ I  !~i~ 
$69.900.63B-8~8. ~ ROYAL LEPAGE TERRACE |3 |  
acres sloping down to PADS AVAILABLE @ Boulder-" ~ ~ | ml~l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l lU l l  , .~ _ | ~ 
5keena River frontage, wood MHP, singles and double ~m~ Independen~yownedgoperoted ~ ' (~191 
Greet for the business wides, drive by #82, #84, #98, lelll~llMiIlallllgll m ll~llllllillllBi ~lllllBfllgJiiiimllpJii m=lll lnBila i~ lugf  
IROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL LePAGE ROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL LEPAGE ROYAL LJ minded person or family. #108, #114-3616 Larch Ave. To .... iiiilrgl,,i ~ iflijnjljiiji;.'- ' I l t l l l l ,m ibd in~ ,re,l= . . . . . .  . "  
view, call Gordon for details 
Many Extras! @ 638-1162. 
S186 000 . , .~  RIDGE homes selling SR1 homes in Burns Lake. Will 
I match any Prince George pric- 
635-9359 ing on new 14' wide, sectional 
or modular home orders. Call 
i l  I 638-0937. .~. ,..:,~ iii~.:i;:i:iiiiiii~i!.ii!i~ i • 
Leon at 1-250-692-3375. 
ENTERPRISES 
CERTIF IED HOME INSPECTIONS 
John Kostelnik, CPI ~=c,,.~, "~ 
Certified Properly Inspector I,,~,t,pro.r~0r 
Certified FPT, IP Electrician ~,.~0,s I~ 
Certified by ASTTBC Tel (250) 635-2630 ,,I 
TERRACE, B.C. Fax (250) 635-2649 ~ 
Cell (250) 615-7666 
2~sq. ft. ~se wlfn I~lro~ 
~=d. ExceLlent prlce. Ready to ~ve 
umace, oat~ kitchen, patio doo~ to 
~00# ),elk~ and redc~r c~st~ 
I en~nce~, he~.~sp~ce, 
windows, ~once ond pof ligl~ling, 
I/o.'t hst ¢ this p~cel I 
uced! '4,w;ooo- 
I 16,000 i.d. Gsr Phone 15-OO80 
4907 LAMBLY AVE 
3 bed.rancher in Horseshoe area 
Off ice  
635-6361 
1000 Bonus 
A i r  M i les  
"....: . .. 
- lpm.3pm 
Hosted  By  
Steve 
 u,e, 
& ~ 
Corinna 
Morhart 
14' WIDE Ridgewood recondi- 
tioned home with vinyl drywall 
interior. Two additions, porch 
and patio. Skirting insulated. 
W/D F/S and air conditioner cn 
Double load. 1-250-845-7712 
1979 MIOBILE home in Burns 
Lake priced to sell at $t 8,900 
Dolivery can be arranged call 
(250) 692-3375 
You're never 
too voung... 
To loin ~e tram. 
against~e desert1 
Supporl USC 
land improvement programs 
in Mall 
Call, 1-800-5656.USC 
With your pledge 10dayl 
~ t ~ -,, -=,=n.=...~J I -~  name renovEillOn5 " I~leW name ¢g[1,~lrruc;;flOn ,%,. 
12155q.Fl.,31~lrm, 11/2balhs. OpenspJitJeveJd~gnwilhvaulledceilings& r~ 411qgd i ,&q l~=411~.  Services Ltd. I t t  Commercial construction • Roofing ~t 
island kikhen. Qualily finish lhraughouL Furnace, Duct and Chimney ~ Certified Blue MaW rig;d barn/concrete installarion 3.. 
$164,900 (incl GST) / ~ Cleanlng 1~ BC.cerlified builder 1~' 
63 5 -O646 Seplic Tanks & Drain and % dr 
~ -  ~ Septic Field Flushing I ~1¢ ,~ 
Rata-Rooter Service 1~ BARTON CONSTRUCTION LTD. 
te r r~c es.0b; i14d;~)s D@; ~ Tgl, n e t Shallow Well Chanlng , % GENERAL CONTRACTOR "~B 
. .  , ?  
I 24 Hour Service I Tel / fax 635-6244 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-62 [ p :635.1132 ] "r 
[I lift II I] I,I II I] 1111 II ~I] I] I] 
4 / SMALL BUT MIGHTY! SMALL BUT MIGHTY! 
i 
~N@rthwest  Ti le Bedrooms t~ BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING ~ & Marble ~ BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING ~' 
2 1/2 ,,~ I~ sAus AND INSTAUATION5 ~ " " Baths ,,,,t Terrace Standard Terrace Standard h~ Come ,%,.e Our 5howToom 
Vaulled ,, v Home Imp[ovement $4~00 rfl Ceramic Tile, Marble and I'~ I1"1 Glass Blocks ~ Home Improvement $4~r~oo 
Ceilings, ,~ BusinessDirectorles vv  per week** ~ ~  s~ ~ Business Directories vvperweek**  
Rock Fireplace & Wood Stove down & Gas "Based on 13 week contract I'fl - ~-~ 615-OO=2 J~ 'Based on 13 week contract 
upstairs. Corral and barn. Two sheds, sundeck 3210 Clinton St., ~ y,~,~'"='GARYCHRISTIANSEN ~ --ldl~zi~[l[,;i'~'~ 
14x60 and full), finished basement. L,~g ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ig 4o~0 Mot= PIe,., I't"1 t'~ -- 3210 Clint_on St., k/d 
. Asking $235,000. Phone 635-7683. 
ALTERNATE 
SECOND FLOOR PLAN ~ , r"-:--TT.'--F1I-t-T, i . .~  =SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
811 SO.FT. (75.3 M =) 8tt SQ.FT. (75.3 M') ~ . .~-c"~' . . - - - -~ ' ; -  ":~ ? ~  ~ 
(X~JKE G Ae.,E 
~- , "%'.t: ;" ~,.,~..% ... ~ "~: ' 
. . . . . . . .  
iL__ L__I ~.~. 
MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
998 SQ.FT. (92.7 M I) 
I ORDER: TOTAL 1812 6Q.FT, (168,3 M ) )  
.AN ORDER: L TOTAL 1833 SQ. FT. (t70,3 M') ) 
House Plans Available Through I Marine & RV'I / • "J" qlt III On t , .e  and on budget 
"  Ho e vations• New ho e construction r" ~
,J ( i 
cw 14 x 70 Mobile~ 
$39,900 
YES! 
Includes: freight to 
Prince George, block & 
level, ,ridge, stove & 
drapes, 2x6 exterior 
walls, 1 piece tub & 
shower, and cathedral 
ceilings. 
• ,878 RV'S 
MOTORHOMES 
1956 Hart Highway 
PRINCE GEORGE, BC 
563-5412 
email valridge @ pgonline.com 
web page 
www.valleyridgehomes,bc,ca d-888-301-2288) 
..... 944 : .  ~ 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SERVICES : 
1976 MGB $5,000 obo. Low 
mileage. 250-635-3575. Even- 
inqs. 
1987 DODGE Aries Wagon. 
Nc, roof rack, stereo, and trailer 
hitch. $2,100 obo. Evenings 
250-635-0077. 
1991 CORVETTE convertible. 
Low mileage $29,000.00 o.b.o. 
250-635-3575 Evenings. 
1991 HYUNDAI Excel -CX  
107,000K. Locally serviced. 45 
MPG plus. Asking $4995 obo 
250-635-0825 
1993 FORD Van, E350 XLT, 15 
pass. fully loaded, exec. cond. 
$7,800 o.b.o. 250-847-4715 
1993 HYUNDAI Sonata GL, 5 
spd. 55,000 km. P/L, P/W, C/C. 
Gray in colour. $6,500 obo. 
635-2717. 
1997 MAZDA PROTEGE SE. 4 
d~or, auto, a/c. low km 17,300, 
red in colour. $13,600 obo. 638- 
0109 after 6pro. FORD 
CARS FROM $500 Govern- 
meat seized & surplus. Sold lo- 
cally. Call for lisitngs. 1-888- 
342-3500 EXT. BB60 
I I ~ ~ 1-9441 ~ : I I ;~ ;I'~ : I ' ] 
MISCELLANEOUS 
I I SERVic ES,- !- ,,, 
. : ,.'i;~' ~:'!i 
1977, 4X4 Ford pick up with 
45,925 original miles, plus stud- 
ded snow tires. $3,000 obo. 
Call 250-635-2158 anytime. 
1984 JEEP Grand Wagoneer:i, 
4x4 propane, good running con- 
dition, p/steering, new radiator, 
$2,900 obo. Phone 635-8280 
eveninclS or leave message. 
1987 F-150 Custom, 4x4 e/c, 6 
cylinder canopy, near new, 
tires, battery, alt. w/pump, 
brakes. 250-635-2742. $4,750 
obo. 
1987 $10 Chew extended cab 
pickup. Automatic. $5395.00 
250-635-4246 
1991 FORD Ranger XLT, 4x4 
emended cab, 4 liter V6, Run- 
ning Boards, box liner, boat 
rack, new tires, no rust, e/c. 
180,000 kin. Asking $7,300. 
638-8809. 
1991 TOYOTA 4x4 pu, SRb, 
V6, loaded except air, top of the 
line canopy, canopy pack, bed 
liner, hitch alpine, stereo. Call 
638-0639. $12,995. 
1996 DODGE RAM. 1/2 ton. 4 
wheel drive, extended cab. Ex- 
cellent condition. Asking 
$20,000.00 260-638-1260 
~870 RV'S/  
L CAMPERS 
JUST IN! 
FORD VAN, rear seats. 3 & 4 
pasenger. Dark gray. Excellent 
condition with all hardware and 
belts. $500.00. 250-635-7664. 
MUST SELL 1984 Toyota 4- 
runner. Excellent running condi- 
tiun. New tires, timing chain. 
Asking $3500. Call 250-635- 
1563 make an offer. 
862BOATS i :;;~ 
• MARINE ,:: 
24' CAMPION Com- 
mand/bridge, 379 hrs, 260 HP 
Volvo, New 9.9 Yamaha, 4 
stroke, alum-swim grid, EZ 
steer full electronics, full canvas 
etc on galy e/z loader, Immacu- 
late $25,000. Ph 635-5371 after 
6ore. 
~ IMPORTS 
24' FIBER form cruiser boat. 
Alarm Installed. Twin axle trail- 
er. 1984 Ford 4x4 pickup, 6.9L 
diesel G.R.C. 10' Zodiac with 6 
HP outboard motor. Many ex- 
tra's. Also 10HP outboard. Sold 
as package only, Asking 
$I 6,000.00 250-635-6403 
MISTY RIVER 14' Dbl wide 
alum. boat & trailer. New cond 
$1 850, 638-7291. 
WATER SKI boat (K&C) 100 
HP Mariner. $5,000 obo. 250- 
635-3575 ovenin~s. 
O' 1994 Slumber Queen Camp- 
er, very clean cond. asking 
$7,500. 638-0484. 
98 YAMAHA Kodiak 400, winch 
, 800 kilometres, like new. 
$6500.00 250-638-7690. 
1994 DUTCHMEN 28' fifth 
wheel. Fully loaded, e/c. Comes 
with hitch. Asking $17,000 abe. 
Phone 615-0203. 
BABYSITTING AVAILABLE in 
Thornhill area. Days and even- 
inqs. Call 250-635-3801 
CUDDLY KITTENS FAMILY 
DAYCARE has spaces avail- 
able Aug 30th. Located on the 
bench. Close to park. Large 
yard and playroom, Lots of fun 
activities. Licensed Childcare 
facility. Please call 250-635- 
1273 for more info. 
EXPERIENCED, NON-smok- 
MIKE ROSMAN RV "Help" We ing, part-time nanny required. 
need campers, trailers, 5th , Occasional evening shifts. Ref- 
motorhomes. Buy/consign erences required, 250-615- 
fenced compound separate use 5022. 
sales staff, Interiors largest 
dealer call Peter 1-600-811. WILL DO babysitting in my own 
8733or250-558-8635 home. Please call 250-638- 
1973 25' Class A Cabana Mo- 
torhome. Fully equipped. Air 
conditioning, microwave, etc. 
On propane, excellent condi- 
tion. $15,000. Ph 635-6350. 
= 
OVER 200 new & Used R.V.'s 17 I 
new brands. O down financing, I
lrades, or we pay cash. For best I 
price in B.C. Callus free t-800- I 
668-1447 or ~w.voyager.rv.com | 
B.C. Interiors largest dealer I 
Vayager R.V. Centre Hwy. 97 I 
Winfield, B.C. DI#9452. I 
7748 
Looking for ~ 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral hasinfo~ati0n on 
child care options and on 
:. cheos!ng child care. 
Orop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR Is a program of the' 
Terrace Wom'an's Resource Cenlrs I 
and is funded by the Ministry for i 
~.= Children and Famil!es.- J 
. . . . . .  , . .d .  
FOR RENT 1996 24' motor- 
home. Dual air, microwave, iv, 
vcr. For more info. Call 635- 
9451. CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
meats. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief, Na- 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
ed. 
SPIN FOR 
BIG DOLLARS 
Win 
Purchase Any New Honda 
or Pre.owned Vehicle and be 
entered to win up to $3000 caSh]i] 
Contest Period August 16- Sept. 18/99 
199i Chev Camaro 1993_Chevy Lumina 
Beau~ful Ride burosport 
$9,995 6 cyl Auto, tow kms, fully loaded 
Was $13,995 
1987 Honda Civic Wagon 
4 cyl, 5 spd 
$2,995 
1995 Honda Civic LX 
One owner, dealer serviced 
$10,995 
1995 GMC 3~4 ~x}n 4x4 
$21,995 
1992 Dodge Spirit 
4dr sedan, air, 4 cyl, auto. 
$6,995 
Now $11,995 
1998 Jeep Cherokee 
5 s p d , ~ t y  
"-'Was-$24,995 
Now $22,995 
1995 GMC Yukon SLE 
4dr, Auto 350, loaded, towing package, 
running boards, roof rack 
Was $27,995 
Now $25,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyl, 5 spd, NC, tully loaded, spoiler 
$20,995 
1994 GMC Suburban SLE 
fully loaded including running boards & 
Towing package 
$29,995 
1989 Pontiac Sunbird 
4 cyl, 5 spd 
$3,995 
1989 Ford F-150 4x4 
5 spd, 6cyl. 
$6,995 
1993 Pontiac Grand Am 
Auto, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
$12,495 
1987 Honda Accord 
$4,995 
1992 Mazda Protege SE 
4 cyl, cassette, 5spd, one owner, tow 
kms 
$8,995 
1998 GMC SLE 112 Ton 
4X4 EX[~ 
Aut0, 3 ~ ) ~  fact0ry 
~ ~ g  
$32,995 
1997 Honda Civic 
4 cyl, auto, tow kms, remaining factory 
warranty, CD player, command start, 
alarm system 
,~ ..~_.9~5 
1988 Ford F150.]Q.T 
$7,99____~ 
1992 Honda EX-V 
Top of the line features,, 125hp, ower 
moon roof, P/L, P/W, rear spoiler, cruise, 
tilt and more, one owner, low kms. 
$12,99..___5 
1997 MaT da P ro!~e SE ,u,o 
$14,995 
1995 Honda Accord EX-R 
V6 Auto 
leather, power seat and rnoonroof, power 
group, alloy wheels, rear spoiler, CO & 
cass 
$21,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
5 spd,6 cyl, fully loaded 
$12,995 
FEATURING. . .  
Auto 
Deta i l ing  
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
*Get it clean for summer 
*Detail addsto  resale 
*Free Estimates 
*Located at Terrace Honda 
*Call 24 Hours 
615-6844 
'91 Evinrude 
65hp w/jet & controls 
$ 99s.oo 
'Yamaha Generators 
In stock from 600 Watt o 
6600Watt 
'98 Yamaha 
30-hpshort shaft 
$1895.00 
'94 Campion 
185 cuddy, wit 15 merc & 
Trailer 
Year 2000 Yamaha 
Grizzly 600 
4x4 
IH STOCK 
'93 Waveblaster 
700cc ~$ ~iler i~ :~ 
$3999.00 
1995 Big Bear 
350 4x4 c/w winch 
$4499.00 
'96 Yamaha 
Virago 11 
I $ 5 S 9 9 ' 0 0 
Mariner 25 ML 
Outboard 
4 Stroke 
$3350.00 
DEBT PROBLEMS? We can 
help. Stop Collection Calls. 
Co, qFolidate Your Payments. AI- 
ter-h/~tives to B,~nkruptcy. Free 
Consultation. Credit Counseling 
Society of BC. A Non-Profit Or- 
.qanization. 1-888-527-8999. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
aR kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon ra- 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pdcing and resewa- 
tion Information. 638-7830. 
FURNITURE RESTORATION, 
refinishing and reupholstedng; 
Curtains, drapes, and clothing 
to your design. Reasonable 
rates. Phone Peter and Christi- 
na at 638-1219. 
HELPING THE .WORLD 
WRITE NOW 
C O D E  
Se l f - ;u f r<k~cy  Wo~jh  
5 tu~ ~ the  dcvc lopk~ wor ld  
ro¢ ;nfocmatiocb call 1 -600-661-~633 " 
/ ( 
i I I 
- ,~ i~'  ~,ii~ i ,  ~ i ~ 
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I WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 
PARTS & SERVICE D~ALER 
:i NADINA 
TRUCK ~ V  
SERVICE • LTD.  
,4 
845-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave.,  Houston B.C 
m L  
~,.~. • • "~;:.~"i~$ I  /err.ace 
Dire i 
; ~":~: '~i ,;.'~z~ : :~  ~ ":: . . . . . . .  ~:~:: :~ ~:! ~L~ !i~-~ 
TERRACE'S LOST & 
FOUND KEY DEPOT 
635-5549 0, 1-888-560.5549 
illllli i i i 
I 
I P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
s ince 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
i i vAv l I  l la ' J ' l i~l~l  [~fill dz'~Tl~d i I q i~l'lFr~Fi 131 ~v~ ~ ~ i l:']il'A'i IJTJi l ' l  
!=,  • ,,,..,,.,; . ' ,  ,',_ ,: ..,,,-:,, 
j ~ , . .  ~ v  ; ..... 
I ..... :':':~::~;;~..:~:~:.:::~,~::~::~:::;; ........ 3901 Dabble St., Terrace, B.C. 
t ,Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
I I  
el~i~"y~ w~'~e!~e i!~il i!; :~ '  I 
:.n~.ps; s~m a:~.~m~!~i~  l 
c°ntributi°ns'~ d  f~dback 0f all types; I 
RN SOM 
 IEY! 
 ARN SOME 
PONSIBILIT 
e Terrace Standard Circulation 
Department is looking for 
 iief Carriers 
,u are a hard working individual 
at likes walking, we need you! 
Call Carole 
Circulation Manager 
38-7283 (Tuesday to Friday) 
or Fax 638-8432 
or apply in person to: 
3210 Clinton Street. 
i I I  =Ni l  : i F ; l I~  
STL' DARD 
IH - ' I  :i't.'~ l~- ' I  
'98 Dodge Stratus 
Auto, Air, windows, looks, 
Cruise, Tilt 
$17,588 
'97 Jeep Gr Cherokee Lared0 
cyl, Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Super Clean 
$27,995 
'96 Chrysler Town & Country 
leather, quad seats. Dual air 
& more 
S31,~Js Now $26,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'97 Jeep Grand Cherokee 
Laredo 
VS, auto, air, window, looks 
cruise, tilt & more 
$29,995 
'96 Jeep .G.ra.nd .t~rokee 
~~" i 
~2~,995 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
Auto, Air, windows, locks & more 
$25,995 
'94 Chrysler Concorde 
6cyl, auto, NC, tilt, cruise, 
windows, locks & more 
$13,995 
'91 Jeep YJ 
6 cyl, Auto, hardtop 
$10,995 
'92 Chrysler Dynasty 
V6 Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks 
$1o,995 Now $8,995 
'88 Jeep 4Or Cherokee 
4x4, 6 cyl, auto, air 
$5,495 
'91 Jeep YJ 
5 speed 
$7,995 
'95 Ford 4Whdr Xcab 
4x4 
V8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise 
$15,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 Now $15,995 
'92 Ford F150 
4x4, 5 speed 
• $8,995 ....... 
'89 Ford 4WHDR XCab 
V8, 5speed, Air, Cruise/Tilt 
$7,995 NOW $5,995 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, 0nly 11,339 kms 
Was $15,995 Now 
$13,995 
'97 Pontiac Bonneville SE 
v6, auto, air conditioning, tilt, locks 
cruise, cassette, windows & more 
$22,995 
'96 Pontiac Grand Am 
2 dr, V6, 5 Speed, pw, pl 
$12,995 
'98 GMC Jimmy 
All wheel drive, fully loaded 
$28,995 
'96 Po~izL~ l~i rd  
V8,6~ ~ • ~ aded 
'96 Geo Metro 
5 speed, cassette, 
only 29,000 kms 
Was $10,995 Now $9,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
v-e, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JL.)(, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks & more 
$18,995 
'97 Toyota Tacoma 
4x4 xcab 
$18,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
V6, Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Was $17,995 How $15,995 
'90 Toyota Corolla SR5 
4 door coupe, sunroof 
$5,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed, 
$5,995 
r. 4916 tlwy, 16 West 63~.7187 
1-800-313-7187 Dm 595S 
www.terraceeutomall.oom 
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/ THE t LUNG ASSOCIATION 
i 7¢ _/1638-76331 / II 
/ I I  
_ ~red, bu~.,stuekathome. / PRECISELY RIGHT Ill \"eO.~ -- _ .  ~l~Xx y ' 
Let me brmg the pampering to you ~ I$ 15 L t bringthepamperingtoyou] I ~r- -~tY~;~nf i~e l  I/ ~.~,VEALT~"~ 
1 ..~,x. , ,,--~Vw (')r~ x.~).'~¢ I ~ ~  assist orload foryou I I 
, ,L ! l  [ ' lL ) ,~lr .  : 1\ 1 *~ I L  1~.~ I ~ • Reasonable Rates" I i I 
Appointments ot always necessary ; I  ~ • Bondable I I 
092 . . . . .  : I 
EORGE Cell Phone" 615 7197 : This space could 1 I Teephone'635-8891 " r I~ ~ e. 
~O01.1EY Fax::635;6762 be yours. II ° ~ ° ~  
G.C. MoBILE SMALL ENGINE REPAIR i CALL  NOW!  hooL. 
!: ] Generators Chainsaws 
 oower, 638 7283 Rider I.mvnmowers Snowblowers l: I 
Arthritis 
l{elief 
_aearn practical ways to control 
pain, fatigue and depression. 
Participate in the ARTHRITIS 
SELF-MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAM. ASMP takes only a 
few hours each week for six weeks. 
The cost is minimal, and the 
Join an ASMP class in your communtty, benefits last a lifetime! 
879-7511 THE~ ~ " (local 301 or 437)LOWERMMNLM~D 
1-80  0 -667-2847 ARTHRITIS 
-rou. rR~E SOCIETY J r  
CALL 10 AM to 4 PM MONDAY to FRIDAY BC and Yukon Division 
Education is one of the 
fundamental rights to which 
every child is fully entitled. 
Yupport the work of UNICEF, 
and help enable children 
around the world to choose 
their own future. 
jO 
t~n;veTsc~k"y 
of f~  CO,vg~,vTZO~,' ¢n 
t /~ ~I6~T¢; o( t"~ U4tLD 
ne: 1-800-381-4343 
.micef ¢t) 
nitcd Nations Children's Fund 
children's rights come first. 
ra 
AUCTIONS 
COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Columbia nd Yukon 
UNRESERVED TRUCK 
and Construction Auction, 
Sept. 20/99 at our new lo- 
cation 9320-52 Street. 
S.E., Calgary, Alberta. For 
information call Canadian 
Public Auction at 403- 
269-6600. Visit our Home 
Page at http://www.cana. 
dianpublicauction.corn 
AUTO 
CARS FROM $500.  
Government seized and 
surplus, All makes and 
models. Sold locally. Call 
for listings. 1-800-734- 
6588 Ext BC40. 
BUSINESS 
FRANCHISES 
Purified Water Stores of 
Canada is THE FASTEST 
GROWING CONCEPT in 
the Billion Dollar Industry, 
Will be opening stores in 
your area: Total invest- 
ment approx $90,000, 
Highest return. Toll Free 
1-877-266-8768 Ext. 206. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CASH IN/CASH OUT. 
Coke, Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M, Re-stock establish- 
ment unique vendors in 
your area. No selling. Full- 
time, part.time, Minimum 
investment $13,980. 1- 
888-503-8884. 24 hours. 
HIGH PROFIT Vending 
Routes, MIn. Investment 
Financing Available 501- 
8363/1-600-387-2274. 
EARN $1000 PER WEEK 
with your computerl Copy 
3.5" software disks from 
home. Send S,A.S.E, for 
free report and duplication 
rights. Omnl-X: 2372 
Yonge St., #9, Toronto, 
ON, M4P 2E6. 
LAZY WAY TO MAKE 
$$$1 Up to $20,000/month 
using your telephone and 
1-900#% Famous expert 
shows howl FREE infor- 
mation PACKI Call 1-800- 
771-7430, Ext 158, Or 
Visit www.itel.oom. 
FREE INCOME tax fran- 
chlse territories, Selected 
areas throughout Canada, 
Low startup costs. Limited 
time offer. Existing loca- 
tions also available. Call 
1-800-665-5144 for more 
information or visit our 
webslte at www.llbarty- 
tax.corn, 
CAREER TRAINING 
Exciting well paid careers 
In computer programming, 
We will prepare suitable 
applicants. Ministry of 
Education Registered 
Home Study Diploma 
Program, Financial 
Assistance, loaner com- 
puter systems and job 
placement ools available, 
No experience necessary, 
1-800.477-9576 www,cm. 
straining.com. 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 I(t~ O QI ('~ 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon ~ ,r_ ~ V 
and reach more than 3 million readers. 
COMING EVENTS 
Master Your Spiritual 
Destiny through PAST 
LIVES, DREAMS, SOUL 
TRAVEL. Begin the ad- 
venture today. For free 
bo0k, t~all ECKANKARI 1- 
800-LOVE-GOD as for 
book #F18, www.eck- 
ankar,org. 
EDUCATION 
COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
ING Institute of Canada 
offers on-campus and cor- 
respondence courses to- 
ward a Diploma In 
Counselling Practice to 
begin this month, Free 
catalogue, call 24hrs 1- 
800-665-7044, 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER .... write for 
money and pleasure with 
our unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writing - romances, short 
stories, radio, and TV 
scripts, articles and chil- 
dren's stories, Send today 
for our FREE BOOK, 
TOLL FREE 1-800-267- 
1829. FAX 1-613-749- 
9551. The Writing School 
3278-38 McArthur Ave, 
Ottawa, ON, K1L 6R2. 
DISTANCE EDUCATION. 
The University College of 
the Cariboo now accept- 
ing applications for 
Executive Diploma 
Programs in Human 
Resources, General 
Management and 
Management & Training, 
Qualifies as pre-MBA pro- 
gram. Limited space, Call 
(250) 371-5823 or (604) 
530-1799 or visit 
www.cariboo,bc.ca, 
A NEW CAREER? Train 
to be an 
Apar tment /Condo  
Manager. Many Jobs-All 
areasl Free lob placement 
assistance. 18 years of 
successl For 
Info/brochure 681-5456/1- 
800.665-8339. RMTI. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
JOURNEYMAN/AP-  
PRENTICE Instrumenta- 
tion personnel required for 
i n d u s t r i a l  
maintenance/construction 
projects in the oll and gas 
industry. Contact Human 
Resources, fax 1-250- 
787-7535. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, 
planks, beams, Large ca- 
pacity, Best sawmill value 
anywhere. Free informa. 
tion 1-800-566-6899, 
Norwood Sawmills, R.R, 
2; KIIworthy, Ontario POE 
1G0, 
FOR SALE MISC. 
NO MONEY DOWN. 
Computer 450MHZ, 32 
MB Ram 6.4 GIG H.D., 
56K fax, 40XCD 16 BIT 
sound, 120 watt speakers, 
Win 98, colour printer, 15" 
monitor. $79. per month. 
O.A.C. 1-888-855-5527. 
DSS SATELLITE CARDS. 
500 channels with 
European or Viper card. 
Also Echostar cards. 
Complete systems avail- 
able. We'll beat any com- 
petitor pricing by 5%. Call 
780-914-5772. 
HELP WANTED 
JOURNEYMEN STEEL 
FABRICATORS needed. 
Okanagan Valley. Send 
Resume to fax 250-546- 
9076. 
GOLDEN HEALTH 
COUNCIL (37 LTC beds, 
15 acute) is accepting ap- 
plications for a p/t Clinical 
Dietician. Qualifications: 
Bachelor's degree, CDA 
membership, registration 
with BCDNA. Experience 
preferred. Applications: 
Maryann Simpson, 
Golden Health Council, 
Box 1260, Golden B.C., 
V0A 1H0. Fax: (250) 344- 
2511. 
INFORMATION 
BRITISH? WORKED 
THERE? or drawing the 
"FROZEN" PENSION? 
get the facts on your UK 
PENSION RIGHTS & on 
our ANTI-FREEZE" CAM- 
PAIGNI phone NON- 
PROFIT Canadian 
Alliance of British 
Pensioners FREE 1-800- 
760-6633 Emall: 
ma_ys@brentwood.bc.ca. 
MANUFACTURED 
HOMES 
OWN YOUR OWN manu- 
factured home lot In 
Sundre Alberta. 25 lots 
still available. 6,900 sq,ft. 
($18,700.) to 13,400 sq.ft. 
($25,000.). Please call the 
Sundre Town Office 403- 
638-3551 or fax 403-638- 
2100. 
MOBILE HOMES 
PARK MODELS 
Manufactured Homes 
s/w's, d/w's, 12 wides, 8 
wides with slides, New & 
Used. Ideal for Rec. 
Property, Private Prop,, 
Parks, Resorts, Homes: 
1.800-339-5133, RV's 1- 
800-667-1533. 
PERSONALS 
ADULT ENTERTAIN- 
MENT. Order the best 
videos by mall and pay 
less. FREE Video Offerl 
FREE Catalogue, 
Discreet. HMC Video 
5288 Parc, 101 -C, 
Montreal, Quebec, H2V 
4G7. 
for 25 words 
$ 6.00 each 
additional word 
PERSONALS 
DIVORCE RIP OFFI 
Tactics & strategies to 
protect your children & as- 
sets. We are men helping 
men fight an unjust sys- 
tem. Free call: 1-877- 
BREAKUP, Ext 98. 
ASHGROVE CHRISTIAN 
S I N G L E S  
www.huntsashgrove:com, 
Want to correspond/small 
unattached Christians? 
18-85. Single/widowed/di- 
v o r c e d 
Canada/Wor ldwide ' ,  
Companionship/Marriage. 
Free info: 1-250-679- 
3543, Ashgrove. P.O. Box 
205, Chase, B.C., V0E 
1M0. 
REAL ESTATE 
SELLING OR BUYING A 
HOME DIRECT? See 
Website www,bchome- 
sellers.com, Buyers ad- 
vertise free & Sellers get 
global exposure for pen- 
nies a day. Non-internet 
users call 1-888-248- 
5581. 
SALES HELP WANTED 
LOOKING FOR A NEW 
CAREER or just need 
extra money"?. Sell C&M 
GIFTS' unique line of 
Home Decor, Kitchen 
Accessories, and 
Christmas Treasures. 
Call: 519-258-7905, Fax: 
519-258-0707 for free cat- 
alogues and information 
about this wonderful op- 
p__ortuni~. 
SKIING 
BIG WHITE luxury ac- 
commodatlons-Xmas/New 
Yearsl Book nowl 1-4 
bdrm condos, ski in/ski 
out, hot tubs, gas FP, 
other dates available- 
Condos Unlimited, toll 
free 1-888-676- 
9977/(250)868-6751 or 
www.condosunlimited.co 
m, 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O,A.C." 
Guaranteed credit ap- 
provals. Trucks, 4x4's, 
crew cabs, diesels, sport 
utilities. Repo's, broken 
leases, heavy duty equip- 
ment. Take over pay- 
ments, Free delivery, Call 
The Untouchables now. 1- 
800-993-3673. Vancouver 
327-7752, 
SAVE ON TRUCKS & 
CARS. New & Used, 
Guaranteed instant credit 
approval, Free home de- 
livery with 0 down. Call 
today 24hrs 1-877-212- 
3232. Ford, Dodge. GM. 
632- WEEK 
OF SEPT 6 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (604) 669-9222 
TRAVEL 
FULLY ESCORTED de- 
partures to: Eastern 
Canada from the prairies 
to the Atlantic, Sept. 15 - 
Oct. 7, 1999. 
Newfoundland and 
Labrador plus Nova 
Scotia, Oct. 4 - 15, 1999. 
Maritimes and eastern 
Canada, Oct. 12 - 24, 
1999. Christmas in 
Victoria, Dec. 23 -  29, 
1999. Australia and New 
Zealand farm and ranch 
tour, Jan. 6 - 23, 2000. 
Australian Splendor farm 
and country tour, Jan. 6 - 
23, 2000. New Zealand 
Kiwi Magic farm and cul- 
ture tour, Jan. 21 - Feb.4, 
2000. Panama Canal 
cruise, Feb. 3 - 14, 2000. 
Cooks Islands and 
Hawaii, Feb 7 - 20, 2000. 
Deluxe 4-island Hawaii 
tour, Feb. 7 -2 20, 2000. 
Kenya safari and the 
Pyramids of Egypt, Feb. 
18 - Mar. 7, 2000. The 
"Amazing" Amazon 
cruise, Feb. 28 - Mar. 11, 
2000. Australia At Its 
Best, Mar. 19 - Apr. 11, 
2000 or Nov. 19 - Dec. 
12, 2000. Australian high- 
lights, Mar. 19 -Apr. 4, 
2000 or Nov. 19 - Dec. 5, 
2000. Call Select 
Holidays, 1-800-661- 
4326, www. selectholi- 
days.corn 
TIMESHARE RESALES. 
To buy, sell or rent world- 
wide, World's Largest 
Reseller. ERA STROMAN 
SINCE 1979. Buyers call 
1-800-613-7987. Sellers 
call 1.800-201-0864. 
I n t e r n e t 
www.stroman,corn. 
CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY 
INVESTMENT REPRE- 
SENTATIVE - Tired of 
having others determine 
your future? Edward 
Jonas, a leader In the fi- 
nancial industry, is looking 
for Investment 
Representatives in nu- 
merous locations through- 
out Canada. This position 
will allow you to help indi- 
vidual investors reach 
their financial dreams. We 
will provide you with a 
neighborhood office, an 
assistant & the indu~try's 
finest training & support. 
Throughout North 
America our people earn 
above average incomes. 
For details, call toll free, 
1-800-380.4617, Or visit 
our Web site, www,jone- 
sopportunity.com, 
FREE 128 page Career 
Opportunities Guide 
shows you how to train at 
home for top paying Jobs. 
Earn More, Call Gran(on 
Institute today at 1.800- 
361-1971 for your free 
~lulde. 
t I 
